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Abstract

This thesis critically considers Canadian health care relorm lrom a broad perspective in
light ofthe myriad offorces that shape health policy conversations. Informed by the political

economy perspective, the analysis draws attention to the broader political, economic, social and
historic context ofCanadian health care, and conternplates the power structures and interest

groups at play in health care policy processes. This includes an examination ofgeneral Canadian
health care reform initiatives and specifìc primary health care reform recommendations in the

2002 Romanow Report. Methodologically, a series ofcritical questions were answered through
literature review and in application to specific text. Proposed health care reforms have also been

assessed in relation to equity, in terms oftheir expected potential contributions to fairness and
social justice. Findings indicated that health care reform recommendatiorls tend to be interpreted
through, shaped by, and reflective ofthe language and intent ofeconomic globalization, a trend

that has detrimental effects orr equity. Future directions for health care policy are briefly
considered.
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Chapter l: Overview of Thesis

Canadian medicare came into existence during the ascension period ofthe welfare state.

Following the Second World War, many countries around the world prioritized the development

ofpublic health services. Single-insurer, public health care systems support the redistributive role

ofthe state, as public medical services are provided to all citizens according to need, rather than

ability to pay. Despite its progressive success in providing medical and hospital services to

Canadians, medicare has been tlie target ofconsiderable reform efforts since the 1980s. This

trend has been mirrored in other public health care systems around the world. Tlie international

parallels and contradictory elements ofCanadian health care reform accentuated the need for a

critical and global analysis. In particular, the plienomenon ofglobalization has been found to be

particularly influential in its commitment to neoJiberalism, a pro-market ideology favoring

econonlic fitness above social concerns.

The ideologies and goals ofneoliberalism are supported by interest groups with poweful

political and financial backing. Effectively, tllese interest groups have come to shifÌ the nature of

public policy to the extent that economic priorities now dominate international and domestic

policy-making processes. In Canada, neo-liberalisn's predominance has facilitated the retraction

ofthe welfare state and the application of market-based solutions to the public sector (Shields &

Evans, 1998). Canada's health care system has inevitably been affected. Amidst a flurry of

"crisis" accusations, medicare is "under attack" for being expensive, poorly managed, and in

need of significant reform.

NeoJiberal solutions in health care invariably include the freeing ofhealth markets,

which critical social theorists have warned are antithetical to the objectives of medicare

(Armstrong, 2001;Barlow, 2002). Since most Canadians cherish and suppofi medicare, neo-



liberal advocates in government and in business find it politically risky to eschew medicat.e in

principle (or at least in rhetoric) (Kenny, 2002). As a result, medicare reform efforts tend to be

indirecÍl¡t shaped by the individualist and for-profit goals of capital.

In the name olprevention, health promotion, evidence-based decision-making, and the
determinants olhealth, governments [have] reforrned health care in ways that frequently
reinforce the dominant medical model and transfer more responsibility for care to
individuals and to the private, for-profit sector. (Armstrong & Armstron g, ZOO3, p 207)

The problern with these contradictions is that they muddy the way that health care reforms

are argued and presented. while considering health care policy statements, I initially found

myself confused by a range of competing definitions and contradictory references. Medicare

reform appeared to be debated haphazardly. As a result, this thesis represents my attempt to make

clearer sense ofpreviously inexplicable health care reform proposals. The analysis stems fi'om a

critical analysis which interprets policy statements as political arguments that "strategically

portray issues so that they fit one causal idea or another" (Stone, 1989, p.283).

It also became apparent that to understand Canadian health care reform, I needed to

understand it from a global perspective. Prigoff(2000) notes that "few social workers have

challenged the economic doctrine and the economic policies prompted by neo-liberal

economists" and challenges social workers to learn more about globalization (p.88). However,

pursuing a global understanding of domestic health care reform is not a simple task. Armstrong

and Armstrong (2003) suggest that in order to understand health care reforms critically and

globally, researchers must consider the medical model, health determinants, for-profit incentives,

and political and economic forces aud tensions (p.207). Based on these recommendations, I have

pursued a political economy analysis ofhealth care reform in Canada. Although far fì.om

exhaustive, this critical review considers globalization and the way it shapes domestic definitions

ofhealth care problems and solutions. ln Iight ofsocial work's responsibility to progressive



social policy and greater equality between social groups, I have also used equity, or fairness, as a

standard against which to assess Canadian reform efforts. The main theoretical underpinnings of

this analysis are summarized below:

Critical Analysis: Critical analysis adopts a reflective stance in the face of lnultiple views and

contradictory arguments, and in this thesis, has allowed health care debates to be seen as more

than a simple conflict over facts and figures (Dant, 2003). Critical analyses' "active ancl

systernatic attempt to understand and evaluate arguments" also shapes the structured mode of

questioning within this thesis (Mayer & Goodchild, 1990, p.4), By stepping behind the "face

value" ofhealth reform conversations, critical analysis allows one to challenge dominant

assumptions about the nature ofsociety, "in rejection ofobedient research tamed by political

convertience, social favor, and professional ambition" (Epstein, 2001, p.413).

Through the Lens ofthe Political Economy Perspective: Theories ofthe political economy

perspective have also been key analytical tools in this thesis. The political economy perspective

demands an understanding ofa variety of factors, including "global political and economic

forces, the state, government, social classes, public administration, policy making, and the

distribution of resources between and among populations" (Wermuth, 2003,p.2'l). This broad

and critical approach also asks, "Who benefits?", and pays attention to the distribution of

resources and power within society (Armstrong & Arrnstrong, 2003). This perspective has

assisted in a critique ofdominant health policy initiatives and how these have been "taken charge

ofby the collectivity" (Foucault, 1980, p.166).



Equity as a Benchmark for Analysis: Rooted in a progressive social work approach, selected

health care reforms have also been critiqued for their expected impacts on equity. In this thesis

equity is understood in terms offairness and that basic "gut reaction to the very clear and unfair

differe'ces" in the health levels ofdifferent socio-economic groups (Gilson, 19g9, p.323).

Resealch has shown that individuals of low socioeconomic status experience significantly poorer

overall levels ofhealth, and succumb to chronic illnesses, disability and death at younger ages

than those with greater wealth, power and prestige (Braveman & Gruskin, 2003; whitehead,

1992) An equity-basecl analysis ofhealth care reform is endorsed by the world Health

organization and the social work code olEthics (canadian Association of Social workers

(CASW), 1994; CASW, 2003; World Healrh Organization, 2000).

Supported by these guidelines, this thesis asks a series of questions regarding the forces,

conditions, ideas and power relations that underlie and shape canadian health care policy

reforms. The hope is to make the "invisible aspects ofreform visible" (Arrnstrong & Armstrong,

2003, p.4) These questiorrs have been applied to the general canadian context, and to specific

primary health care policy reform recommendations outlined i¡ the 2002 Romanow Report. The

key research questions are:

1) What are the driving factors or influences shaping reform?

This question allowed for a consideration ofthe broader ideological, political, economic,

social and contextual drivers that contribute to health care reform (Drache & clement,



1985). This question also led the analysis toward an exploration ofthe global context, and

helped expose the interest groups that underlie policy initiatives.

2) What definition of"health" is being represented?

The way a subject is defined can vary depending on the context and the speaker. This

question helped to develop an analysis of confusing and contradictory references to

"health" in Canadian and international health care conversations. It also helped to matcll

up the underlying voices and interest groups aligned with these various definitio¡s of

health. Specifically, the medicalized model, the market-based model, and social models of

health were considered.

3) What "problems" and "solutions" are identified?

In addition to shaping our definitions ofhealth, the presence ofbroad social, political and

economic drivers and power dynamics contribute to how health care problems are

interpreted and how health care solutions are forrned. This question looked at problem

interpretation within the health care debate, considered the causal connections between

these problems and their proposed solutions, and critically considered the underlying

interests and preferences that shape policy processes (Stone, 1989, 2002).

4) Does this proposed approach to reform enhance or detract from equity?

Consistent with the social justice objectives olsocial work, Canadian health reforr¡

initiatives have also been critically considered using equity or fairness as a lens. This

question critically considered how particular interpretations ofhealth refonns "are used



for particular (political) purposes" and whether policy initiatives were likely to contribute

to equity or not (Gilson, 1989; Hastings, 1998, p 194).

Consideration ofhealth care reform is a daunting task; understanding health care reform

can be even more elusive. In fact, this thesis has itselfbeen linited by the fact that a suflìcient

consideration ofali elements shaping canadian health care reform is impossible in one text.

Nonetheless, this thesis represents my attempt to link together the various national and

international factors shaping health care reform in canada. The recornmendations in the

Romanow Report have been included to help illustrate the ways in which particular policy

statements can indirectly reflect dominant ideologies. Through critical consideration, I found that

the health care reforms reviewed were unlikeb, to support equity and sociat justice. Rather than

passively accept that particular patterns ofpolicy are necessary or inevitable however, this

questioning approach has helped to support an understanding which may allow credible

alternatives to be considered in the future (Langmore, 2001).

Following the introduction in Chapter One, Chapter Two provides an overview of

medicare in Canada from a domestic perspective. This review includes the history and

development ofuredicare, as well as an overview of rnore recent reform trends. Chapters Three

and Four outline the theoretical and methodological elements ofthis thesis. chapter Three

explores the nature ofcritical policy analysis and introduces the political economy perspective.

This chapter also explores the nature ofequity and settles on a definition ofthis concept which is

used as a standard of assessment in thìs thesis. Chapter Four lists the specific research questions

and provides theoretical background for each. This chapter also includes a review ofthe texts

consulted. Chapters Five and Six encompass the main anal¡ical chapters ofthis thesis. Chapter



Five critically considers Canadian health care reform in general, building links between

globalization, health care reform and equity. Chapter Six specifìcatly considers primary health

care reform recommendatiorts in the federal Romanow Report, also through a critical, political

economy lens. In closing, Chapter Seven discusses the findings ofthis analysis as they related to

social justice and future directions in health care policy.



Chapter 2: Health Care in Canada

This chapter briefly reviews the historic development ofCanadian medicare, and

introduces the trend toward Canadian health care reform in recent years. Despite historical

support for a public health iltsurance plan in Canada, medicare emerged intermittently within a

climate ofcontroversy and compromise (Armstrong, 2002), rtt fact, forty years spanned between

the first promise of medicare (an expressed Liberal election promise in 1919) and its eventual

reality (Heeney, 1995).

Consistent with a political econony perspective, which Coburn (2001) notes is intended

"not to describe events but to attempt to understand", this overview ofearly Canadian medicare

helps to set the stage for later analysis (p a5) This chapter considers Canadian health care from a

purely domestic perspective, while noting some contributing political and economic factors. It is

in later chapters (chapter Five and chapter Six) where I link this account of medicare to the

international health policy context.

Canadian lVledicare

Heeney (1995) has accutnulated a fascinating compilation of stories depicting the medical

experiences ofearly Canadians. In it, she reminds readers that "life without medicare was vastly

different than the life we know now" (Heeney, 1995, p.viii). one contributor, Jean woodsworth,

recalls growing up in pre-rnedicare Carrada during the Depression years.

The cost of medical care was one ofthe rnost painful situations many people faced. Proud
and needy people visited the orÌe doctor available only in tirnes of extremity. Recently, I
heard that during these years, one-half of Canadians never in all their lives received any
medical attention. That seems a very high percentage to ne, but perhaps that [was]
because the doctor in our community was caring and very hardworking. Many patients
paid hirn in chickens, eggs, potatoes or apples, Some were unable to rnake any payment.
It was a situatioll which was devastating for both patient and doctor. The patient had to
beg for medical attention for himself and loved ones. The doctor must have been



overstocked with food articles beyond tlie needs of his family, but without the ready cash
for taxes, car upkeep, or clothing for his family. (Heeney, 1995, p.ix)

Without public medical care, only the wealthy could afford Toronto's private Wellesley hospitalr,

whereas the poor languished and died (at moÍality rates of85 to 95 percent) in unsanitary and

overcrowded cl'rurch and charity hospitals (Barlow, 2002). This was a time when the ideological

influences ofUpper Canada2 predominated. There was a general acceptance ofthe family as the

priurary socio-econornic unit (and source of welfare) and a beliefthat povefiy was a result of

individual, as opposed to social, failure. The idea ofa national public health care insurance plan

had only intermittently surfaced on federal and provincial government agendas prior to 1940, and

there was little social consensus or political motivation 10 push the issue forward (Armstrong,

2003).

The end of the Second World War, however, set the stage for a new set of ideological

priorities. There was a growing public demand for compensation of sacrifices made during the

war, and general political motivation to avoid a return to conflict (Armstrong, 2002). Following

its active administration ofthe war effort, the state was compelled to continue its interventions

during peacetime. Governments were seen as necessary to prevent the hardships ofanother

depression, "to play a crucial role in the economy and the creation ofsocial rights", and to ensure

that all citizens had access to basic social goods, including health services (Broadbent, 1999,

p.23). Medical services provided to soldiers had demonstrated that expanded access to medical

technology and hospital-based health services could be quite beneflrcial, and this helped shift the

focus ofpublic health care conversations to the social and political forefront by the eaLly 1940s

(Arnrstrong, 2002 ; D ickinson &. B olaria, 2002).

Two federal Canadian reports released in 1943 - the Report on Social Security for Canada

(Marsh Report) and the Report of the Advisoly Committee on Health Insurance (Heagerty



Report) - outlined strong arguments in favor ofa national health care plan (Barlow, 2002). The

reports emphasized the need to pool risk and distribute the costs of ill health, and proposed

national health care initiatives to assume a "public responsibility for individual economic security

and welfare" (Marsh, 1975, pp,9-10). At the 1945 Federal-provincial Conference on

Reconstruction, legislation for a national hospital insurance plan was proposed. However,

concern about federal incursion into provincial jurisdiction3 and conflict over taxation

mechanisms derailed this initiative (Dickinson & Bolaria, 2002). Meanwhile, private interests

(including insurance associations, business organizations and the Canadian Medical Association)

argued for a private hospital and medical insurance system based on voluntary participation in

commercial insurance plans (Fuller, 1998).

In parts ofthe West, agrarian collective values and concern for the group interrningled to

produce a counterlorce to free-enterprise individualisrn and political wrangling in the East

(Barlow, 2002). rn 1946, under the leadership of Premier Tommy Douglas and the newly-elected

co-operative comrnonwealth Federation (ccF), Saskatchewan introduced a compulsory,

universal, state-financed and state-administered hospitalization insurance plan (Dickinson, I993).

This ittsura¡rce plan ensured that all provincial residents had access to basic hospital care as

needed, regardless oftheir financial means. Following tlìe apparent successes ofsuch a plan, four

additional provinces introduced public hospitalization plans in the next few years (Dickinson &

Bolaria,2002).

Based on the success and public popularity ofprovincial hospitalization plans, the federal

goverrlmelìt passed the Hospital Insurance and Diagnostic Services Act in 1956. This legislation

created an o{Ticial frarnework for a nation-wide public insurance progran for hospital care by

setting out a cost-sharing structure whereby provinces had the option to agree to lneet certain

10



perfol'n'ìance and administrative criteria4 in exchange for cash or tax-based support (McGilly,

1998). Although the medical profession \¡/as wary of public insurarrce, minimal professional

resistauce followed the introduction ofthe Act, since it guaranteed physician incornes (hospital

bills are paid consistently under a public insurance plan) and minimally impacted plofessional

autonomy (Armstrong, 2002; Dickinson & Bolaria, 2002). By 1961, all provinces had enacted

legislation that met the agreed-upon standards ofthe Hospital Insurance Act, effecting universal,

public access to hospitals in Canada.

As medical services were increasingly accessed outside ofhospitals, the federal

government expressed intentions to introduce a similar insurance program to cover physicians'

services. However, this proposal created such initial conflict that it wasn't to become a reality

"until ten contentious years later" (McGilly, 1998, p 183) once again, Saskatchewan rnade the

first move and in 1961 implemented a provincial medical care insurance program (Barlow, 2002;

Houston, 2002). Doctors in Saskatchewan vehemently resisted this move, and went on strike

protesting potential encroachments to their professional autonomy, with the expressed support of

the media and the business community (Dikinson & Bolaria, 2002). But public interest prevailed

on the side ofa public insurance plan, and in the years that followed Alberta (1963), ontario

(1965) and British Columbia (1967) also introduced provincial medical insurance plans

(McGilly, 1998).

In 1964, the federally appointed Hall Commission reported that the rnajority ofCanadians

valued and desired universal, cornprehensive health insurance (Barlow, 2OO2; Heeney, 1995).

Followiug provincial initiatives and the Hall commission recommendations, the federal

government passed the Medical Care Insurance Act in July 1966. As with the Hospital Insurance

Act, the Medical care Insurance Act allocated federal funding for provincial medical care

1t



insurance progralns on a 50-50 cost-sharing basis, provided that funds allocated to health care

'were spent according to federal guidelines (Barlow, 2002). These guidelines were also similar to

those introduced for hospitalization insurance: public adrninistr.ation, urriform access and

coverage, ninimal residency requirements, and coverage ofall Canadians (McGilly, 1998). By

1972, all provinces and territories had opted into the program (Barlow, 2002; Dickinson &

Bolaria,2002).

The 1984 Canada Health Act later brought hospital and medical insurance together into

one legislative package, generally referred to as "medicare". Under the Canada Health Act,

proviuces are granted flexibility to tailor provincial health care systems to local needs; the effect

is not one uniforrn health care systetn, but many systerns, united in principle by adherence to the

five parameters of medicare (Armstrong, 2002).

Shifting Commitments

Almost as soon as it was established, medicare began to face a series ofassaults. Starting

in the late 1970s, the federal government began to scale back its 50-50 cost sharirrg commitment

to the provinces, citing economic recessions and growing debt/deficit levels as the reasons for

this retraction (McGilly, 1998; McQuaig, 1995).

ht 1977, the federal government introduced a block payment arrangement, Established

Programs Financing (EPF), which recluced its share of medicare expenses and uncoupled federal

transfers frorn provincial expenditures5 (Dickinson & Bolaria, 2002). These changes benehted the

federal government by capping healthcare transfers, but left provinces with little recourse to

address provincial demand and their own health care spending fluctuations. Although a number

ofprovinces were initially better offunder EPF funding, federal tlansfers failed to rise as fast as

health care expenditures over tinìe, and many provinces were left to cope by limiting services or

12



finding other sources of funding (McGilly, 1998). The federal cost-cutting trend continued into

the 1980s and 1990s.

In the rnid-l980s, federal transfers to the provinces were reduced to 2 percent belov the
rate of growth of the GNP. In the early 1990s, further reductions in federal government
transfers to the provinces were introduced. Under that formula, federal translers were
frozen for a period of two years at 1989-90 levels. In 1992-3, they were allowed to
increase at a rate 3 percent less than the rate of increase in the GNP. (Dickinson &
Bolaria,2002, p.24)

In 1995, both the Established Programs Financing and the Canada Assistance Plan6 were

replaced by the Canada Health and Social Transfer (CHST), which marked another reduction in

total federal transfers to the provinces. The provinces again responded by reducing their own

provincial social service and health expenditures and by deinsuring and limiting health care

services (McGilly, 1998).

The Canadian public reacted negatively to this extended period ofcutbacks and service

reductions, citing concern over diagnostic and therapeutic service delays and reduced access to

physician services (McGilly, 1998). Health care providers also responded critically to cut-backs,

and there were a number ofdoctors' and nurses' strikes throughout the 1980s and 1990s, as well

as increased user fees and extra billing to offset the reductions in health care funding (Dickinson

& Bolaria, 2002), With growing waiting lists and expandi'g user fees, there was a new public

concern about two+iered health care, which led to a general public and political outcry over the

"crisis" in health care (Armstrong & Almstrong, 2003;Kenny, 2002).

Recomnrendations for Reform

During the late 1980s and into the mid 1990s, the federal and provincial governlìents

appointed various task forces, commissions, boards ofinquiry and working groups to review the

status ofthe healthcare systern. Most inquiries expressed concern regarding rising healthcare

13



costs, and exalnined these costs in relation to medicare's responsiveness and ability to irnprove

health status (Shah, 2003). The impact ofthese task forces was a trend towards regionalizatiol,

hospital reductions and downsizing, and general reductions in the number ofhealth prolessionals

during the late 1980s and mid 1990s (Shah, 2003).

Between 1997 and 2000 federal spending in health care gladually increased, although this

did not necessarily reduce public concern and political alarm regarding the viability of medicare.

In 1997 , all levels of government restated their commitment to the principles of medicare, an

impetus accompanied by a $1.5 billion increase in federal cash transfers to the provinces for

healtlr care (Dickinson & Bolaria, 2002).In 1999, a further $ 1 1 .5 billion in federal funding

(distributed over three years) was announced, in addition to increased tax points transfers to the

provinces (Dickinson & Bolaria, 2002). These additional transfers, as well as the infusion of$20

billion into the health care system following the 2000 First Ministers' Meeting, muted public

concern about the funding crisis in health care somewhat; however these new contributions did

not restore pre-cut-back funding levels. Continued rising health care costs and poor ecorromic

growth during the 2001 econotnic recession reintroduced political and public concern about the

sustainability olhealth care in Canada (Sullivan & Baraneck, 2002).

Between 1996 and 2001, the federal and provincial governments responded by appointing

a new series of comnissions (Shah, 2003). These inquiries were meant to answer questions posed

by rnany Canadians: How sustainable is ntedicare over the long term? How can health care

problerns be solved? How much will it cost? During the five years between 1996 and 2OOl, a

series ofprovincial and federal commission reports on health care were released.

The provincial reports include.

14



. Ccn'ing.for Mediccn'e: ñtslaining o Ouality System,by the Conmission on Medicare,

Province of Saskatchewan , 2000-2001 . (Commissioner, Kenneth Fyke)

o A Frcuney,ot'k.for Reþrm, by the Premier's Advisory Council on Health, Province of

Alberta, 2000-2001. (Commissioner, Hon. Don Mazankowski)

o Les solulions emergenÍes, by the Commission d'étude sur les services de santé et les

services sociaux, Province of Quebec, 2000. (Commissioner, Michel Clair)

c Health Renel,al by the Premier's Health Quality Council, Provìnce of New Brunswick,

2000-2002. (Chair, Michel Leger)

¡ Looking Back, Looking Foru,ard, by the Ontario Health Services Restructuring

Commission, Province of Ontario, 1996-2000.

The national reports include:

c Canada Health Action: Building on fhe Legacy: Final Report of Íhe NaÍional Fonm on

Heohh,by theNational Forum on Health, Government ofCanada, 1994-1997.

c The Health of Canadians - The Federal Role. trbhune Six: Reconntendations.for Reform,

by the Standing Senate Committee on Social Affairs, Science and Technology,

Government of Canada, 2001-2. {Cltair, Sen. Michael Kirby)

c Building on L'alues: The Future o/ Health Ccu.e in Canada, by the Commission on the

Future ofHealth in Canada, Government ofCanada, 2001-2002. (Commissioner, Roy

Romanow)

The content ofeach report is briefly summarized in Appendix I.

Overview of Reports

When the Hospital Insurance and Diagnostic Services Act (1957) and the Medical Care

Insurance Act (1966) were passed, hospital and physician services made up the core ofcanadian



healtli care. However, funding cut-backs, hospital restn¡cturings, technological and

phatmaceutical advances have irrcreasingly shifted medical services into the community (Sullivan

& Baraneck, 2002). Medicare has since evolved into a mixture of pharmacological cures,

community-based services, home care, and extended care seruices, superimposed onto the pre-

existing system ofhospitals and medical care (Shah, 2003; Sullivan & Baranek, 2002). Many of

the federal and provincial reports outlined note systemic problerns with this evolution, and

suggest a range ofoperational changes and funding modifications in response.

In particular, tlìese reports emphasize that there are inconsistencies between the health

care needs ofCanadians aud medicare's service delivery style. Recommended solutions therefore

generally converge around changes to the public health care system to make it more responsive to

changing health needs, to make it more accountable to the public, and to make it more efficient in

operation and outcome (Sullivan & Baraneck, 2002). As such, the reports share a basic

ideological commitnent to an expanded version of medicare and offer solutions aimed at

modernizing the health care system (Sullivan & Baraneck, 2002; Tuohy,2002). These reports

also consistently include attention to the need to re-assess financing issues and to re-consider

health hunan resources planning (Fooks & Lewis, 2002). Generally showing a "broad consensus

on the priority areas for decision rnaking", tltese reports converge on nine reform themes as

outlined by Fooks and Lewis (2002):

1. A focus on population health

2. Financing the health care system

3. Primary care reform

4. Regionalization of seryice delivery

5. Pharmaceutical policy
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6. Health huntart resources planning

7. Quality improvements and infrastructure supports

8. Governance and accountability mecharrisms

9. Home care and extended care services

Some reports differ in terms of implementation plans however. There is agreement tl'ìat

better planning mechanisms are required for health human resources; however, there is

disagreement about how to integrate systems at the national level or how to make use ofnon-

medical personnel (Fooks and Lewis, 2002). And although most reports emphasize the need for

nìore rnoney in the public system, there is variation in terms ofhow to increase revenues. For

example, the Romanow Report emphasizes the need for renewed public frnancing in the form of

increased federal support (Canada, 2002a), while the Mazankowski Report recommends a

divelsified revenue stream ofgovernment support, plus user-payments including increased health

premiumsT and medical savings accounts* ¡Alberta, 2001). The Fyke Report also identifies cost-

pressures in health care, and while it recommends increased financial investments, it also

suggests that greater efftciencies within a reformed quality-oriented health care system are key to

financial savings in the long terrn, and that "spending nìore on the current health care system

without addressing its underlying problems would be irresponsible" (saskatchewan, 2001, p.73)

Focns on prinnry lrcalth care:

One area ofparticular focus in these reports is primary health care reforme, which is

ernphasized as a key element in streamlining canadian health care, and a precursor to other

health reforms. Within the context of Canadian health care policy, primary health care is

generally defined as a patient's first access to the health care system, and generally this access is
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available through physicians, althougtr a key initiative of prirnary care reform proposals is to

include other health practitioners as part olthe primary care tearÌr. Through primary health care,

patients in need of medical services gain access to the rest ofthe medicare system, including

specialists or hospital care, as required. Currently, most primary care in Carrada is organized

around private, solo or small group physician practices, where fee-for-service remuneration is the

norm. For many reasons which will be explored in more detail, there has been a growirrg interest

in Canadian health policy circles regarding the need for reform in the arena of primary health

care. Two ofthe predominant and recurring goals ofsuch refonns include the desired end of

more accessible health care services, and improved overall health status ofthe population through

preventative services.

Closing

Medicare was born during the post-war period in Canada. After overcoming jurisdictional

barriers, professional and private objections, medicare emerged to provide public hospital and

physician services based on citizenship and need, not financial ability. periods ofeconor¡ic

instability and growing government deficits have highlighted new concerns about cost escalation

and financial scarcity, and canada's health care system has been targeted by a series ofrefonn

recommendations. These reform trends are represented in the provincial and national reports

introducecl in this chapter, which emphasize the need to re-assess services provided under

medicare, and the need to ntake medicare more cost-effective and more accountable. This chapter

has explored these events from a domestic perspective; future chapters will situate these events

within the context ofbroader, international trends.
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Chapter 3: The Case for Considering Ilealth Care Reform

Critically, Globally and Equitably

Today, medicare is the focus ofconstant newspaper headlines and healthcare policies are
central to fhe platforms of all political parties. Some want the existing system
strengthened, others argue for more privatization, and some feel that medicare can only be
preserved if it is reformed or transforrned. (Coburn, 2001, p.45)

The current trend towards health care reform, as introduced and explored in Chapter Two,

requires closer consideration. While there seems to be agreement regarding the need for reforrn of

the health care system, there is a range ofopinion about what reform initiatives rnean, and in

what direction they are leading Canada's health care system. Engaging in this policy debate could

potentially involve examining the logic ofthe proposed solutions, considering each ofthe options

outlined in the national and provincial reports reviewed in the previous chapter. Important

questions to answer may include. What benefits might be realized fi.om reforming home care

services? What is the best way to bring about desired prirnary care outcomes? What are the

feasible funding alternatives, given a commitment to a public irrsurance system? These kinds of

questions are important, and could help to analyze reforrn alternatives in according to their

potential benefits and outcomes. Traditionally, public policy making has been defined in this

way, based on the assunrption that through research and knowledge development, progressive

solutions to a rarìge of social problems can be found.

However, understanding and assessing Canadian health care reform alternatives may not

always be such a straightforwald task, and assuming it to be so may cause more problems than it

solves. So, rather than searching for the "correct" or "most rational" policy sotution in the health

care debate, this thesis has adopted a critical perspective, in pursuit ofa constructive way of

itlerpreling political debates and reform perspectives (Arrnstrong et al., 2001; Coburn, 2OO1;
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Leonard, 1997; Stone, 2002). Part ofthis constructive interpretation involved going beyond the

Canadian health care policy sphere and exploring the possible ways that local trends are linked to

broader global trends. Rather than assessing empirical health information, this thesis instead

filters recornrnendations through a critical perspective, asking, "Who is saying this?" and "Who

benefits from this?" Stemming from social work's commitment to social justice, this analysis also

assesses the relative value ofhealth care reform recommendations according to their contribution

to fairness.

Setting the backdrop to the inquisitive rìature ofthis thesis, this chapter reviews and

presents the theoretical models and pararneters that guide the analysis. In brief, these include the

critical perspective, the political econonly perspective (which incorporates an analysis of

globalization and its effects), and a commitment to equity as a starrdard of assessment. Tltese

three are explored in turn.

Critical Perspective

Traditional, positivistic policy-making began with the assumption that there was an

unproblematic relationship between knowledge about the world and the world itself (Fisher &

Forester, 1993; Hastings, 1998). Although this model ofthought has long been central to the

social sciences, it has been threatened by the sometimes-suspect "progression" ofrationalisrn and

the realization that hunful practices can bejustifred by these principles (Rosenau, 1992).

A critical alternative to positivistic policy making can be found in social constructionist

approaches. In objection to totalizing theories, critical social constructionisrn "cautions us to be

ever suspicious ofour assumptions about how the world appears to be" and challenges

assumptions that there is a straightforward relationship between knowledge and reality (Burr,

lees, p.3).
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A social constructioÌrist epistemological position proposes that understandings ofreality

are "constructed" through the daily interactions between people in the course ofsocial life (Burr,

1995, p.3). This approach suggests that policy issues and problems are not pre-existing givens,

but are defined through a process ofselection and corrstruction that occurs through societal

processes (Hasting, 1998, p. 194). The processes by which problems come to be .see as problens

depend on how "situations come to be seen as caused by human actions and amendable to human

intervention" (Stone, 1989, p.281). For example, the problem oftoo long waiting lists is

recogrrized as a problem because there is a shared social sense that people should receive ntedical

services sooner than they do. The truth or actuality ofthese concerns is not the point, since

"truth" rather than being an objective and consistent entity, is understood as the outcorne of

currently accepted ways ofunderstanding the world.

The social constructionist approach has roots in the French poststructuralist theory and as

such, Ianguage plays an inportant role in meaning-making, since language can be used to

advance and to legitimize selective accounts ofthe character ofthe world (Burr, 1995; Hastings,

1998; Phillips & Jorgensen, 2002). Swiss linguist Ferdirrand de Saussurero was among the first to

note that there is an cu'bilrory connection betweerr linguistic categories and their representative

constructs (Burr, 1995;Hastings, 1998). For exarnple, the link between the word "tree" and the

actual livirlg object is a selective and arbitrary choice: an object with branches and leaves could

just as well be called a "car'" ifthere was a shared understanding of this alternate meaning.

Language choices therefore, are understood to be profoundly affected by how the world is .see¡r in

the first place (Lemke, 1995). From a social co¡rstructionist perspective, the way that policy

decisions are made can therefore be understood as a process of at'gunrcnldlion. Through the use

of selective language, successful policy making depends on constructing (or arguing) shared
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understandings of what's real (Fisher & Forester, 1993). Rather than simply objective

occurrences, policy problems are created through the "process of image making", whereby

images serve to attribute "cause, blame and responsibility" to a given situation (Stone, I989).

Language and power are also inexorably linked. One ofthe most influential figures in the

social constructionist tradition, Michel Foucaultlr, claimed that our common-sense understanding

ofthe world is intimately bound up with power. This occurs through particular discursive

practices, which have the ability to create, define and uphold certain accepted or normal ideas

about social life (Hastings, 1998). As these ideas are drawn upon, they frame actions in pafiicular

ways, such that language and ideas have the ability to construct and shape the rules ofsocial

relations (Foucault, 1972), Those that exert power do so in alignment with these accepted ideas,

since "the power to act in particular ways, to claim resources, to control or be controlled depends

on the 'knowledges' currently prevailing in a society" (Burr, 1995, p.64). For example, the power

ofa police officer to pull someone over for a speeding ticket is intrinsically linked to shared

social beliefs in the need for law and order, and a shared understanding ofpolice officers as

entitled to regulate other citizens. without these commonly-accepted beliefs, a person wearing a

hat and a badge would exert little power.

Social policies can also be understood as sternming from practices that sustain accepted

systerns of belief (Hastings, 1998). From this perspective, policy making depends on the

construction of shared mearrings ofreality, and policy outcomes are shaped by the dominance of

some particular versions of reality (Fisher & Forester, 1993; Hastings, 1998). For example,

policy measures to provide paid maternity leave to new mothers in Canada are dependent on a

shared beliefthat rnaternal care is irnportant in a child's first year and that mothers are the

preferred providers of this care. Rather than simply logical, objective statements, policy
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statements can therefore be understood as "strategically clafted argumentIs], designed to create

ambiguities and paradoxes and to resolve them in a particular direction" (stone, 2002, p.8). From

this orientation, it is not necessary to retrieve policy from the "irrationalities and indignities of

politics" (Stone, 2002, p.7); instead, policy developrnent is acknowledged, analyzed and critiqued

as an inhetenf ly political everú (Fisher, 1993; Hastings, 1998; Hillyard & Watson, 1996;

Rosenau, 1992). rtt other words, policy must be considered as part of its political, economic and

ideological context, within which policy "issues" are created, identifred and prioritized. The

plioritization olpalticular policy issues also reflects the preferences of powerful interest groups.

,..policy and planning arguments are intimately involved with relations ofpower and the
exercise ofpower, including the concerns of sorne and excluding others, distributing
responsibility as well as causality, imputing praise and blame as well as efficacy, and
employing particular political strategies ofproblern framing and not others. (Fisher &
Forrester, 1993, p.6)

From a critical perspective, it is possible to consider these various ,.problem

interpretations" and assess their likely impacts, given the interests represented and the political

preferences that underlie the seerningly benign nature ofpolicy developmerrt. By "standing back

and responding to events arrd actions which have occurred" (Dant, 2003, p.1) from a multi-

layered perspective, this thesis has aimed to understand how Canadian health care reform trends

reflect particular ideologies and values, and to recognize those interest groups lnost likely to gain

a lose as a result ofparticular policy choices (Chambers, 1986; Mayer & Goodchild, 1990). The

political airn ofcritical analysis is to disrupt the oppressive effects associated with

institutionalized and dominant discourses, and to comment on social processes which participate

in the maintenance of structures ofoppression (Phillips & Jorgensen, 2002). Health care policy

analysis can considerably benefit from this approach, especially given the conflicting voices and

interests at play in current health ca[e debates and reform recommerrdations.
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Political Economy Perspective

Critiquing the language ofpolicy initiatives is a starting point from which to assess social

processes and priorities (Fairclough, 1992; Phillips & Jorgenson, 2002). To more fully interpret

policy initiatives, it is helpful to build links between the "grand issues" ofsocial policy, which

relate to the fundamental structures ofpolitical and economic life, and the "ordinary issues" of

social policy, such as the reformation of medicare in Canada (Wharf & McKenzie, 1998, p.9).

Such attention to the overlap between broad political-economic issues and local health policy is

considered necessary to enhance social work policy endeavors (Langmore, 2001; Prigoft 2000)

Prigoff(2000) has also suggested that for Canadian social workers to be effective as policy

makers and practitioners, they need to understand and acknowledge global trends, events and

influences. However, as Coburn (2001) points out, the connection between grand and ordinary

issues can be too easily overlooked in Canadian health care policy considerations.

Today, with the welfare state in Canada under attack (McQuaig, 1992, 1995), the
changing economic context ofrecession or international competition is often given as
explanation for the contemporary restructuring or downsizing of medicare or for threats to
the principles of medicare from forces pushing for privatization. Yet the links between
such broad factors as globalization and current events in health care are seldom explained.
For example, it seems to be currently assumed that particular political bureaucratic actions
are direct responses to obvious fiscal crises, lrence, presumably do not need explanation,
This however, simply ignores what should be explained about the relationship between
economics and politics. (Coburn, 2001, p.a7)

The political econorny perspective provides the theoretical guidelines which facilitate a

systematic assessment ofgrand social policy issues. Supporters ofthe political econorny

perspective vvould also argue that this broad analysis ntust begin at the global level, drawing

"links between broader social structures, such as globalization, and more immediate and practical

colÌcerns such as the fate of medicare" (Armstrong et al., 2001; Coburn, 2001, p.45). In addition

to building links between global and local policy issues, the political economy perspective also
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allows for a layered analysis of multiple factors, including individuals, historical events, states,

modes ofproduction, ideologies, discourses, and civil society.

As a paradigm, the political economy perspective provides a way to understand the
dynamic relationship between people within a specific society by identifuing how that
society has unfolded historically and, in particular, how its economic system is
organically linked to the social/cultural/ideological/political order. (Drache & Clement,
1985, pp.viii-x)

These components are included in the analysis, not as stand-aloue variables but interrelated parts

ofthe same whole (Armstrong et al, 2001). From this perspective, Canadian health care reform is

understood as multi-layered and contextual, and as more than a set oftechnical policy documents.

As Coburn (2001) notes, the political economy approach can help explain how economic,

political, and social changes at the national and international levels are Iinked to Canadian health

care reform.

The political economy perspective draws on liberal and Marxist intellectual streams of

thought and studies the laws and relations ofthe capitalist system: either critically from the

Marxist perspective or uncritically from the traditional, liberal (neo-liberal) view (Armstrong et

al.200'l; Drache & Clement, 1985; Ravenhill, 2005) The critical view analyzes the impacts of

dominant production models and social class dyrrarnics (Ravenhill, 2005). Influenced by social

constructionism, the critical view also draws links between ideology and power, in that the

predominant conìlt'ton-sense understanding ofthe world is understood to be strongly influenced

by those with economic and political power (Armstrong et al., 2001). Cobum (2006) notes that a

crilical political econorny apploach is based on "the notion that people within a society may or

may not have an accurate idea of how their society actually works" and therefore in order to have

validity as a model, it must "challenge (be critical about) current perceptions, beliefs, ideologies,

and ideas and also contribute to asking questions about how things could be different" (p.60).
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A critical political economy approach based in materialism ernphasizes that the world that

people live in shapes their ideas and accepted notions ofcommon sense; social formations and

beliefs are considered dependent on dominant production models and economic structures

(Coburn, 2006). In Canada, ofcourse, the dominant mode ofproduction is capitalism, essentially,

an econotnic systeu where the production and distribution ofgoods (and sorne services) depends

on invested private capital and profit-making (Pearsall & Trurnble, 1996). Although capitalism

has focused on capital investment and the pursuit ofprofrt since the early industrial period, it has

changed irr shape and nature over the past fifty years or so (Ross and Traclrte, 1990). Whereas

earlier periods ofglobal exchange were characterized by national economies and international

trade between semi-autonomous states, today's economic globalization represents a paradigm

shift, as marked by the "openness of national economies with respect to trade and financial flow"

(McBride, 2001; Mishra, 1999, p.ix; Ravenhill, 2004). Global capitalism is rherefore understood

to have a distinct impact according to a critical political economy perspective (Coburn, 2006).

Therefore, in order to understand Canadian health care reforrn, a closer understanding of

globalization is required. In the following section, globalization is briefly introduced. A closer

analysis ofthe impact ofglobalization on Canadian health care reforrn will follow in Chapters

Five and Six.

Globnlìzution:

There is no question that the term "globalization" - used so often as a pop culture

buzzword and a key descriptor in all manner ofinternational discussions - has staked its lasting

claim in our collective vocabulary. For a word so casually referenced by trend watchers,

politicians, business leaders and street protestors alike, its actual defrnition is less obvious.
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Though a standard definition may be elusive, globalization can be characterized by the increased

flow ofgoods and services, capital, labour and information worldwide (Canada, 2002a, p.233).

Throughout the first halfofthe twentieth century, global competition, when it existed,

focused on gaining control ofresources in colonized regions (Prigoff, 2000). Trading between

states was lirnited according to the preferences ofnational autonomy and the localized base of

most corporations (Teeple, 2000). In contrast, globalization, or the "new capitalism" as McQuaig

(2001) describes it, has been characterized by the international fluidity of social, economic,

political and ideological influences and the increasing interconnectedness ofnational and

international economies (Coburn, 2001;McBride, 200i;Ross & Trachte, 1990). No longer

exclusively limited to the sphere ofone nation state, capitalism has moved into a "global" phase,

and represents a new versiorr of economic organization short-handedly referred to as

"globalization" (Ross & Trachte, 1990).

Among the observers of globalization, there are multiple views as to its relative

worthiness. Wiseman (1996) identifies three categories ofresponse: charnpions, cornpetitors and

challengers. The champions are tllose that actively suppoft the increasing interconnectedness of

econornic systerns worldwide (Wiseman, 1996). In Canada, the charnpions of globalization are

those neoJiberal-leaning policy groups including the C.D. Howe Institute, the Fraser Institute,

and the Business Council on National Issues (now known as the Canadian Council of Chief

Executives) (Rice & Prirrce, 2000). These groups, who "are fully and unasharnedly comrnitted to

enhancing the global power ofcorporations and reducing the legal and political regulatory power

ofthe nation state" (Wiseman, 1996, p.116), feel that globalization is inevitable, positive and

supportable, and believe that efforts should be made to enhance world market integration

(Friedman, 2000). One oftheir assertions is that global markets can most effectively distribute
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resources as markets are increasingly liberalized, and as the tide of economic prosperity rises

(Armstong, 2002).

Competitors, on the other hand, are skeptical of globalization's claims, but tend to accept

the need for trade liberalization in the interests of competitive advantage (Wiseman, 1996). Rice

and Prince (2000) suggest that the competitors represent the dominant view in Canada, given that

this perspective serves the interests of dominant groups which benefit frnancially frorn trade

liberalization.

Globalization and its international trade priorities have also been questioned by many

critics in the social policy cornrnunity who point to its negative effects, including growing

economic prioritization, shifting class relations, greater social inequalities, and a general erosion

ofpublic services (Coburn, 2001; Prigoff, 2000; Rice & Prince, 2000; Teeple, 2000; Shield &

Evans, 1998). These challengers "contest the basic assumptions of economic globalism" (Rice &

Prince, 2000, p.134) and suggest alternatives to fiscal imperialism (Wiseman, 1996), Conrpetitors

tend to pursue strategies for global social and political institutions which will provide some

counterbalance to economic hegemony, and which will provide "substance to the values of

sustainability, social justice, and democracy in an age of global power" (Wiseman, 1996, p.126-

7).

In the interests ofsocial justice and "in rejection ofobedient research tamed by political

convetlience" (Epstein, 2001), this thesis adopts a challenger perspective in response to econonlic

globalization, noting and drawing attention to some ofthe real effects ofthis social, political,

economic and ideological pherromenon. To be critical in this way however, requires a starting

point, or a preferred "view ofthe world and how it is and how should be, including how we, ancl

others, should act" (Dant, 2003, p.1). In this thesis this starting point can be found in the belief
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that health care refonns should contribute to greater equity, or social fairness, to be considered

worthwhile.

Equity

The early, national phase of capitalism was also a time of social and political support for

strong state intervention in the econornic and social arena (Armstron g,2002). The welfare state

ernerged in recognition that capitalistic econornic systems inherently depend upon and support

economic inequalities. Social supports, including employment insurance, public pensions, social

assistance and medicare, were therefore introduced in Canada to pool risk and to redistribute

resources (McGilly, 1998). Publicly-funded health care systerns within the context of a fully-

developed welfare state have also been considered an essential counterweight to the market's

unfair distribution of resources (Canadian Center for Policy Alternatives (CCPA), 2002a).

Publicly-funded health care systems are ideologically supported by the social-dernocratic

worldview, which acknowledges that socially-determined production and distribution conditions

play a role in wealth allocation and illness patterns (Johnson,2OO2; Waters, 2001). Rather than

advocating individual solutions, illness is understood as "primarily a socio-economic

phenomenon and not a rratural-individual phenomenon", a state that requires collective

responsibility and collective solutions (Chernomas, 1999, p.i). The social-democratic worldview

and its understanding ofdistributive justice are based on the idea that benefits and burdens irr

society should be assigned as if from a cornmon source (Rawls, 1971). According to concepts

developed by philosopher John Rawls, distributive justice is based upon the prelerence ofrational

persons, who could hypothetically pick their society ofchoice before birth. With no guarantee or

foresight regarding their social and economic position, a rational person would most likely

choose to live in a society that was the least bad. A least bad society is one where, despite the
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existence ofsocial and econonic differences between people, inequalities are distributed in such

as way as to not selectively favor any one person over another, and in such as way that the least

advanlaged members in society receive the ¡i¡osl benefits (a concept known as the difference

principle) (Rawls, 2001 ).

Because poor health is unequally distributed among persons, often striking without

warning or apparent justice, it is a type ofsocial burden characterized by its unpredictability, in

that rnost people carrrrot "plan" their future health outcomes. Because poor health is also most

heavily felt by the poorest members ofa given society - research clearly shows that least

advantaged met¡bers in society have the poorest overall levels ofhealth, succumbing to chronic

illnesses, disability and death at younger ages and using the health care system more frequently

(when it is a ptrblic health care system, it must be noted) than those with greater wealth, power

and prestige - it is a social burden that can be equitably balanced by the difference principle

(Whitehead, 1992; Braveman & Gruskin, 2003). For a rational person, with no guarantee of

his/her future state ofhealth or socio-economic status before birth, the rnost just society would be

one where all persons have equal opportunity to be healthy, and where those with the worst

health will be most supported (Chang, 2003). Because publicly-funded health care systems

redistribute resources in such a way as to provide the most benefits to the least advantaged

members ofsociety, they operate in principle as progressive social systems according to the

difference principle, while optirnizing equity in health (Williams et al., 2001).

Paired with a "comrnitment 1o emancipatory forms of analysis and action" critical social

work is characterized in theory and in action by a commitment to redistributive social change

(Fook, 2002, p.5). Targeting equity, social work policy initiatives likewise include recognitiou

that "social inequities are considered just to the exterìt that they result in compensating benefits
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for the least advantaged person in society" (CASW, 2003). As such, social workers are expected

to reflect the difference principle. In policy and practice, these expectations are manifest in social

work's efforts to support public health care systems within the context of a wol'king welfare state.

The World Health Organization (WHO) also recommends the pursuit of equity according

to the difference principle, advocating a reduction ofinequalities between the best and worst off

members of any given community:

The health system... has the responsibility to try to reduce inequalities by preferentially
improving the health ofthe worse-off .. The objective ofgood health is really twofold:
the best attainable average level - goodness - and the smallest feasible differences among
individuals and groups - fairness. (WHO, 2002)

In line with these recommendations, the pursuit ofequity or fairness in health can be

defrned as tlìe attempt "to eliminate disparities in health between more and less-advantaged social

groups" (Braveman,2003, p.182). Bravemen (2003) also points outthat because equity is a

nornrative concept12, and is based on a subjective assessment ofhealth differentials as tntJair, it

can be difficult to measure (p.182). However, when equity is defined according to equality, it can

be easier to measure and assess. This is because the process of measuring equalily canbe

somewhat straight-forward, for example, either there is a difference in the measured morbidity

rates of two population groups or there isn't. The decision to take measurements one step further

and to label diflerence as inequity is the step that requires interpretation (Chang,2002;

Whitehead, 1992).

Because this thesis suppofts the pursuit of redistributive outcomes, where the positive

outcomes ofa capitalistic system are more evenly distributed throughout society, analysis will be

based on the premise that health differences that "systematically put groups ofpeople who are

already socially disadvantaged (for exarnple, by virtue ofbeing poo¡ female, and/or members of

a disenfranchised racial, ethnic, or religious group) at funher disadvantage", are unfair and unjust
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(Braveman & Gruskin, 2003, p.254). The operationalized defrnition outlined by Bravernan and

Gruskin (2003) has been adopted in this thesis.

For the purposes of operationalization and measurernent, equity in health care be defined
as the absence of systemic disparities in health. , . between social groups who have
different Ievels ofunderlying social advantage/disadvantage - that is, different positions
in a social hierarchy. (Braveman & Gruskin, 2003, p.254)

Based on this defìnition, ifthere are great differences in the level of health enjoyed by those as

the highest socio-economic levels, as compared to those at the lowest socio-economic levels, then

equity, or fairness, is considered to be in jeopardy.

This defrnition ofequity in health is also closely linked to human rights principles and the

beliefthat all people should be guaranteed access to the "highest attainable standard ofhealth", as

reflected by that level ofhealth enjoyed by the most socially advantaged group in society

(Braveman & Gruskin, 2003, p.255). Although not all persons may have eqtøl health status (for

exanrple, cotrsider physically abled and physically disabled persons), the pursuit ofequity irì

health "is concerned with creating equal opportunities for health, and with bringing health

differentials down to the lowest level possible" (Whitehead, 1992, p.434).In other words, equity

exists when there is more or less equal opportunity for all population groups to be healthy.

Blaveman and Gruskin (2003) highlight the need for equal opportunity to be healthy as a key

component in health equity and as a key measurement ofsocial justice.

The notion ofequal opportunities to be healthy is grounded in the human rights concept
of non-discrinination and the responsibility ofgovernments to take the necessary
measures to eliminate adverse discrimination - in this case, discriminatiou in
opportunities to be healthy in virtue ofbelonging to certain social groups,..Equal
opportunity to be healthy refers to the attainnent by all people ofthe highest possible
level ofphysical and mental well-being that biological limitations perrnit, noting that the
consequences of many biological limitations are amenable to rnodification. (Braveman &
Gruskin, 2003, p,255)
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This thesis has considered whether proposed health care reforms are likely to contribute to

or detract from equity. As noted by Whitehead (1992), equity must be considered en route

towards a truly universal health care system, since "national health policies designed for an entire

population cannot clain to be concerned about the health ofall the people, if the heavier burden

ofill-health carried by the most rulnerable sections ofsociety is not addressed" (p.a31).

Conclusions about equity in this thesis are therefore based on whether health care reform

proposals are likely to enhance the fairer distribution ofhealth resources in such a way as to

reduce systemic disparities in health. The inclusion ofsocial and economic deterrninants ofhealth

in this analysis considers whether health care reform proposals support or detract from other

health-inducing factors such as income, social supports, and general living conditions in

households and communities.

Closing

The last few decades have marked a period ofconsiderable stress for health care systems

around the globe, leading to an almost universal search for methods ofeffective health care

delivery and cost-effective reforms (Shah, 2003). The critical stance adopted in this thesis stems

from the beliefthat globalization and its outcomes are essential considerations in making sense of

these ordirrary health care policy issues (Annstrong et al., 2001; Coburn, 2001). In this analysis,

health care reforms have been made more "transparent" (Armstrong et al., 2001, p.x) and

understood as linked to international trends, as well as state, governnent arrd class interests

(Coburn, 2001;Wermuth, 2003). The political economy approach therefore has oriented this

thesis toward a broad critique ofglobal capitalism and the ideology of neo-liberalism. As well, it

helped to focus attention on equity issues in health care reforrn (Arrnstrong et al,, 2001). The next
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chapter outlines the specific research questions answered in this thesis, as well as a study ofthe

relevant texts supporting this analysis.



Chapter 4: Methodology

The aim ofthis thesis has been to explore Canadian health care relorms critically from a

political econorny perspective, to consider the potential Iinks between tocalized debates about

health care and globalization, and to consider the likely impacts on equity that may result. Based

on these intentions, this work has been guided by the following four research questions:

1) What are the drivels or motivations - including social, political, economic and

ideological forces - behind health care policy choices and decisions in Canada?

2) How is "health" defined in Canadian health care?

3) How are health care "problems" and "solutions" being explained, justified and defined

in Canadian health care?

4) Are these health care reforms likely to contribute to greater equity?

The first questiorr reviews Canadian health care from the broad perspective ofsocial,

political, economic and ideological forces. The second and third questions identify and explore

health care reform recommendations and seek to understand how health care conversations are

shaped, used to influence public perception, arrd express the interest of dominant groups. The

fourth question considers reforms in light oftheir contributions to social justice frorn a

progressive social work perspective.

In this thesis, these four research questions are applied 1) to the Canadian health care

context in general, and 2) to prirnary health care reforms outlined in the 2002 "Rornanow Report"

(This refers to the final report subnitted by the federal Commission on the Future ofCanadian

Health Care, under the direction of Cornmissioner Roy Romanow.) The review of the health care

debate in general is intended to provide an overview ofhealth care in Canada and to identify

some ofthe factors which contribute to any one set ofarguments within this arena. Front this
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perspective, health reforms have been considered not only in terms ofhealth care systems and

health care services, but also in terms ofthe broader determinants ofhealth, The review ofthe

Romanow Repon's primary health care reform recommendations is intended to analyze a speciflrc

set ofhealth policy recommendations and to critically consider the broader forces at play in one

statement ofhealth policy priorities. The Romanow Report was chosen over others for its

national scope and for its public accessibility and fantiliarity.

The four key research questions were developed in advance ofthe analysis outlined in

later chapters, These questions operated as a guide, shaping the chosen avenues ofexploration

and directing critical inquiry in certain directions. In addition to the four main questions, a

number ofsupplemental questions were also developed to help target the inquiry. These

questions and sub-questions ernerged from a theoretical base that included: the political econorny

perspective, a critical approach to policy analysis, and a commitrnent to equity principles

(Armstrong et al, 2001;Hastings, 1998; Gilson, 1989). These questions are reviewed in more

detail below.

l) What are the drivers or motivations - including social, political, economic and

ideological forces - behind health care policy choices and decisions in Canada?

Rein and Schon (1993) use the term "nested context" to indicate the nanner in which

policy issues and governrnerrt initiatives "exist in some policy environment, which is part of

some broader political and economic setting, which is located, in turn, within an historical era"

(p. 154). Rather than occurring as stand-alone events, policy issues are understood to be

historically nested within a broader context. In the same way, the political economy approach, as

outlined by Armstrong et al. (2001), appreciates the intimate linkages between politics,
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economics, ideologies, history and power, emphasizing that these factors must be understood as

interrelated elements in the policy environment. This first question has allowed for a

consideration ofthese interlinked policy drivers in more detail. Specific areas of inquiry are

highlighted in the following set of sub-questions:

a) What are the ideological drivers behind policy reforrns in Canadian

health care?

b) What values are being represented?

c) Which voices/interests speak the loudest? Which are unheard?

d) How does power come into play within this corìtext?

e) What are the political and economic drivers behind policy reforms in

Canadian health care?

I What are the social and contextual drivers behind policy reforms in

Canadian health care?

Nolicing ldeological Driver,s. Cornmonly-accepted patterns ofthought are linked to shared social

agreements regarding how things ought to be done irr a given context. These patterns ofthought

may also be understood as ideologies. An ideology is "a more or less consistent set ofbeliefs

about fhe nature ofthe society in which individuals live, and about the proper role ofthe state in

establishing or mairltaining that society" (Johnson, 2002, p.13). These collectively shared beliefs

affect how social services such as medicare are shaped. Through an exploration ofdominant

ideological influences in Canada today, this thesis will look at how commonly-accepted patterns

ofthought are shaping Canadian medicare.
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Exploring L'alues: Y alues shape decisions and outcomes: when values are put into action they

generally seek to transform a given context towards some ideal or preferred outcome (Johnson,

2002). Therefore, it is important to explore the underlying and dominant preferences shaping

health care reform, and to understand why different courses ofaction are prioritizecl over others.

This is not a straightforward task, since values "[run] deep, rarely surfacing", and tend to be

"revealed only indirectly and imperfectly though the political process" (National Forum on

Health, 1997, p.10). Still, Giacomini et al. (2004) emphasize that values must be critically

considered ifa policy researcher is to "understand what is really being said", in light ofthe social,

political and economic corltext, which inevitably "shapes the rneaning ofdeclared values" (p.22).

Pover and Inlet'esf Groups. As a mechanism for wading through contesting viewpoints, nested

health conversations may be further interpreted by looking at the underlying power structures and

influential forces (Rein & Schon, 1993). This thesis therefore also explores the voices and

interest groups that shape how health care conversations are expressed and debated, and pays

particular attention to their relative degrees ofpower and influence. The aim is to "reveal some of

the means by which we have constructed our collective understanding of reality" (Boyes, 2001,

p.85) and to better explore the power-based influences behind health policy reforms (Fisher &

Forester, 1993).

Con.sidering Politicql a d Econotnic Drivers: Ideologies are linked to politics and economics

because political cultures and econornic preferences are shaped by socially accepted and shared

beliefs (Johnson , 2002). The ideas we share inevitably irnpact our understanding of government,

social priorities and civil society (Armstrong et al., 2001) It is within this policy terrain that
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causal interpretations are constructed and viable solutions regar ding health care priorities are

politicized (Stone, 1989). The influence ofpower also plays a role because political influences

effectively bracket the range ofacceptable economic and social scenarios up for consideration.

Within any given society, certain policies are seen to be legitimate, others not; debate,
competition for authority, and the actual implementation of policy will generally occur
within the boundaries ofacceptability defrned by political culture. (Johnson, 2002, p. l3)

Social and Conîextual Driyers. Health care policy decisions are shaped by the historical and

contextual elements ofthe surrounding environment. This includes not only the values,

icleologies, political preferences and economic persuasions explored above, but also the

historical, social and environmental contributors to the policy space ofthe health care debate,

Changes in the health care system are sltaped and driven by trends including demographics,

perceptions ofhealth care needs, and systemic elements ofthe health care system itself

(Armstrong et al., 2001).

2) How is "health" defined in Canadian health care?

Coherently presented arguments perfornt ideological work by cueing the listener to

understand what is being said in a particular way (Fairclough, 1992). Rather than being neutral

and objective, health conversations are shaped by context, vested interests and the chosen health

definitions employed. To consider health conversations critically, this second research question

and its related sub-questions (as noted below) considered the ways that health is defrned:

a) What language is used in defining health?

b) What voices/interests subscribe to each definition?

c) Is one particular defìnition predominant?
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Political econony and social constructionist approaches to policy analysis are based on

the understanding ofpolicy issues as constructed entities, rather than pre-existing givens

(Arrnstrong et al., 2001; Stone, 1989). The ways that policy makers talk about and understand

"health" has implications for how health care debates are pursued and understood.

The concept of "framing" helps to explain how policy conversatiotls/narratives are

influenced by broader policy discourses and power differentials, and can be understood as

follows:

. . . framing is a way of selecting, organizing, interpreting, and making sense of a complex
reality to provide guideposts for knowing, analyzing, persuading, and acting. A frame is a
perspective from which an amorphous, ill-defined, problematic situation can be made
sense of arrd acted upon. (Rein & Schon, 1993, p.146)

The "framing" ofa policy issue is not a neutral or objective act. Rather, a chosen frame is

based on a particular interpretation of events and a preference in terms ofhow to operate in a

givell context. Inevitably, these preferences are also linked to power-based interests (Hastings,

1998, Rein & Schon, 1993) The result is that certain interpretations of health will tend to

dominate, according to the interests ofthe most powerful voices in a given context. In order to

shed light these concepts within the health care reform context, this thesis has considered a range

ofhealth definitions, and explored the links between these definitions, their related ideological

preferences and power-based influences.

3) Ilorv are health "problems" and "solutions" explained, justified and defined in

Canadian health care?

The franring ofa pafticular policy issue within the broad social, political, economic and

ideological coÌrtext has implications for how policy "problerns" are defined and recognized and
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how policy "solutions" are interpreted and acted upon (Stone, 1989). This third research question

was also expanded into a series ofsub-questions to guide inquiry.

a) What are the expressed or implied problems in health?

b) What are the recommended solutions?

c) Will adopting these solutions solve these problerns?

d) Are there problems, causal connections, solutions that are being

overlooked or ignored?

e) What voices/interestsarebeingrepresented/overlooked?

f) Is it likely that these solutions will be irnplemented?

Considering lhe Con,slntcliott of Policy Problents ond Policy So1¿¿¡lo¿s: Rather than a strict

interpretation ofthe "facts", social policy problerns can be understood as "causal narratives" or

preferred stories which assign responsibility and pursue control through a particular interpretation

ofevents (Stone, 1989). Generally, narratives "include a temporal ordering ofevents in an effort

to make something out ofthose events" (Sandelowski, 1991, p. 162).

The important point to recognize is that not all policy narratives come to the same

conclusion in nmking somefårirg ofobserved events. At every level in the policy interpretation

process, be that personal, scholarly or political, different people tend to "see different things,

rnake diflerent irìterpretations ofthe way things are, and support different courses ofaction

regarding what is to be done, by whom, and howto do it" (Rein & Schon, 1993, p.147), Unlike

traditional ethnographic accounts that aim to incorporate realistic descriptions within a scientifrc

paradigm and characterize language as representative ofsingular meanings, a critical analysis is

more skeptical about the idea ofa singular "truth" and views personal and political stories as
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"deeply constructive ofreality, not simply a technical device for establishing meaning"

(Riessman, 1993,p 4)

Understanding policy stories as "argumentation" or as carefully crafted arguments

therefore requires policy research to "avoid radically separating episternological concerns (the

claims nrade 'within' the argument) frorn institutional and performative concerns (how in deed

tlre argument is made)" (Fisher and Forester, 1993, p.5). ln Tl'tis constt'uctiye sense, policy stories

are understood to embody particular ideas about causation, and policy politics is recognized as

involving the act of "strategically portraying issues so that they frt one causal idea or another"

(Stone, 1989, p.283).

IrlÍercsls, Power cnd Inpleme Íalion. Fisher & Forester (1993) point out that "the institutionally

disciplined rhetorics ofpolicy and planning influence problem selection as well as problem

analysis, organizational identity as well as administrative strategy, and public access as well as

public understanding" (p.2). In a similar ntanner, dorninant policy interpretations and causal

stories have broad implications in the field ofpolicy analysis. Stone (1989) suggests that despite

good intentions expressed by policy-makers pursuing the "true" cause ofsocial problems, the

policy struggle is more about pronìoting particular ideological interests. In practice, policy

recommendations represent subjective choices and the presence of dominant interests has

irnportant implications for those voices that are heard versus those that are overlooked in the

policy-creation process.

4) Are these health care refornts likely to contribute to greater equity?
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Critical analysis a method usually employed in the critical exploration ola research

question with the intent ofcorrecting an injustice or inequality in society (Phillips & Jorgensen,

2002). Att injustice may be something that is identified as a problem by individuals or groups in

society, or it may be identified by the researcher who wants to deconstruct a misrepresentation

between reality and the ideological view people have ofreality (Phillips & Jorgensen, 2002).

The aim oftaking a critical approach in this thesis has been to increase understanding in

terms of health care policy development, to alert policy makers to the consequences oftheir

actions, and to point towards the possibilities for resistance and change. In this sense a critical

approach can offer a path towards enhanced democratic deliberation, where through a thoughtful,

informed and argumentative approach to policy analysis, "citizens can learn, and policy and

planning analysts can promote that learning" (Fisher & Forester, 1993, p.7)

To do this methodically, this fourlh research question considered the potential

contributions that recommended health care solutions were considered likely to make to equity or

fairness. In addition to the main research question, a series ofsub-questions helped to guide this

analysis:

a) How do these definitions ofhealth and health problems and solutions

address the goal of social equity? or do they fail to do so?

b) Will these proposed changes potentially increase, decrease or leave

equity unchanged?

Within this thesis, equity has been defined as "the abserrce of systematic disparities in

health... betweerr social groups who have different levels ofunderlying social

advantage/disadvantage" (Bravemen & Gruskin, 2003, p.25$. This definition is rooted in a

socialjustice perspective and views health differences caused by systemic and unequal access to
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resources, as inherently unfair. Where there are significant and systematic differences in health

among those at high socio-econornic levels, as compared to those at low socio-economic levels,

then equity is considered to be injeopardy. This analysis therefore considers the expected

outcomes ofreforn trends and proposals on the health care "rankings" ofvarious socio-economic

groups. This assessment is based on the critical assessments and conclusions ofvarious

researchers, as well as consideration ol primary data sources.

In considering the potential contributions ofproposed health care reforms, this analysis

also noted the degree to which the broader determinants ofhealth have been incorporated within

health policy reforrn recommendations. The assessment guideline was based on the

understanding that there are a broad range of deteminants that contribute to health (beyond

health care alone), and that poverty and social inequity must also be addressed ifhealth reforms

are to be consiclered fair to all members of society (Braveman & Gruskin, 2003; Whitehead,

1992).

Primary Ilealth Câre

With critical policy analysis, it is also possible to examine the features oftexts

themselves, with the goal of examining how social discourses are activated textually ancl to

provide backing for particular analytical interpretations (Hastings, 1998; Phillips & Jorgensen,

2002). The four research questions were also posed in relation to primary health care reforms as

specifically outlined in the 2002 Romanow Report:

1) What are the drivers of primary ltealth care reform as identified by the docuurent?

a) What are the ideological drivers identified by the docurnent?

b) What values are identified as guiding primary care reform?

c) What political drivers are alluded to?
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d) What are the identified social and contextual drivers?

e) What are the stated economic drivers?

f) How do power and power differentials play a role?

g) Which voices/interests speak the loudest? Which are unheard?

2) How is "prirnary health care" defined in the document?

a) How does the document refer to, reference and talk about 'health'?

b) What language is used?

c) Does the document highlight one particular definition predorninantly?

Or, does the document adopt a combined definition?

d) How close to the "spirit" of the definition does the document stay (or

stray)?

e) 'What voices/interests also subscribe to this definition?

3) What are the problems and solutions as identified by the document?

a) How does the document state, either implicitly or explicitly, the

problems and solutions in primary health care?

b) How clear is the link between the stated problems and the stated

solutions?

c) Will adopting these solutions solve these problems? (or will a different

situation likely be created altogether?)

d) Are there problems, causal connections, solutions that are being

overlooked/ignored?

e) What voices/interests are being represented by these stated problems and

solutions?
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f) What voices/interests are being overlooked by these stated problems and

solutions?

g) Can these solutions be implemented easily?

h) It is likely that they will be irnplemented? (Why or why not?)

4) Throughout, how have the issues of equity been addressed or ignored?

This critical review of primary health care reform recommendations as they are presented and

argued in the 2002 Romanow Repoft is relevant to this work for a ltumber of reasons. First, this

analysis allowed for a closer look at a specifìc policy reform documerrt and the processes of

policy "argumerttation", including what is said, how arguments are presentecl, what references are

cited, and how conclusions are drawn (Fisher & Forrester, i993). Second, primary health care is

often variably defined by the Canadian public and policy analysts (Canada, 2002a;Mable &.

Marriott, 2002). A closer look at the rarrge of definitions of primary health care may therefore

help to illustrate the multiplicity offactors which shape and influence the parameters of primary

health care policy development. Third, despite ongoing initiatives and recontmendations for

change, very little has been accornplished in terms of primary care reform (Hutchinson, Abelson

& Lewis, 2001) The basic structure of primary care organization, funding and clelivery (private,

fee-for-service, solo and small group) has generally rernained intact. A closer analysis ofthe

drivers aud factors which have shaped primaly care initiatives has also helped to shed some light

on this inertia. Fourth, in addition to looking at the Romanow Report itself, this analysis has also

facilitated a \ook beyond the report. Primary health care reforms in Canada are recognized to be

shaped by broader world events and trends; by taking a look beyond the details in the report, this

thesis has allowed for an analysis ofthose factors that have been excluded or overlooked in an
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official policy document. And finally, since primary care is about access to health services, and

because it often includes direct efforts to incorporate preventative care and health promotion in

the delivery ofthese services, primary health care reform can also be an important indicator of

equity (or lack thereof).

Choice of Documents

The choice of materials depends ofthe research question, the researcher's knowledge of

the relevant material irr the social domain olinterest, and accessibility (Phillips & Jorgensen,

2002) The materials choserr for review in this analysis are outlined below:

Ccundian Heqlîh Care Context in Generul: The review of the Canadian health care reform

context itt general is drawn fi'om a number ofsources, including provincial and national health

care reform documents outlined in Chapter Two, a range of summative and critical health reform

documents and social policy commentaries (Annas, 1995; Barlow, 2OO2;Bolaria,2002; Browne,

2000; CCPA, 2O02a 2002b; Canadian Health Coalition;2005,2002; Canadian Health Services

Researclr Foundation (CHSRF), 2002; Chernomas, 1999; Clarke, 2000; Coburn, 2006,2001;

Evans, 1997; Federal, Provincial, Territorial Advisory Committee, 1996; Fooks and Lewis, 2002;

Giacomini et a1.,2004; Hayes & Dunn, 1998; Kenny,2002, 1997; Lexchin, 2001; Poland etal.,

1998; Powell & Wessen, 1999; Public Healy Agency ofCanada, 2005; Rice & Prince, 2001;

Sanger, 2001; Shields & Evans, 1998; Shah, 2003; Sullivan & Baraneck, 2002; Tuohy,20O2;

Tuohy, 1999; Williams et al., 1999). A range ofprirnary data sources were also consulted

(Canadian Institute of Health Information, 2006a,2006b,2005a,2005b; Canadian Health

Services Research Information, 2005, 2003; Carlson et aI., 2004; Devereaux et al., 2002; EKOS,
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2002a,2002b,2000; Mustard et al., 1995; Statistics Canada,2004; World Health Organization,

2000)

Critical analysis is d¡awn from a range ofcritical and political economy perspective

sources (Burr, 1995; Coburn, 2001, Dant, 2003; Doyal & Pennell, 1979; Drache & Clement,

1989; Ennis, 1985; Epstein, 2001; Fasko, 2003; Fook, 2002;Labonte ef aI.,2OO5; Labonte, 2003;

Langmore, 2001;McQuaig, 2001,1'999, 1995, 1992; Midgley, 2000, 1997; Navarro, 1986,

Raphael, 2001;Waitzkin, 1979; Wermuth, 2003;Williarns et al., 2001). Pat and Hugh Armstrong

have written and edited a number ofbooks and collected essays which examine Canadian health

care reforms fronl a critical economy perspective; their work is drawn upon heavily in this

analysis (Armstrong & Armstrong,2003,2001; Annstrong ,2002, 2001; Armstrong eT aI.,2003,

2001,2000).

The analysis ofequity contributions is drawn from a range ofcritical health researchers

who generally support the pursuit ofequity and health (Bernstein ef al.,2OO1; Braveman &

Gruskin, 2003; Deaton, 2001;Donner & Pederson, 2004; Donner, 2000; Gilson, 1998, 1989;

O'Keefe, 2000; Wagstaff & Van Doorslaer, 1993; Whitehead, 1992; Wilkinson, 1996).

For a cornplete listing of materials used, please see references at the end ofthis work.

Pritncu'y Health Care Reforn¡s: A set ofgovernment documents refer to the need and preference

for prinrary health care reform in Canada (Alberta 2001; Canada, 2OO2a; Canada, 2002b; Canada,

2002c; Fooks & Lewis, 2002; New Brunswick, 2002; Ontario, 2000, Quebec, 2000;

Saskatchewan, 2000). However, since a complete review of all provincial, territorial and federal

repofts irr beyond the scope ofthis thesis, the specific focus is narrowed to the Rornanow Report

(Canada,2002a).
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The Romanow Report is a 356 page document that was the outcome of a Royal

Commissiorr established by the Prime Minister in April 2001 to inquire into and undertake

dialogue with Canadians on the future of Canada's public health care system, and to make

recommendations to enhance the systen1's quality and sustainability (Canada, 2002a). Of this full

report, orìe chapter (or 21 pages) is specifically devoted to primary health care refonn. (An

outline ofthe Romauow Report's specìfic recommendations for primary health care reform is

plovided in Appendix IL)

The Romanow Report was chosen for two reasons. First, because it is a federal rather than

a provincial report and it includes voices from multiple segmerts ofthe Canadian population.

This claim of multiple representation is based upon the range ofreports submitted to the

Commission itself(Canada, 2002a).It should also be noted that this report included signi{icantly

more public forums and received more feedback in both written and oral form, than any of the

individual provincial or territorial reports. Second, the Romanow Report has been chosen because

of its accessibility and publicity in comparison to other key federal repofts: the report is

frequently referenced and cited by policy analysts, government offrcials, health interest groups

and the media. It was also a focal document in the 2004 Health Accord negotiations.

During recent negotiations legarding health care funding and relorm in Canada (2004

First Ministers Meeting), the Romanow Report was used as the benchmark against which the

failure or success ofthe talks were evaluated. In addition to inviting the ongoing commentary of

author Roy Romanow, in terms of the "outcome" of the talks, the media and Prime Minister Paul

Martin ernphasized fhat the Romanow Report should be consulted as fhe guide for future health

care reform and developrnent.
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Consideration of lVlethods

Studies and practice approaches that choose to avoid a critical stance in terms ofpower

differentials that underlie the policy decision-making process, "play, by default, ceremonial

political roles that engender cherished social values or at least the ideological preferences ofthe

powerlul" (Epstein, 2001 , p.417). Without critical analysis, the power imbalances inherent in the

creatiorl and maintenance ofknowledge can be overlooked, and inadvertently reproduced in

oppressive policy decisions and perspectives.

According to Fine, Wies, Weseen and Wong (2003), social work researchers have an

obligation to considel social issues in such a way that enacts their "responsibilities toward a sense

of social justice" (p.168). A critical approach is consistent with the socialjustice values of social

work practice and policy which include ethical responsibilities to social justice, specifically, to

"advocate change, a) in the best interests ofthe client, and b) for the overall benefit ofsociety, the

environment and the global community" (CASW, 1994), The dor¡inant approach to

understanding "health" in Canadian society may not be the most equitable one, especially if

health can be better served by addressing its broader determinants. As a result, a critical approach

to looking at health care can be very useful for social work research because it provides a tool

with which to question and challenge the status quo.

Hastings (1998) notes that research which analyzes connections between linguistic

structures and the social nature ofknowledge may be questioned for its legitirnacy. This is due to

the fact that any account ofhow language is constructed is in and of itself a construction, in the

same way that policy analysis as well as policy making must be acknowledged as a form of

"argunentation" where particular constructions ofsocial issues are used for particular political

purposes (Fisher & Forester, 1993). By this critique, this thesis can be viewed as an interpretive
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and purposeful form ofknowledge construction itself This understanding also raises questions

about the ability ofthe researcher to uncover the parallels between her own reading oftext and

those readings made by people with different experiences and in different social positions

(Hastings, 1998).

In response to these concerns, Potter and Wetherall (1987) suggest that it is sufficient to

acknowledge the constructive nature ofresearch in the presentation offindings. However,

Hastings (1998) recomrnends that research data, analysis and conclusions are presented in a

manner that makes the researcher's interpretations and claims transparent, and Lemke (1995)

prelers the route of reflexivity, where personal details are shared to assist the readers in

"positioning" the author.

It is clear that my owrì social position (including gender, ethnicity, education, socio-

economic status, and cultural influences) has shaped this work by influencing the questions

asked, the irrterpretations expressed, and the final repofiing and analysis. My own bias,

speciflrcally in favor ofgreater social equality, enhanced dernocratic pafticipation and

emancipatoty social reform, has also invariably had an influence on this research and frndings.

As such, has been important to maintain what Naples (2003) calls "strong reflexivity", where I

have remained open to being challenged about my own authority as author ofthe thesis.

Such openness to contradiction has been pursued by actively looking for inconsistencies

in the reviewed texts, including an active search for references that rnay challenge rny findings.

Triangulation, through literature review and conmittee checks (in terms ofthe direction,

methodologies and implications ofthis analysis) have also been invited to support, verify and

challenge the findings ofthis approach (Franklin & Ballan, 2001). Alother potential safeguald

can be found within a transparent audit trail, which traces the theoretical and methodological
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influences and decision branches occurring throughout the course ofthis analysis (Merriam,

2002).

Critical research can be evaluated in light of its political implications and the usefulness

ofthe results that are produced (Strega, 2003). Phillips and Jorgensen (2002) suggest that critical

researchers also need to consider the ethical outcomes oftheir research, and the ways that results

may be used as a resource in social engineering. Part ofthe assessment ofthis thesis therefore

depends on whether the information "produced" is effective in supporting progressive social

work practice. In this sense, findings must answer the question, "Will this research help someorre

make better decisions, plan programs, teach, develop policies, engage in social action, empower

otlrers?" (Merriam, 2002, pp.19-20) According to these criteria, if this research reinforces

dolui¡rant and individualizing ideologies about health, in ways that narginalize equity-enhancirrg

approaches to health, then its usefulness may be questioned.
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Chapter 5: Considering Canadian Ilealth Care Refornr Critically and Globally

There is consensus among critical health policy researchers regarding the asseftion that

international trends have had huge influences on publicty-funded heatth care systems around the

world (Armstrorrg et al., 2001;Barlow, 2002; Coburn, 2001; Sullivan & Baraneck, 2002; T eeple,

2000). To understand Canadian health care reforrn, it is therefore necessary to step back and

corrsider the situation from an international perspective.

Health care reforrn has seldom been a strictly local matter... foreign influences and
external pressures have seldom been absent. Health care refonn, then, has to be
understood within an international context. (A-rmstrong, 2002, p.1 i)

In this international context, economic globalization plays an undeniably influential role

in Canadian health care reform.

In many ways, the global economy now has a greater impact on the lives ofpeople around
the world than the actiorrs and decisions oftheir own governments. . . To understand what
is truly happening to Canada's public health care system, \rye must look to the global
forces that are undermining universal health care everywhere. (Barlow, 2002, p.162)

By linking globalization to medicare reform, this chapter focuses on the first anal¡ical

task ofthe thesis in an examination ofthe pressures shaping domestic health care policy in

Canada. In particular, this analysis draws attention to the way that medicalized and market-based

approaches to health reforrns reflect broader economic and ideological trends, and how these

approaches undermine equity in health care. To begin, I will consider globalization, what it is,

what its effects are, and the interest groups it represents.

Shifting Economic Priorities and Globalization

The period following the Second World War was marked by relative global econornic

prosperity and cooperation. Aiming to rebuild war-tom economies atrd to restore social order,

many western nations engaged in cooperative ventures. A number ofinternational bodies,
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including the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development, the General Agreement

on Tariffs and Trade, the World Bank, the International Morretary Fund, and the World Health

Organization were created at this time to coordinate the emerging international financial system

and to develop a range ofcooperative health strategies throughout the world (Annstrong,2002;

Rice & Prince, 2000). Hoping to avoid a repeat ofthe dire financial straights and the worldwide

depression that preceded the war, many western countries also adopted a preference for social

infrastructure investments and interventionist economics, knowrr as Keynesianism (Annstrong &

Armstrong, 2003; Johnson, 2002; Prigof! 2000).

Keynesianism, named after its founding economist, John Maynard Keynes, is demand

rnanagement economic approach, which legitirnizes active government iutervention in econonlic

markets, to stimulate demand (through spending) when the economy slows, and to slow demand

(by accumulating surplus) when the economy booms (Johnson,2002, p.166). Keynesian

economic policies are consistent with the implementation of welfare measures to protect wage

earners and support the financial exigencies oflife. Governrnent-led interventions into the

economy are intended to even out the highs and lows ofthe capitalist business cycle, while state-

stimulated job creation helps to combat unemployment (Mulvale, 2001). This interventionist

approach held sway in government bureaucracies for at least two and a half decades following the

Second World War (Mulvale, 2001).

During this period the economic and social functions ofthe state were predominantly

inwardly-focused. Most Western countries maintained strict control over capital movement

across their boarders and had the ability to fix national exchange rates, as supported by the post-

war Bretton Woods Agreementl3 (Mishra, 1999). Localized businesses were characterized by

semi-automated modes of production and protected product markets. Workers were generally
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employed from within the conflrnes ofthe nation state, where they enjoyed a relatively high

degree of social security and union representation. These conditions rnade it possible lor the

nation state to rnaintain a steady base oftaxation and to effectively enforce labour and market

controls (Teeple, 2000) The combirìation ofthese factors, along with post-war economic

prosperity, ensured considerable economic predictability and created an environment of

autonomy and control. This was the ideal environment in which to manage the large scale social

and economic interventions necessary for Keynesianism. With an ideological comrnitment to

government intervention, a range ofpublicly provided social welfare programs were created in

advanced capitalist countriesr4, within what came to be known as the Keynesian welfare state.

These social programs included "contributory and universal public pensions, allowances for

families with children, better access to health services and post-secondary education, child-care

provisions, social housing, and improvements in frnancial assistance to the poor" (Mulvale, 2001,

p.12), In Canada, this mix included public insurance coverage for hospital and physician services

(medicare).

The two and a halfdecades ofglobal economic prosperity and cooperation that followed

the war were dramatically interrupted by an international oil and energy crisis. Peaking in the

mid-1970s, this economic crisis was manifested in a prolonged occurrence of"stagflation",

whereby both unemployrnent and inflation persist simultaneously, Under Keyrresianisrn,

stagflation has the effect ofcausing high levels ofgovernment debt and deficit accumulation

(Johrrson, 2002) The combination ofeconomic hardships and high levels ofgovernment debt led

critics to question earlier interventionist approaches to economic mal'ìagement, and "complaints

arose that the economic system could no longer function with ever-increasing levels oftaxation

to support the welfare state apparatus" (Rice & Prince, 2000, pp.83-84). Frustrated with high
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levels ofgovernment control over the economy, for-profit interest groups in society grew

impatient with interventions that did not support their goals. As they applied considerable

pressure for change, a shift in political irìterests occurred arrd "Conservatives [began] seeking an

alternative econo¡nic policy framework" (Prigofl 2000, p.83). In the decades following 1975, a

shift in economic preferences began to erode Keynesian commitmerrts, and many nation states

moved away from the role of domestic economic management to make more space for market-

based growth (McBride, 2001). Keynesian econornic priorities were gradually replaced by

monetarism, an economic approach where governments are expected to influence economic

growth through control ofthe money supply and inflation rates, ¡rot thlough social spending

(Johnson,2002).

At the same time international organizatiorrs such as the World Trade Organization

(originally the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade), the World Bank and the International

Monetary Fund rose to new prominence (Teeple, 2000). Initially created to enhance post-war

financial reparations, these international organizations begarr to "play a much more proactive role

in determining the basic rules for the new global econonlic order" (Waters, 2001, p.82). In

particular, these organizations served to enhance, support and propel the global liberalization of

trade. Trade opportunities became increasirrgly prioritized in international policy circles as a

result ofthe advocacy and influence ofthese internatìonal organizations. Lr response to these

changing economic conditions, for-profit business organizations grew in size and economic

influence. Rather than remain confined to the nation state, business operations expanded

exponentially, as newly-forming international corporations adopted computer-automated modes

of comnunication and developed extensive global networks of production, rnanagement and

distribution (Model, 2003). The loosening ofcontrols over financial capital was also facilitated
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by decisions to end U.S. dollar convertibility r 5 in the 1970s. This decision undermined the post-

war Bretton Woods Agreement, which had previously placed some control on global cornmerce.

As the trend toward marketliberalization persisted, a new economic reality - defined by global

capital markets, huge financial cash flows and international contmerce - came into existence

(Langmore, 2001;Robinson & Tinker, 1997). Whereas earlier periods ofglobal exchange were

characterized by nationalized economies and international trade between semi-autonomous states,

the new, global capitalism - globalization for short - is marked by global capital markets,

expansive international trade and international economic organizations.

The Ideologies of Globalization

The post-war period was one of nation-centered development. This orientation and focus

was influenced by the social-democratic worldview that helped to shape the development ofthe

social welfare state (Mulvale, 2001). Social democracy is a political ideology rooted in Marxism,

which emphasizes a program ofgradual legislative reform ofthe capitalist system in order to

make it more equitable and humane. Despite its popularity in the post-war period, a "major

turning point in philosophy and plactices at the internatiorral and national level" (Armstrong,

2002, p.16) occurred in the 1970s. At this time an ideological shift occurred, as Keynesianism

and social collectivism \ryere overcome by the principles ofeconomic monetarisrn, the

legitimation ofglobalized trade, and the pro-market ideology of neo-liberalism (Prigofl 2000). It

is no surprise that globalization and neoliberalism co-occurred at this turning point; in fact, neo-

liberalism and globalization are so intricately inteftwined that they have been described as twin

elements of the same aim:

. . . ecouomic globalization has been shaped essentially by the politics and ideology of
neoliberalism, so that it could ahnost be characterizecl as neoliberalism writ large,
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(Mishra, 1999, p ix)

Neoliberalism is the resuscitated monetarist descendent ofclassical liberal ideology, and

is based on the ideas of economist and philosopher, Adam Smith (1723-179qt6, who argued for

the fi'eeing of markets in eally industrial England as a way ofreducing the tyranny ofpost-

mercantilist governlnent monopolies (McBride, 2001). Smith believed that economic success

required free markets (which he felt should be laissez-faire or "let alone") to allow buyers and

sellers to concurrently determine the nìost equitable price for goods (Johnson, 2002). This

"perfect market" - one ofopen competition, voluntary transactions and unfettered operations -
was expected to bring the most benefit to the greatest number ofpeople in society (Macarov,

2003, p.71; Prigoft 2000). Jeremy BenthamrT, supported Smith's ideas, and argued that the

market was uniquely able to provide the greatest happiness for the greatest number. Together,

Smith and Benthatn provided the theoretical legitimation for the acquisitive, capital-amassing

society that existed during the earliest stages ofcapitalism in post-industrial England (Prigoff,

2000),

However, Smith's perfect markets failed to materialize as theorized. The fault lay in the

assumption that markets would remain open and democratic. As national conglomerates acquired

dominant market share under protection from the state, it became clear that Smith and Bentham

had "failed to see that monopoly might not be solely a prerogative ofthe Crown but might be

established by private ventures also" (Prigoff, 2000, p.35). It was a rnistake to assume that free

and self-determining rnarkets would be devoid of exploitation. Despite the failures ofearly

market theorizing, advocates of neo-liberalisrn have reintroduced these classical liberal ideologies

to legitimize rnarket-based economies today (Johnson, 2002).
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Neoliberalism embraces the market systenÌ as the fundamental cornerstone of optimal

economic and social policy (Prigoffi 2000; Robinson & Tinker, 1997; Wheelan, 2002). From a

neo-liberal perspective, ecorromic globalization is viewed as a positive force and efforts to

enhalìce world market integration are applauded as means towards optimal economic benefrts and

prosperity (Friedman, 2000). Because markets are cor.rsidered superior (to planned economies),

any state-led interventionsls into the workings ofthe market are considered barriers to efïìciency

arrd effectiveness. In fact, the only suitable roles neoJiberalism prescribes for government

include, 1) the moderation of inflation (by maintaining strict control over the money supply, in

other words, economic monetarism) and, 2) the facilitation and legitimization of free rnarkets

(Flankman, 1997). NeoJiberalism's devotion to the market is so sincere, that an¡hing even

resembling a "cooperative, collective, nationalized, or even governmental" initiative is viewed as

subversive (Macarov, 2003, p. 75). This creates a policy environment where public programs are

under attack for being inefiìcient and unwieldy. State governments face considerable pressure to

embrace monetarist frscal policies, to limit controls on foreign investment, to liberalize trade, and

to deregulate national econor¡ies in favor ofincreasing privatization and international commerce

(Fuller, 1998; Langmore, 2001; O'Keefe, 2000). As neoliberalism advocates the preferences and

demands of intefnationalized capital, it is has come to convey "the now blatantly expressed

ideology that the desire for self-gain by individuals, and for profit by business entities, is not only

the most reliable and strongest motivation for efficient operations, but the only one" (Macarov,

2003, p.74).

Porver Play

Neo-liberal pundits portray globalization as "a natural, external and inevitable tt'end to

which we must adapt or risk econornic decline" (Rice & Prince, 2000, p.133). However, global
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economic markets do not simply create then'ìselves: they exist as the result ofeconomic planning

and political will (Prigofl 2000). When considered critically, it is clear.that economic

monetarism favors the interests ofbusirress enterprises and the economic elite. Careful control of

the money supply prevents inflation, which is undesirable to business since it increases labour

costs atrd threatens profìtability. The ascendancy of economic monetarism can tlìerefore be

understood to be shaped by the "interests ofbusiness people who wanted assurances that

intervention by government would be confined to activities which promoted the interests not ol

the unentployed or vulnerable sectors ofthe population, but ofthe entrepreneurial sector and its

political allies" re (Prigoff, 2000, pp. 83-84). Globalization and neo-liberalization must therefore

be undelstood as representative ofthe political will ofcertain influential groups in society.

Globalization... includes not only rnarket forces, but also cultural aspects as well as
public and private power relationship. For globalization is also about the... imposition of
certain power relationships. (Rice & Prince, 2000, p.132)

The growing liberalization of world economies and the expanded influence oftrade-based

international organizations have allowed corporate bodies previously lirnited by their national

status to considerably expand their range ofoperation and influence. The transnational

corporation has emerged as the corporate body best suited to this global economic milieu (Model,

2003; Teeple, 2000). unlike its multinational predecessor, the transnational corporation is

distinguished by its high flexibility and lack ofnational base. Moving lreely around the globe,

these organizations have found profrtable footholds in an economic systeln that supports the

pursuit ofinternational commerce, corporate-friendly taxation, state production incentives and

mininal labour costs (Waters, 2001).

These interests are supported by trade agreements which consolidate corporate power

within a legal franework. Since the 1970s, there has been an increase in the nunber and
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conrplexity of binding agreements between nations, including the North American Free Trade

Agreement (NAFTA), the ongoing Free Trade of the Americas Agreement (FTAA), and the

European Union (EU). These agreements formalize rules on global competition and support the

reduction of domestic trade barriers to trade. They also salrction commercial ainls, in the forrn of

econouric deregulation and the privatization ofpublic enterprises, and do so at the expense of

social and environmental concerns (Rice & Prince, 2000) The bias in favor ofenterprise is

hardly subtle. While transnational organizations suffer only "mild guidelines on ftheir] ethical

conduct", the nation state is severely restricted by trade agreements to the extent that "each new

agreement limits govelnment's ability to solve social problems" (Rice & Prince, 2000, p.136).

For example, the 1993 North American Free Trade Agreement grants'hational treatment" status

to corporations ofother rnernber countries. The enforcement of national treatnÌent status

effectively sanctifies competition so that a member one country cannot favor its domestic

providers, even ilthis protectionism is in the interest of its citizenry (Barlow, 2002).

The prioritization oftrade interests paired with the liberalization ofcapital endeavors a

limited contmitment to national policies. Transnational corporations increasingly rival the nation

state in terns oftheir economic size and influence. As a result, they can effectively influence

national policy decision by withholding financial investments until favourable (i.e. pro-business)

conditions are provided (Langmore, 200i; Teeple, 2000). These maneuvers can be obseled in

the growing prevalerrce of"social durnping". Social dumping occurs when conglomerates

"Intove] or [threaten] to move operations to locations with lower wages and working conditions,

less social protection and regulation and lower taxes" (Mishra, 1999, p.7). Pressured to

accommodate these capital denands, the nation state has wavered in its commitment to the

social-democratic welfare state project (Mu1vale, 2001; Teeple, 2000). Governments are therefore
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increasingly likely to pursue policy choices that are "not necessarily the most appropriate

reflection of national economic and social priorities" (Langmore, 2001, p. I 5). As social policy

prioritizes economic priorities, the role ofsocial policy in and of itself is called into question.

Boundaries between domestic and international considerations in policy rnaking are
blurring. Canada's welfare state has become a battleground for the struggle over
continental and international economic development. Given the dominance of
international econonties, the role, value, and techniques embodied in national social
programs are called into question. Even the methods and processes used within the public
policy discourse are criticized. Globalization helps for the economy to take precedent over
social welfare. (Rice & Prince, 2000, p.131)

This shift has been helped by forces beyond the scope ofglobal capital itself. Various

political interests within the nation state have played a principle role by actively responding to

neo-liberal pressures in favor offiscal management and social services reduction (McBride,

2001; McQuaig, 1999). Although the dismantling of the welfare state in Canada has been

advocated by organizations representing the interests of large corporations, political forces on the

right, including the federal Conservative pafiy (most significantly between 1984 through 1993),

have also played a significant role in its dernise (McQuaig, 1993). This includes the Liberals,

who despite their "promise to revitalize the social programs that had been launched by their party

in tlìe postwar era", also served to further dismantle the welfare state in Canada in the years

following their majority election in 1993 (Mulvale, 2001, p.1l). Agreements in favor of trade

liberalization have also historically been lobbied and promoted by corporate interests in Canada

who benefit economically from such agreements (Fuller, 1998).

As the economic elite benefit frorn the political and ideological embrace of globalization,

the shift toward economic prioritization has resulted in real losses to both domestic markets and

the domestic labour supply. Within a Keynesian economic state, a nation could implernent social

protections and enhance employment levels through spending. However, within the open
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econoÍny of globalization, the nation state's control over national economic policy is restrained,

and "the Keynesian approach ofreflating the economy to stimulate grorvth and job creatiorl

becomes untenable" (Mishra, 1999, p.20). Trade unions have also lost considerable ground in the

struggle to counter-balance the dernands ofcapital. Union strength in Canada and worldwide, has

also been undennined by persistent unemployment, industrialjob losses, public sector cut backs

and anti-union legislation (Leys, 2001 ; Mishra, 1999; Teeple, 2000). The effect is a working class

with depleted power and fractured interests, which can do little to counteract the interests ofthe

international industries (McQuaig, 1992). The growth in non-unionized and part-time work has

fufther contributed to a growing inequality between households. The global labour force tends to

be distinguished by large income gaps between the top and bottom earrrers in society. There are

many who suffer from chronic underemploymer.rt and the inability to make ends rneet, while

globalization's winners in marragerial and professional sectors enjoy huge gains in real irrcome

and consumption-based quality of life (Armstrong,2002; Gills, 2002; Waters 2001).

Despite argumetrts claiming that governments are powerless in the face of globalization,

governments have played an active role in the liberalization oftrade and the disrnantling ofthe

welfare state (McBride, 2001). The lament of povverlessness is more accurately a cover that

legitimizes the favoring of some sectors ofsociety at the expense ofothers (Frankman, 1997).

Globalization has effectively stripped away rnany ofthe basic democratic and citizenship

entitlements guaranteed under the Keynesian welfare state. In societies organized by the

principles of markets, the freedom to participate is "really only the freedom ofthose who have

enouglr morrey to demarrd what they need or want" (McMurty, 1997, p.178). The power to affect

political and econonic decisions has become rnore directly related to the arnount of wealth and

money people possess (PrigofÏ,2000). Civil liberties, including freedom ofspeech, religion,
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security, movelnent, assembly, protest, and due process of law, have also been depleted2o. These

Iibeties, which are "popularly understood to be God-given, inalienable or absolute", are in fact

highly dependant on a working welfare state and the organized resistarrce ofsubordinate classes

(Teeple, 2000, p.114) Because economic globalization favors certain segments ofsociety at the

expense ofothers, Franktnan (1997) critiques globalization, and its realignrnent ofpolitical and

economic priorities, as a neo-liberal "war or sorts", waged by the privileged against the

powerless.

Medicare in the Mix

Medicare is certainly not exempt from the influence ofthese international economic,

ideological and political trends. Like otlìer elements ofthe Keynesian welfare state, medicare has

been confì'onted "by an array ofpolitical forces aimed at restructuring, reinventing, or otherwise

shrinking the public sector" (Shields & Evans, 1998, p.7). This process ofrestructuring and

reinventing has manifested in a growing focus on health care reform, and the perception that

Canadian health care is in some way broken and requires "new" solutions. As the following

analysis will indicate, the atmosphere and nuances ofCanadian health care reform reflect the

economic prioritization ofneoJiberal ideologies, the growing influence ofinternational trade

agreements, and the expanding rhetoric that emphasizes markets and for-profit mechanisms as

solutions in the "repairing" ofhealth care. This occurs within a global context where the medical

model has been prioritized in terms ofhow health is understood. The effect ofthese preferences

can be seen in health care problems and solutions that are increasingly defined according to

nedical market ideals. The following sections critically outline how Canadian health care reform

is shaped by globalization and explore the ways in which equity is undermined as a result.
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Government Re-Defined

As neo-liberal ideologies took hold during the late 1980s and early 1990s worldwide, the

dominant discourse that emerged "pointed to the unfettered marketplace as the mechanism best

suited to generate economic growth and distribute wealth" (Mulvale,2001, p.14), In fhis context,

the market "increasingly Ibecame] the standard ofeffectiveness and efficiency for the delivery of

all services", including government administered social services (Poland et al., 1998, p.795).

The adoption of market mentalities among government services took the form of a new

pro-business template for public sector managenìent. Coined the "New Public Management", this

prescription reflected neoliberal convictions that state bureaucracies were "broken and needed

fixing, and that private sector solutions were the key" (Savoie, 1995, p.112). The advocated

solution lay in a new version of "entrepreneurial government", one based on competition and

consumer-driven reform (Osborne & Gabler, 1993, p.xix). Strong supporters of entrepreneurial-

style government, Osborne and Gaebler (1993), advocated for public sector rnanagement based

on ten markedly business-like principles, suggesting that governments should: 1) steer rather than

row (i.e. set policy instead ofdelivering services directly); 2) empower communities to solve

their own problems; 3) encourage competition rather than monopolies; 4) operate by mission

rather than rules; 4) fund outcomes, not inputs; 5) leverage change through the rnarket; 6) inject

competition into service delivery; 7) earn money rather than spend it; 8) meet the needs ofthe

customer, not the bureaucracy, 9) decentralize authority; and 10) invest in preventing problems

rather than curing crises. Variations on this theme were actively pursued by both traditional

conservative govelnnents and also by more liberal welfare state advocates, as seen in Britain

under Margaret Thatcher and Tony Blair, and in the US under Ronald Regan and Bill Clinton. In

Canada, Brian Mulroney and Jean Chrétien also ernbarked on public service renewal reforms
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with the aim of"getting government right" (Savoie, 1995, p.112); these reforms prioritized

competitiveness and business principles at the expense of redistributive concerns (Savoie, 1994;

Shield & Evans, 1998).

In a public service domain increasingly shaped by the goals of neo-liberalisnt, part of

"getting government right" included a colnmitment to economic monetarism, which dernanded an

almost-manic attention to balanced government budgets as the primary public service goal. As

paÍ ofthese austerity measures, funding cut-backs ran rampant through the Canadian public

sector during the 1990s. These cut-backs were presented as a painful-but-necessary resporìse to

reassure international fìnancial bodies and bond rating houses who were becoming uneasy about

the rapid expansion offederal debt loads (Rice & Price, 2000; Sullivan & Baraneck, 2002) This

argument followed business logic in its assertion that debt and deficit fìnancing were unnecessary

drains on government revenues. The World Bank (WB) and the International Monetary Fund

(IMF) also blamed governments for their failure to tame large debt and deficit levels, and

de¡nanded that states withdraw from both the ownership ofthe infrastructure and the provision of

services to citizens in order to offset this imbalance. Their recommendations stenned from the

argument that state monopolies are costly, inefTicient and interfere with economic development

(Armstrong & Armstrong, 2003). In particular, the WB and IMF pursued and promoted change in

the forln of "structural adjustment", which was a loan condition developed and irnposed on cash-

strapped developing countries. Structulal adjustment policies recommend (and in developing

coutrtries, are based on conditional provocations) the reduction oftrade barriers, the privatization

of government-owned enterprises, and reductions in government spending on social services -

including reductions in public health care spending (Macrov, 2003).
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Ilealth Care Re-Defined

Social services austerity measures can be linked to shifts in the way that health care

services have been defrned in Canada. As neo-liberal influences spread, health care reform

increasingly adopts the language ofthe rnarket.

Fueled by the expressed need to tame debt and defrcits, the Canadian federal government

initiated a series of funding cutbacks to health care during the 1980s and 1990s (as was reviewed

in Chapter Two). For example, whereas federal government transfers for health care (as a share

ofprovincial government's expenditures on health care) represented 43.7 percent in 1980, by

1990 tlrey had dropped to 33.9 percent, and even further to 29.3 percent by 2000 (Lazar & St-

Hilaire, 2003). In response, provincial spending on health care also began a trend ofsteady

decline during the mid 1990s. Data fi'om the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

illustrates this trend: during the early 1990s, average provincial spending was still on the rise

(5.8% increase annually between 1990 and 1992), but by 1993, spending dropped by 0.6 % from

the previous year, with decreases continuing in 1995 (-0.7%) and 1996 (-0.9%) (CIHI,2OO2a).

Sullivan and Baraneck (2002) note that this decline in real provincial spending for health care

represented the frrst such decline in health spending in Canadian history, foltowing a long history

ofgrowing provincial spending since medicare's inception, As a consequence ofreductions in

federal transfer payments, hospital and medical services experienced considerable downward

pressure, "but the squeeze was also felt across all ofthe publicly financed health care sector"

(Sullivan & Baraneck, 2002, p.25). To manage funding cuts provinces generally moved toward

greater regionalization ofhealth services administration, hospital reductions and downsizing, and

reductions in the number ofhealth professionals employed (Shah, 2003). With the strain of

seryice and funding cut-backs irnpacting the general population, complaints and concerns about
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medicare's accessibility and sustainability increased, and a series oftask forces were struck to

propose health care system reforrn recommendations. Government commissions at both the

federal and provincial levels issued a rrumber ofhealth care reform reports (see Appendix I for a

complete listing), which showed a "broad consensus on the priority areas for decision making"

(Fooks & Lewis, 2002). In addition to sharing a basic ideological commitment to public health

care, most ofthese reports included recommendations to make medicare more responsive to

changing health needs, to make it more accountable to the public, and to make it ntore effrcient in

operation and outcomes (Fooks & Lewis, 2002; Sullivan &Barcneck,2002)

While espousing the concept of sustainability ofa not-for-profit public health care

system, many ofthese reform recommendatiorls tend toward cost containlnent strategies, often

based on malket principles. Reflecting the sway ofneo-liberal ideologies and offrcial government

sanctioning ofthe entrepreneurial principles ofnew managerialism, "health and health care

becorne increasingly defined by both politicians and corporations as business enterprises, and

even rrore frequently as profrtable" (Armstrong et al., 2001, p. ix, Poland et al., 1998). For

example, the Mazankowski Report, which recommends changes in Alberta's health care system,

adopts a decidedly pro-business approach in its model ofhealth care reform. The Report

ernphasizes that "Albertans are concerned about...Getting maximum value for every dollar spend

on health care" and in response to this concern, recommends the introduction of "competition and

choice" as well as "an innovative blend ofpublic, plivate and not-for-profit providers" (Alberta,

2001, p.10). Although Canada has been unique among OECD nations in its resistance to

lormalizing market-based health care in practice, the use of market language in the arena of

health care and health care reform is well established (Kenny, 2002; Tuohy, 1999). The language

of illness is frequently juxtaposed by metaphors ofthe marketplace, including for example,
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references to patients as "consumers", physicians as "providers", and health care as an "industry"

(Annas, 1995; Kenny, 2002; Pellegrino, 1994). For example, the Mazankowski Report

recommends a"90 day care guarantee" to ensure that health care "customers" receive reasonable

access to necessary medical services (Alberta, 2001, p.42).

Motivating Factors

The plocess whereby health care services adopt the language and principles of a business

is shaped by international trends. One ofthe ways that this point can be illustrated is by critically

considering the factors and interest groups which have contributed to the previously noted

climate of public sector cutbacks and subsequent reform initiatives. In particular, it is impofiant

to recognize that high govelnment debt and deficit levels in Canada lrtave noÍ been caused by

social spending. Rather, what was called the "debt crisis" and blamed on public service

inef{iciencies and lack ofadhererrce to business principles was more accurately the result of"the

way debt is financed and the way taxes have been reduced for some corporations and individuals"

(Arntstrong & Armstrong, 2003, p.7). As Mulvale (2001) explains:

[t]he government's so-called fiscal crisis ofthe later 1980s and early 1990s was largely
the result ofthe increase in service charges on the public debt due to high interest rates
(which benefits creditors such as banks), and the decrease in government revenue from
corporate taxes (which benefits large companies) (p ZZA)

As economic growth slowed in the early 1980s, the "bust was blamed on social spending and

used as ajustification for cuts in spending as well as for a move towards a'free rnarket' systern"

(Armstrong & Armstrong, 2003, p,7). Rather than an exercise in accuracy, the "increasingly

powerful mythology ofsocial spending as the root cause of growing government deficits and

debt" emerged and was propagated because it selr,¿d the inÍerests ofparticular powedul groups

in society (Mulvale, 2001, p.226).In parlicular, this rnisconception supported the move toward
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for-profrt and market-based incursions into rnany public arenas, including health care. In

Manitoba during the 1990s, for exaniple, the Corrservative government, under Premier Gary

Filmon, launched a series of ineffective projects2¡ that turrred control of portions ofthe province's

health care system over to private/for profit corporations. One such experiment involved

contracting out a portion of Manitoba's home care services to an American-based multinational,

Olsten Health Services, on the assertion that privatization could save the province as much as $10

million in costs (CCPA, 2000a). However, it turned out that this move was rooted prirnarily in

the Filmon government's ideological commitment to privatization, because Olsten proved to be

untrustwo.thy (it was revealed that Olsten was under investigation in the United States for

improper Medicare billing), and ineffective (contracting out to Olsten saved the province no

rnoney) (CCPA, 2000a; Scarth, 2000).

Deliberate funding reductions have also created a climate ofcrisis and incompetence in

the public sector and opened the door to private solutions. For example, funding cut-backs to the

federal Health Protection Branch22 have left Canada's public drug monitoring agency

increasingly dependent on a "rescue" in the form offinancial support fronl the pharmaceutical

industry (Lexchin, 2001). To satisfy its new funders, the Health Protection Branch has become

increasingly concer¡red with "keeping the industry satisfied", often at the expense of its own

mandate to protect the health ofCanadians (Lexchin, 2001, p.41).

Understanding the link between health services reductions and international corporate

preferences is not difficult to do when medicare's profrtability potentials and the relative size and

influence olcorporate interests are considered. Global expenditures on health are approximated at

more than $3 trillion (US) annually, which represents a market significantly large enough to

warrant the attention offor-profit interests representing the health services, pharrnaceutical and
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private health insurance corporations (Fuller, 1998). Whereas more than halfofthis amount is

spent annually by governments to provide public services, the remainder is spent by individuals

and employers to purchase seruices privately (Fuller, 1998). In other words, $ 1.5 trillion ofthe

world's health care spending it currently out,çide the realm ofthe for-profit marketplace, and

basic business sense dictates arr interest in this as yet, untapped market share. In 2004 in Canada,

public expenditures on health care represented 70%o of total expenditures on health (a proportion

that translates into approximately $98.8 billion) (Canadian Institute for Health Information,

2006a). Canada' s 70% ofpublic experrditures on health lies slightly below the 73%o average of

thirty countries reviewed by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development

(OECD) (OECD, 2006). Although Canada's 2004 percentage ofpublic expenditures has dropped

from74.5%o in 1990, it still ranks considerably higher than in the rest of North Arnerica: United

States (45% in 2004) and Mexico (46%) (O8CD,2006). tud for-profit companies operaring ro

the south ofour boarder are particularly interested in this untapped market. From a for-profit

perspective, Canada's public spending on health care represents "a potential market to be opened

by a variety ofmeans - lobbying, competition, technological penetration (e.g. 'gifts' of

equiprnent with major current spending implications), and advertising" (Leys, 2001, p.84).

Nelson (1999) notes that Arnerican for-profit irlterests have described Canadian medicare as "one

ofthe largest unopened oysters in the Canadian economy" (p.7).

Although there has been considerable public resistance to for-profit business practices in

health care, private spendirrg in Canada has been on the rise. While inflation-adjusted public

spending per person orì health declined by 2% between 1992 and 1996, private sector healtll

spending (includes out-of-pocket spending by individuals, spending by commercial and not-for-

profit health insurance plans) grew by almost 14% over this period (CIHI, 2006b). In the years
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following, from 1997 to 2004, although public spending increased (at an average nte of 4.9%o

annually), private sector spending grew at a faster rate (at an average of 5.4%o per year) (CIHI,

2006b). It can be noted that these increases in private sector spending represents a step away from

notions of solidarity and risk pooling, as a growing number ofhealth care needs are

individualized, commercialized, and privatized.

It must also be noted that the multinational corporatiorrs and fhe for-profit health services

that would prefer that a greater proportion ofCanadian spending occurs in the private sphere, are

also large enough to influence the nation state, Although the majority ofhospitals in the United

States are private non-profit, huge for-profit insurance companies dominate the market in paying

for care, and their emphasis on competition, business practices and "consumer choice" invariably

play a role in shaping health care reform trends in Canada (Armstrong et al., 2003). Multinational

health maintenance organizations (HMOs) in the United States, which are predonrinantly owned

by commercial insurers with a primary interest in profitability, have long sought to expand their

influence into Canadian markets, in the interests ofexpanding their profits by taking advantage of

the lucrative potential for private insurance coverage in Canada. The influence ofthese HMOs is

not slight, considering That in 1994 the ten largest HMOs reported a combined $10.5 billion in

liquid assets (Fuller, 1998). In addition to private insurers, other health industry players,

including drug companies, are significantly large enough to influence the direction ofhealth care

reform. In 2002, for example, the world's top ten23 pharmaceutical companies had total drug sales

that reached over $600 billion (CAN); thetop five had a combined net worth of twice the total

GNP of all the countries of sub-Saharan Africa (CCPA, 2004). Up against the interests ofhealth

traltsnationals of this rnagnitude, public health care programs face considerable pressure as well

as critique (Fuller, 1998),
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The influence ol rnultinational health services organizations are is reinforced through the

authority ofinternational trade treaties that favor corporate interests above and beyond social,

environmental and cultural concerns (Shrybman, 2002). International trade treaties negotiated by

the World Trade Organization (WTO) contain the potential to override the ability of national

government's to safeguard health care as a public service. For example, the WTO's General

Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) is an internationally-binding agreement geared toward

the prioritization ofprivate interests in the services trade. GATS contains the ability to limit

govemment monopolies that enable the delivery of public services such as education, wellare and

health care (Sanger, 2001). Technically, public services provided by government are eligible for

exernption; Irowever Canada has listed ltealth care for inclusio¡r in the GATS (Barlow, 2002).

These agreements are most concernirrg from a Canadian health care perspective because

they contain the potential to force open public health care services to allow entry by foreign

private, for-profit health care corporations (CCPS, 2002a). In North America, these influences are

most keenly felt under the North American Free Trade Agreement CNAFTA), which Shrybman

(2001) notes "should be seeÍì as an integral element ofa larger trade agenda that is intended

ultinately to be incorporated within the WTO" (p.1). For example, under NAFTA, currently

exelnpt monopoly seruices, once privatized, would no longer qualify for trade exemption status

(Barlow, 2002)24. These shifts have important implications for health care reform, since it is uow

the case that international trade decisions (a matter ofexclusive federal jurisdiction) can

potentially override the jurisdictional responsibility that provinces have for health,

The effect of these international developments [World Trade Organization and NA-FTA]
has been to bring about a fundamental transformation ofCanada's constitutional
landscape. Thus, matters ofprovincial competence, such as the delivery ofhealth care
services, must now be consistent with Canada's international trade obligations, unless the
province is willing to brave the consequences of retaliatory trade sanctions, and foreign
itrvestor claims. While the latter may be brought only against the federal government, it is
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unrealistic to imagine that a provincial government would emerge unscathed should a
tribunal award substantial damages against Canada because ofactions taken by a
province. (Shrybrnan, 2002, pp.13-14)

In this regard, trade treaties have the ability to lirnit the policy choices federal, provincial and

lemitorial governments can make in relation to the health care system, and provide the critical

eleurents corporate interests need to expand private service delivery in health care on a global

scale (Barlow, 2002; CCPA,2002). Unfortunately, there are minimal protections for health care

intplicit in NAFTA as it currently stands. International trade and public interest lawyer Steven

Shrybman (2001) ernphasizes that Canada is relying on "qualified and ambiguous reservations...

to shield its health care policies frorn the full brunt ofNAITA investment and services

disciplines" (p. 15). These minimal protections mean that Canadian health care reform nìust not

only be considered nationally, but internationally as well.

[W]e must proceed very cautiously with domestic reform, lest we lose the protection of
trade safeguards that apply to non-conforming nreasures that were in place when these
trade agreements were established. Under NAFTA, reform is a one-way street in favor of
liberalization. (Shrybman, 2002, p.1 5)

Put simply, health care services are susceptible to market and international trade

influences because "medical services are expensive, which rneans there is money to be made"

(Macarov, 2003, p.79). As Evans (i997) emphasizes.

...there is, and always has been, a natural alliance ofeconomic interest between service
providers and upper-income citizens to support shifting health financing from public to
private sources. (p.427)

Within Canada, these pro-market voices have been expressed rnost directly by Canadian

businesses and well-funded neo-liberal coalitions - including the National Citizens' Coalition, the

Fraser Institute, and the Canadian Council of Chief Executives (Barlow, 2002). The Fraser

Institute, for example, advocates for competitive markets in health care (including user fees,

private insurance, and private hospitals that compete for patient demand), while discouraging
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continued reliance on monopoly-insurer, trronopoly-provider health systems (Fraser Institute,

2002). As a result ofthe growing influence ofthese pro-market interest groups within Canada

and on an international scale, since the early 1980s, state-provided health care systems have been

under growirrg pressure to reduce the role ofstate provision and to make more room for private

capital (Donelan et al, 1999; Leys, 2001, p.66, Powell & Wessen, 1999). While these activities

may not rrecessarily reflect a "conspiracy", they certainly do reflect "a goal with a plan" (Fuller,

1998, p.7). And that plan invariably includes access to Canada's piece ofthe global health care

market.

Indirect Influence

Medicare enjoys strong political support in Canada on a number of lronts2s and has been

described as "the best protected social program in Canada", despite global pressures toward

governrnent services retraction (Williams et al., 200i, p.8). As a result, it has been suggested that

market-based interests are shaping public health care reform indirecÍly.

Ir]ecognizing this Ihigh degree ofpublic suppoft for medicare], politicians of all parties
have declared r¡edicare a sacred trust and have avoided frontal attacks on Canada's best-
loved social program. . .Instead, they have initiated a process that is transforming and
underurining the systen in ways that are frequently diffìcult for Canadians to see or
oppose. (Armstrong & Arrnstron g, 2003, pp. 1 -2)

One ofthe ways in which this has occurred is through health care reforrn eflorls that fail to

uphold the viability ofthe public health care system - through a lack of implementation, a lack of

inclusiveness, or gaps in services provision. Reductions in federal funding during the late 1980s

and early 1990s led provinces to become more creative with their health care dollars, and in many

cases, to limit services in order to curb health care spending. In some cases, spending was

reduced by discontinuing ceftain services under medicare, as when Manitoba de-listed regular

eye examinations (with the exclusion ofchildren). This move excluded eye exams from the
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definition of rnedically necessary'u services under medicare. Effectively what this rneant was

that eye exams were no longer covered by provincial funding and this service would have to be

purchase privately by individuals, or by private insurance coverage, if at all. Whereas provincial

spending on health care dropped during the early 1990s (-0.6%in1993,-0.7% in 1995 and

-0.9Yo itt 1996), the growth ofprivately financed services experienced a continuous upswing

(CIHI, 2005a). From 1990 to 1999, for example, private sector health expenditures increased at

an average rate of 5.48yo (CIHI, 2005b).

In some case, these health refonns were indirect, as in Manitoba and Saskatchewan where

reforms during the 1980s and 1990s tended to move the delivery of medical services outside the

traditional hospital realm and into the community. Although this shift did not always involve the

exclusion ofcoverage under medicare, it did certainly have the effect of shifting the costs ofcare

in rnany cases:

Take physiotherapy and occupational therapy, for example. As is the case in all provinces,
in Manitoba they are considered insured services when provided on a physician's referral
in a hospital. However, these services are not insured when provided in private clinics,
although many clients have their fees covered by private insurance or by the Manitoba
Workers' Cornpensation Board. Many people patronize these private clirrics rather than
wait months for treatment in a hospital, even if they have to pay the $3 5+o-$40-per-visit
fees out oftheir own pocket. (CCPA, 2000a, p l4)

The concurrent trend in private spending can be noted, as in Manitoba during the 1990s, private

health care expenditures increased at an average annual rate of 6.9% (CIHI, 2005b). These shifts

represent tlte creeping and indirect privatization of health care costs and in Ìnany cases, the

privatization ofhealth care work as well. Health care reforms that shift care to the household and

volunteer community lequire family members arld wonen in particular, to take on extra care

wolk without pay or training (CCPA, 2000a). In this manner, privatization aims can be attained

indirectly. Macarov (2003) elaborates:
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.. . it should be noted that privatization is sometimes attained not by outright sales or
transfer, but by deliberately allowing services to run down, by erecting barriers to access,
by withholding information, and by making the receipt ofbenefits so difficult and
deneaning that the public has little alternative but to turn to the private sector. (p.71)

As the site ofpublic services have been modified and as the scope ofservices have been

scaled back, gaps have been filled by a growth in private services (Fooks & Lewis, 2OO2). For

example, in Canada between 1992 and 1996, private sector spending on health care increased at a

rate of 14yo (as cornpared to public spending which declined by 2%); although public spending

increased from 1997 to 2004 (at a rate of 4.9%o annually), private sector spending grew at a faster

rate (averaging 5.4Yo per year) (CIHI, 2006b) It should be noted that the private delivery of

health services is not new in Canada. Medicare is a health insurance scheme that is publicly

filtanced through tax dollars. A significant portion of its services have been historically delivered

and administered by the private, not-for-profit sector (Library of Parliament, 2001). This includes

private delivery of health care services by independent doctors and other professionals, and the

operation ofnot-for-profit hospitals and other facilities2T. And although some government money

has gone to for-profrt institutions, most of it - up until recently, has gone to not-for-profit

providers. However, there is growing concern regarding the for-profit privatization ofdelivery

and the adoption of for-profrt practices in ltealth care.

The big difference now, however, is that for-profit firms are being allowed or invited to
deliver these publicly-funded services and the not-for-profit ones are adopting
management strategies taken from these corporations (CCPA, 2000a, p.5).

In Alberta and Ontario, for example, the direct inclusion offor-profit delivery ofhealth

care has been most actively pursued. Ontario's Harris government embalked on a province-wide

restructuring, under the guidance of Finance Minster Ernie Eves, through which it actively

invited proposals from for-profit firms interested in providing govenìrnent services. Following on

the heels ofa $800 million cut to hospital budgets in the late 1990s, it has been suggested that the
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Harris government intended to create a "crisis" in health care, in order to justify the introduction

ofa "privatized" solution (CCPA, 2000a). Indeed, this technique has been noted elsewhere as a

mechanism ofpro-market governments looking to welcome the for-profrt sector to health care:

The primary objective ofneo-liberal policy is to reduce the role ofgovernment. The
cutting ofsocial programs has a two-fold effect. First, it opens the doorto the private
sector in areas formerly the sole preserve ofgovernment. The second effect is that the cuts
will create a crisis in tliese areas the solution to which, it will be argued, is privatization.
(McQuaig, 1995, p.42)

In Alberla, the introduction of legislation to allow the conversion of two hospitals from

non-profrt to for-profit status took these aims even further. Argued as a response to varied health

care ills ofhospital bed and physician shortages, waiting lists, and crowded emergency rooms,

the Klein Conservative government made explicit two-tier headway with its controversial Bill 1l.

Not only did Bill 11 allow the public financing ofinsured services to be provided by for-profit

hospitals, it also allowed for quicker access to insured services in exchange for an additional

private fee. Given that not everyone can afford to pay such a premium for medically necessary

selices, these moves violate both the universality and accessibility requirements of medicare

(CCPA, 2000a).

The lack offederal intervention into Alberta's violations ofthe Canada Health Act

illustrates the pro-privatization agenda that resides in Ottawa. As such, health care privatization

can be understood as linked to the federal and many provincial governments' preferences for an

export-oriented economy (Fuller 1998). A 2000 Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives (CCPA)

(2000a) r'eport notes that the role ofHealth Canada, which took a lead role in enforcing the

national standards ofthe Canada Health Act up until the early 1990s, subsequently had been

relegated to a narrow range of responsibilities. The diminishment of Health Canada's role as a

watchdog for medicare coincided with the expansion ofthe health sector responsibilities of
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Industly Canada, which includes the role of promoting growth and expansion ofthe private

health industry (CCPA, 2000a). In light ofthese act which prioritize trade and market

preferences, many ofthe decisions to pursue funding cuts, service reductiorrs and changing sites

ofcare (especially in proJiberalization provinces) can be interpreted as deliberale r¡cls, intended

to create a vacuum ofservices, a problem which can then be "solved" by subsidiaries ofglobal,

U.S.-based rnultinational corporations (McQuaig, 1999). Williams et al. (2001) suggest that by

rnaking changes in the "less visible, less politically notivated, and highly fractioned terrain ofthe

society as a whole", it is possible for governments to more easily "avoid their fiscal and moral

obligations to universal access without the intense political confrontation that any forthright

assault on medicare would inevitably provoke" (p.i0). Mishra (1999) calls this "social policy by

stealth", where the principle ofuniversality is rhetorically endorsed, but deficit constrairlts and

funcling cutbacks erode the possibility ofsuch an approach in actuality (p.47).

Medical Focus

In addition to being shaped by the values, preferences and ambitions ofthe marketplace,

health care in Canada reflects and reinforces the dominant medical model (Armstrong &

Armstrong, 2003). This focus is not unique to Canada. Throughout nuch ofthe world the

medical view ofhealth and disease predominates, along with medical authority over the content

of medical care, patients, other health care occupations, and health cale policy generally (Clarke,

2000; Friedson, 1970; Poland et al., 1998).

Canadian health care is thetefore predominantly focused on a medicalized service-

delivery approach. The medical model describes illness as a technical defect within the human

body-rnachine, and as such, medical treatment predorninantly attelìds to individua[ patients and
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their bodily functions2s (Bolaria, 2002). A "cure" is provided when the bodily break-down is

restored to normal or near-normal functioning.

This medicalized focus is reflected in medicare's overriding prioritization ofhospital and

physician services, and its conception ofhealth as supported by technological advances and

specialty medical practice (Shah, 2003). Critics point out tlìat this approach entrenches, "as

central to the system, the very aspects ofhealth care that are the most expensive, most intrusive

and nrost technologically driven" (Kenny, 2002, p.60). Critics also point out that medicalized

models ofhealth care give rninimal attention to health-generating preventative measures or to the

economic, political and environmental context ofdisease causation (Clarke, 2000; Bolaria,2002;

Waitzkin, 1979; Williams er al.,2001).

It should also be noted that this medicalized focus of medicare excludes prescription

drugs which are not considered part of the Canada Health Act's defrnition of medically

necessary. The result is a patchwork ofprovincial and private insurance plans that take the place

ofany comprehensive national pharmacare plan, which essentially means that Canadians achieve

coverage in a manner entirely dependent on where they live and \¡/ork. Still, this lack of

consistent attention to pharmaceuticals under medicare does little to quell the need for drug-based

cures: in 2005, Canadian retail sales ofprescribed and non-prescribed drugs totaled $24.8 billion

(CIHI, 2006a) When considered in terms oftotal health spending in Canada, these sales

represent the seconcl largest category of spending at 17 .4%o (CIHI, 2006a)

The long-standing authority ofthe medicalized approach - along with the growing pace

and intensity of medical interventions, heavily-marketed drug therapies and emerging

technological discoveries - has contributed to a sociological context of high public expectations.

Despite the fact that 88% ofCanadians and 85% of Americans reported that they were in good,
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very good, or excellent health in 2003 (Statistics Canada,2004), they still live in a sociological

context that pathologizes discornfort while prioritizing medicalized solutions. As such, North

Americans are characterized by a "progressive decline in [their] threshold for tolerance for mild

disorders and isolated synptoms, along with a greater inclination to view uncomfortable

symptoms as pathologic - as signs of disease" (Barsky, 1998, p. I 87). The tendency towards the

"ntedicalization" ofeveryday life can also be noted where medical science and technology have

developed more power to intervene in human lile (consider surgery on fetuses, for example) and

have also re-defined the scope ofwhat we consider to be "medical". As medicine expands its

range of influence, beyond broken limbs and open-heart surgery, into the domain ofpelsonality

and physical-enhancement treatments (including drug therapies for shyness, pattern baldness, and

arousal dysfunctions), there is a growing expectation that medical science can provide cures for

an expartding set ofhuman aihnents. Kenny (2002) notes that these trends have beelt facilitated

by neoJiberalism, individualisrn and the secularization ofmodern society, such that "medical

science and technology have becorne something to beliet,e l¡r for fundamental answers to life's

really tough questions" (p.89).

Because there are considerable profits to be made in medicalized cures, especially

marketable ones, health care multinationals also encourage this trend. This encouragement takes

the form ollavish advertising, professional perks, direct-to-consumer advertising, and face-to-

face sales representatives (CCPA, 2004). Direct-to-consumer advertising (DTCA) has been noted

as particularly influential in the medicalization ofhuman experience, as non-medical problems

become defined and treated as medical ilhresses (Mintzes, 2002). Their effectiveness is evident

when patients specifically lequest advertised, brand-name drugs and when physicians prescribe

medications in tandem with drug company product promotions (Kenny, 2002). Although direct-
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to-consumer advertising is still prohibited in Canada (as it is in nost industrialized countries,

with the exception of United States and New Zealand), Canadian exposure to American

television and print media is significant enough to warrant critical attention to the potential

effects of the profit-based promotion of prescription drugs (Mintzes, 2006). Mintzes et al. (2003)

found that DTCA does influence Canadians and American physicians similarly. Although an

American sample reported more exposure to advertising and more requests of advertised drugs

when compared to a Canadian sample, the prescribing rate was equally high for the two

countries. Two-thirds of patients received DTCA drugs from their primary care physicians when

they asked specifically, regardless ofwhether those patients were Canadian (72% ofpatients in

Vancouver sarnple) or American (78% ofpatients in Sacramento sample).

Medicalized conceptions ofhealth also help to shape the way that public policy solutions

are formed. High-speecl and technologically advanced notions regarding health influence our

interpretations ofwhat the Canada Health Act means by "reasonable access" to care, while also

skewing the defrnitiou ofwhat services are considered "medically necessary". A survey

conrpleted in 1995 found that approximately one third of Americans (33%o) and Canadians (27To)

agreed that "rnodern medicine can cure any illness with access to advanced techrrology";

although the majority ofsurvey respondents (64% of Arnericans and 71%o ofCanadians)

alternatively agreed that "many illnesses catrnot be cured by any treatment", a majority (62% of

Anrericans and 66%o ofCanadians) also agreed that "health plans should pay for treatment even if

it costs a million dollars per life" (Blendon & Benson, 1995, p.226). These minority beliefs in the

infallibility ofmodern medicine, paired with the majority beliefthat expensive care is necessarily

worthwhile care, shape an approach to health care reform which prioritizes care dominated by

physicians, hospitals, technology and specialty medical practice. The predorninance of
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medicalized conceptions ofhealth is reflected in a terrdency to focus primarily on medically-

based health solutions (Armstrong & Armstrong, 2003; Fooks & Lewis, 2002).

Consideling Equity

From a market perspective, health is a commodity negotiated through the exchange of

buyers and sellers so that its cost, price, availability and distribution can be determined

competitively (Hertzlinger, 1997). In a health care market, consumers shop around for the best

medical services, and purchase these services as needed and as afforded (Williams et al., 2001).

However, health markets fail to distribute health care resources fairly and equitably.

These inequities occur because health care does not respond to market incentives in the same

ways as other goods and services. In fact, the rnarket metaphor "conceals the inherent

imperfections ofthe market and ignores the public nature ofmany aspects of medicine" (Annas,

1995, p.745; Canada, 2002b). This is because fiee markets are predicated on the condition that

buyers and sellers enter into transactions freely, with complete information and autonomy, an

assumption that does not hold when it comes to health services. The need for health services is

rarely voluntary or chosen, since few people plan to have a major life illness. Health markets also

fail because physicians and patients are not equally informed when it comes to the exchange of

health services. Physicians possess highly specialized rnedical information and deterrnine the

course (and cost) oftreatrnerìt, in turn, patients are relatively "unable to determine for themselves

the type ofhealth service that they need" and must rely on professional expertise and referrals

(Canada, 2001, p.30). Sirnilarly, health markets are not suited to distributing seryices with

demand unrelated to price (Annas, 1995, p.745). For exaurple, health services are rrot selectively

chosen according to price as a new car may be; emergency surgery is in demand because there

has been an emergency, not because emergency surgery is "on sale". Illness is also uncertain in
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its timing and irnpact, and the need for health care cannot be planned for. Finally, market-based

rnodels ofhealth care institutionalize value assumptions that are inconsistent with fairness.

Market rnodels legitimate self-interest and competition, and normalize "unequal treatment based

on unequal ability to pay" (Pellegrino , 1999, p.254). As such, markets inevitably distribute health

resources unevenly, so that the poor and sick, who can't afford to purchase top-quality health care

services, are relegated to second status levels of care.

The inequities inherent in market-based health services are compounded by the fact that

the people /rto.t/ likely ¡s 11¿s¿ services are also those who are leasl likely to be able to access

them. Health and income are inversely and intrinsically linked. In Canada for example,

individuals living in the poorest 20 percent of communities are more likely than the well-offto

die from just about every disease (Coburn, 2001, Wilkins et al., 1989). A 1995 study in Manitoba

found that the ratio ofthe death rates ofthe poorest Manitobans (in the lowest quintile) to the

death rates of the wealthiest Manitobans (in the highest quintile) was 160 to 100 (Mustard et al.,

1995). Based on their greater health needs, members ofthe poorest group of Manitobans were

also found to be the highest users ofhealth care services. When compared to the wealthiest

Manitobans, this group disproportionately needed hospitalization for pregnancy complications

(26 hospital days per 1000 pregnant wornell as compared to 7), and for injury-related medical

services (85 hospital days per 1000 people as compared to 50) (Mustard et al,, 1995). In other

words, health is "not a level playing freld", it varies widely and inversely with socioeconornic

status (Evans et al., 1994).

We know that the rich are healthier than the middle class, who are in turn healthier than
the poor, We have seen that higher incomes are related to better health, not only because
ofthe ability to purchase adequate housing, food, and other basic necessities, but also
because a higher incorne rreans more choices and a feeling that people have more control
over their lives and that a feeling ofbeing in control is basic to good health. (Townson,
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1999, p.50)

As Townson (1999) indicates, the ill-effects of socio-economic status can also be

compounded by other factors. These other factors, known as the determinants ofhealth, include

income and social status, social support networks, education, employment and working

conditions, social envirorÌments, physical environments, personal health practices, healthy child

development, biology and genetic endowment, health services, gender and culture (Marmot &

Wilkinson, 1999). Health determirìants interact to create additional health disparities for those

poor who are also socially disadvantaged by gender, age, disability, or membership in a

disenfranchised racial, ethnic or religious group. For exarnple, in a Manitoba report on women,

income and health, Donner (2000) notes the ways in which the links between income and health

take on further significance when women's health is considered. In particular, women are more

likely than men to experience poverty (29,000 more poor women than poor men in Manitoba in

1999) and experience more ill-health as a result of this socioeconomic disadvantage; whereas

further health-related problems are experienced by women who are also Aboriginal and poor, for

example (Donner, 2000; Statistics Canada, 1999).

Because health care markets are dependent on the ability to pay for health care services,

the poor face a double challenge in a private health care system: l) they suffer poorer health due

to their low socio-economic status, and 2) they are often unable to pay for the care they do need.

The "cushion" ofprivate health care is also often unavailable to the poor. In the United States, for'

example, the majority olcitizens require private insurance to cover the cost ofphysician and

hospital services. Although public insurance is provided for the poor (Medicaid) and for those 65

and older (Medicare), data collected for the survey estimated that about 11% of Americans did

not have arry form ofhealth insurance. A 2002-3 Canadian/Ame¡ican population health survey
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noted that 13% of Americans reported an unmet health need (during the year prior), and that cost

was the most commonly cited reason for that unmet need (Statistics Canada,2004).

As a result, Canadians have historically worked to provide an alternative to rnarket-based

rnedicine. These alternatives stem from the recognition that "when humans are at their most

lulnerable and exploitable, they need much more secure protection than a business ethic can

afford" (Pellegrino, 1999, p.254). Such aversion to market-based health care motivated the initial

emergence of medicare:

The corporate imperative to return high profits to investors was identified by an
overwhelming majority ofthe nation's people as a moral question during the long years
leading up to the introduction of medicare. Simply put, Canadians viewed the idea of
making money from the misfortunes ofthe sick or the needs ofthe disabled - whether
themselves oftheir neighbours - with repugnance. Thus the struggle that led to the
establishment of rnedicare was fought on the grounds ofcompassion, equity, access, and
fairness, where it remains to this day, (Fuller, 1998, pp.10-11)

The fact is that Canadian medicare provides more equitable care than its private

insurance, for-proflrt counterparts (CCPA, 2000b; Olsen, 2002). Noted health economists

emphasize that single-payer, publicly administered health-care systems are optimal on equity

grounds given that public health care plans provide universal coverage and benefits to all

members ofsociety, regardless of where they live, where they work, or what they earn (Evans,

1984; National Forum on Health, 1997).. This equality ofaccess as provided by a public health

care plarr is quite different from the type of"equality" offered within a for-profit health care

system. As one Calilornia nurse quoted in Annstrong et al., (2003) explains:

Every patient is neglected. That's the irony. And that's what most ofour legislators don't
understand - most ofthe people in general - is that when it gets to the level ofnursing in
the hospital the person who is taking care ofthe patient 24 hours a day - our neglect is nol
selective - everybody gets neglected. (p.30)

A systemic review offor-profit health care delivery in both in-patient and out-patient

facilities confirnìs these cor¡rnents, finding that the risk ofdeath is 2% higher for such patients,
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as compared to non-profit facilities (Devereaux et al.,2002). Despite assumptions by neo-liberals

that competition will force health care olganizations to develop more efficient work organizations

and practices, research suggests that faster throughput and denial of care take precedence over

efïÌciency in care (Armstrong et al., 2003). Investor-owned nursing homes are more frequently

cited for quality deficiencies and lower standards ofnursing care, and investor-owned hospice-

care homes provide less care to the dying as compared to non-profit alternatives (Carlson et al.,

2004; Harrington et al., 2001). As such, for-profit health care is more likely to lead to inequitable

service modifications including skimming (only accepting healthy patients) and under-servicing

(delaying services to cut costs) (Williams et al., 1999).

Canada's single public-payer mechanism also keeps health-care related administrative and

trarìsaction costs to a surprising minimum, while doing a good job of controlling overall health

care costs, especially in comparison to its private insurance counterparts (CCPA, 2000b;

McGilly, 1998; Olsen, 2002; Sullivan & Baraneck, 2002). For example, in 2004 Canada spent

$3,165 USD per capita on its total health spending, much less than the United States, which spent

$6,100 USD per capita (OECD,2006). Public health care systems control costs by sheltering

"hospitals from the need to compete with other providers and from the need for costly

management and accounting infrastructures" (Fuller, 1998; Williams et a1., 2001, p 9) HMOs,

the dominant private insurers in the United States, consurne i9% oftheir budgets for overhead as

cornpared to 13% in non-profrt American plans, 3% for the US Medicaid program, and 1% in

Canadian medicare (Woolhandler', Carnpbell & Himrnelstein, 2003). Profits are also significant

cost contributors in competitive health care systems. Profits are essentially surplus health care

dollars that end up in individual investor or management pockets, rather than being spent on

health care. Armstrong et al. (2003) note that it is not unusual for the CEOs if Arnerican for-
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proflt HMOs and hospital chains to receive seven-digit salaries topped up with "stock options

worth in excess of $ 100 million" (p.21). Remuneration of this sort inevitably cuts into the monies

available for care and reduces the effrciencies ofthe health care system. The active pursuit of

profit also tends to have diminishing returns on the quality ofhealth services, as evidenced in

lower experrditures on health care personnel, shorter periods of hospitalization, less charitable

work performed, and increased fraudulency in reporting procedures alnong private insurance

counterparts (Olsen, 2002).

Although rnedicare, within the context of a working welfare state, has historically served

as a redistributive equalizer in Canadian society, the recent prioritization of market-based reforms

increasingly threaterì its equitability. This is because a rnarket-based systems are predominantly

concerned with opportunities for profit-making, with little roorn or reason to consider the

equitable redistribution ofeconornic resources (Johnson, 2002).Infact, capitalistic systems

depend on inequality to create affordable labour pools and to support the concentration of wealth

in the hands ofa few elites.

If it could be said that capitalisrn, as an economic systern, is second to none in its capacity
to create great wealth, it must also be said that capitalism both needs poverty in order to
do so, and paradoxically, creates ne\.v poverty and further deepens existing poverty as a

result. (Macrov, 2003, p.65)

The expansion ofglobalization and the retraction ofthe welfare state in the last three

decades have exacerbated levels of inequality worldwide (Coburn, 2001 ; Mishra, 1999). As

corporate interests prevail and scour the globe in search ofthe lowest possible rnaterial and

labour costs, "globalization enriches the haves and exploits that have-nots, leading to greater and

greater economic dispalities in society" (Macrov, 2003, p 115). Wermuth (2003) notes this trend:

Societies are becoming less equal: Inequality within countries is increasing sharply, and
inequality among countries is increasing as well. According to the United Nations, in
1960 the 20 percent ofpeople living in the richest countries had thirty times the income of
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the poorest 20 percent. By 1997 that figure had risen to seventy-four times. (Wermuth,
2003)

Despite expanding economic opponunities for capital between 1980 and 2000, Weisbrot

et al. (2001) found economic growth per capita declined in all countries, and declined most

rapidly in the poorest 20% ofnations. Essentially, what has failed is the neoliberal rhetoric that

promises that economic grou4h will bring prosperity to all. Glowing promises of globalization

and trade liberalization have been translated into a "globalized" labour force distinguished by

large incorne gaps between the top and bottom earners in society, an increasing concentratiotr of

women in the low-skilled/low-paid work force, and job creation increasingly limited to

temporary employment opportunities (Gills, 2002; Waters 2001). In the United States, these

incorne gaps can be clearly noted. For example, despite a period of economic expansion in the

U.S. between 1977 and 1999, the lowest 60 per cent of households experienced an actual

decrease in after-tax income during this period, whereas earners in the top 5 per cent of

households saw their incorres rise by 56 percent and the top I percent grew exponentially by 93

percent (Bernstein, Mishel & Brocht, 2001). As such, there clearly is a gap between

globalization's "winners" and "losers".

In Canada, these trends are also well-documented. Although the 1990s was a decade that

heralded new econonic growth in Canada, these gains were not translated into real benefits lor

most Canadians. Comparing incomes ofCanadians over a thirty year span, Yalnizyan (1998)

points out that between 1970 and 1996 the pre-tax income ratio between the richest 10%;o and

poorest 10% ofCanadian families had increased from 21:1 to 314:1. Two years later, Yalnizyan

(2000) noted that "Canada's growing gap has becorne a slippery slope" (p. ii) with rniddle class

families losing further ground, and the number of poor farnilies growing and becorning poorer

over time. Comparing these trends over a 9 year period, Yalnizyan (2000) notes:
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Between 1989 and 1997,fhe proportion of families raising children who earn less than
$35, 388 grew from 30 to 35 per cent. The very bottom ofthe income scale grew the
fastest; the poorest 10 per cent of families earned less than $11,567 in 1989. By 1997, fhat
number swelled to 14 per cent. (p. ii)

It seems that income inequality is also linked to the degree to which a nation embraces the

practices and principles of globalization. A 1999 study offorty developing and least developed

nations found that trade openness (liberalization) actually increased poverty, with those countries

that liberalized the most rapidly faring the worst (Rao, 1999). In 1991, the Urlited States - despite

its comparative international wealth - had one ofthe highest rates ofabsolute (as well as relative)

poverty among the developed nations; in comparing 15 countries, Kenworthy (1999) found that

only Italy, Ireland, Australia and the United Kingdom had higher rates. It seems that neo-

liberalism and inequality are therefore closely linked, and they are also ptoportionaîely related, as

Coburn (2006) notes:

I¡rcreases in inequality have been particularly pronounced in those nations adopting more
stringent neoliberal or market-oriented politics and policies. In the early 1990s the
United States, Australia, Canada and the United Kingdom stood at the top ofthe income
inequality ladder, while Norway, Sweden and the Netherlands were at the lowest. (pp.69-
70)

Given how income and health are related, it is not difficult to understand how

globalization can be linked to growing health disparities on an intelnational level. A globalization

"scorecard", measuring health, income and developrnent indicators during the globalizing period

(1980-2000), noted that life expectancies declined (for all but the wealthiest 20% ofnations)

during this period, while infant and child mortality rates increased, especially in the poorest 40%

ofnations (Weisbrot et al., 200i). Globalization is also linked to changing disease patterns.

Traditionally, diseases such as malaria and tuberculosis tended to decline and/or disappear as

countries become more developed; however, with globalization, tlìese patterns have shifted, and

there has been a recur¡ence ofthese diseases among the poorer members ofsome ofthe richest
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countries in the world (Waters, 2001). Despite neo-liberal proselytizing that health will iniprove

with globalization and the liberalization oftrade, underdeveloped countries are not showing

overall increases in levels ofhealth. Rather modern diseases have increased dramatically

(including cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and illnesses related to aging and obesity) in the past

two centuries, while the levels oftraditional diseases have remained high (Waters, 2001),

The extent to which a country adopts neo-liberal policies and practices also has

characteristic impacts on health, similar to those noted for irrcome above, For example, Canada,

with its lower rate of income inequality than the United States, also has lower infant mortality

rates, and lower income-related health differences than the U.S. (Coburn, 2006; Ross et al.,

2000). In terrns of infant rnortality, 5.4 children died (per 1000 live bifths) in Canada in 2002,

while irr the United States, severr children died (OECD, 2006). In fact, infant mortality rates in

the United States are so high when compared internationally, that in 1996, the infant mortality

rates in the poorest neighbourhoods in Canada were better than the national rate ofinfant

rnortality in the U.S, (Coburn, 2006; Statistics Canada, 2000). Still, Canada's healtlì status does

not fare so well when compared to European countries with an even rnore equitable distribution

of wealth: in 1996, infant mortality rates in the richest Canadiarr neighbourhoods were not much

better than the national average rates in Sweden (Coburn, 2006).

As globalization encourages and exacerbates income inequalities, disparities in health are

also growing. A large-scale British study found that not only were disparities in health closely

linked to disparities in wealth and income, but that government policies over 20 years of

Conservative rule co-occurred with a s)ìstenatic tt,idening of the health gap (Shaw et al., 1999).

For example, from 1981 to 1995 the study found that standardized mortality rates in the highest

socio-economic group decreased from 76 to 68, whereas mortality rates in the lowest socio-
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econon'ìic group increased from 155 to 178 (Shaw et al., 1999). And the existence ofa public

health care system is not alone sufficient to overcome this trend. Canada's ranking in the World

League tables ofinfant mortality dropped from 91r'in 1960 to 121r' in 2000 (of 18 nations with the

number one being the nation with the best infant mortality rate) (Coburn 2006). Despite the fact

that all Manitobans have access to universal health care, a 2003 Manitoba study noted that the

gap between the most healthy and the least healthy Manitobans had also grown over a fifteen

year periocl. The authors, Blownell et al. (2003) note these disparities:

Between 1985 and 1999, the health status gap that exists between residents ofManitoba
from areas with the least healthy populations compared to the most health populations
widened... The widening ofthe health status gap appears to be due to improvements in
health for residents ofareas with the most healthy populations, whereas the health status
for residents ofareas with the least healthy populations remained unchanged. (p.73)

Coincidentally, this gap was found to be linked to the growing gap between the richest

(most healthy) and poorest (least healthy) Manitobans - with income and unernployment levels

found to be key indicators of health - over the same time period (Brownell, et al., 2003). As

income disparity has grown in Manitoba and worldwide, so has health disparity.

The reality is that inequality affects the health ofal1people, notjust those who live in

poverty. The differences in life expectancy arnong nations are found to be more clearly related to

the level of inequality than to absolute wealth as defined by Gross Domestic Product (Wilkinson,

1996). Wilkinson (1996) compiled research showing that communities and nations with gleater

econornic inequality have higher mortality rates than those with less economic inequality. In a

review ofresearch that supports the links between comrnunity malaise and inequality, Raphael

(2001) cites an Americarr study, Kennedy et al. (1998), which links incorne distribution,

socioeconornic status and selÊrelated health differences among 50 Arnerican states:

In regard to the overall inequality hypothesis, those living witllin the most unequal state
had a 25 per cent greater chance of reporting poor or fair health even after controls for
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household incorne, sex, race, education level, body mass, and smoking status. The
investigators also found that the effects of income distribution on self-related health were
not limited to the lowest-income groups; those in the middle-income groups in states with
the greatest inequalities inco¡ne rated themselves as having poorer health than those in
middle income groups in states with the smallest inequalities. (p.234)

What these findings illustrate is that inequality makes for unhealthy communities. And

more money doesn't necessarily mean better or more care. Although the United States spends

15% of its considerably large econorny on health care, it still has over forty million people

without insured access to care, and has lower life expectancies and higher infant/rnaternal

rnortality rates than most developed countries (Yalnizyan, 2006). As societies become more

divided economically, there is a deterioration ofsocial capital, evidenced in dirninishing degrees

of social cohesion and citizen commitment to society (Deaton, 2001;Kawachi & Kennedy,

1997). As the elites become fearful ofthe expanding masses, there is a parallel increase in

coercive forms ofsocial control (including police, military and imprisonment), growing restraints

on democratic governance, as well as the dismantling ofuniversal social rights (Teeple, 2000).

On the other hand, strong redistributive income, health and education policies have been

showÍì to offset the negative effects ofthe inequities of neo-liberalisrn (Global Social Policy

Forum, 2001). Navarro (1998) llotes that neoJiberalism's disparities are linked to the type of

welfare state present in a country: the greater the supports, the lower the disparities. It is not a

coincidence therefore, that growing Canadian inequality in health and income has co-occurred

with reductions ofsocial safety nets and cut-backs in government funding. In a review of

povefty, income inequality and health in Canada, Raphael (2002) notes:

In Canada, government policies ofreducing social safety nets, decreasing eligibility for
benefits, and reducing the absolute level ofthese benefits have served to both increase the
incidence ofpoverty and rernove the means by which those living in poverty can sustain
themselves. This shift has occurred in part as a result ofthe reorgarrization ofthe income
tax system by which the well-offhave had their tax rates decreased, providing less

resources for governments to provide social assistance benefits and social services to
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those in need. (p.9)

The presence ofsocial policies that reduce risk (of unemployment and ofillness, for

example) defend indivicluals against the accumulation ofrisk, and help to irnprove overall levels

ofhealth. When countries reduce their levels ofpublicly funded social supports citizens are more

likely to experience sudden and unexpected reductions in their living standards, and to experience

a feeling of loss of control over their lives (Bartney, Blane, & Montgomery, 1997). Historically,

the social and health-related effects ofeconomic inequality had been buffered by the presence ol

strong social programs in Canada, however, reductions to these programs since the early 1990s

have weakened these protections (Townson, 1998). The move towards retractions in the public

safety nets in general, and in medicare in particular, have important irnplications for the health ol

people living in poverty (Bartley, Blane & Montgomery, 1997). The potential disruption from a

major life event like a chronic illness is felt most keenly by those who are poor. Ald in those

provinces where the reductions have been the most severe, the health impacts have been the

greatest. For example, in Alberta, one ofCanada's wealthiest and most conservative provinces,

the infant mortality rate in 2002 measured at 7.3 per 1,000 live births, greater than the U.S.'s

infant mortality rate for the same year: 6.9 (Coburn, 2006; OECD, 2006). In comparison, Canada

had an infant mortality rate of 5.3 in 2003, whereas Nonvay had only 3.4 motalities per 1,000

live births in 2003 (OECD, 2006).

As international commercial pressures increasingly emphasize the goals of market

principles, it has been increasingly diffrcult to ensure that equity concerns are recognized irr the

health reforrn process. Regarding conversations about the future ofhealth care, O'Keefe (2000)

notes that "the health-care rationing debate" in its "brisk commitment to problem solving, pushes

equity into the backgrourld" (O'Keefe, 2000, p.168). This cle-prioritization ofequity can be
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linked to the assertion of globalization's economic preferences. Neo-liberalism not only

undermines social-democratic and redistributive principles, it also reinforces the philosophy of

individualism (Mishra, 1999, p.46).It has also been found that higher-income earners in

particular have shown reduced political support for universal public prograrnmes, and tend to

favor ofprivate health care and insurance instead (Labonte, Schrecker, & Gupta, 2005). These

shifts have inverse effects on equity, since market-based systems of health concenllale costs on

the ill, who are also among those least likely to be able to pay (Reinhardt, 1996). Reinhardt

(1996) also notes that health systems are in essence, redistributive mechanisnrs, providing access

on the basis ofneed. As such, the shift away fì'om equity in health care reform parallels the

broader shift away frorn the prioritization ofthe redistributive role ofthe state towards greater

support of malket principles.

Without equity as a focus, health care reforrns embrace the language of"effrciency"

(Gilson, 1989). The impact of this shift can be obsered in the promotion of improvernents in

aggregate health status, oÍÌen by way of market mechanisms, as opposed to the reduction of

systernic disparities in health between groups with different social status. The second best status

ofequity as a policy goal is also evident in the way that Canadian health reforms attend to

medical interventions and medical system reform, instead ofintersectoral collaboration and

broader social programming (Armstrong & Annstrong, 2003; Gilson, 1998). Health care reforms

which focus primarily on pursuing the efïicient use of health care resources also overlook the

broader debate regarding the value of publicly-funded health care systems per se (in terms of

their contributions to equity), effectively undermining "the need to defend and justify continuing

public sector expenditure on health care" (Gilson, 1998,p.1892).
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The equitability ofCanada's public health care system is also at risk in light of more

recent health care developments which have opened up more space (ideologically and practically,

as the province ofQuebec is concerned), for the provision ofparallel, private services in health

care. In 2004, Jacques Chaoulli, a Quebec doctor and George Zeliotis, his patient, challenged

sections in the Quebec health and hospital insurance laws that rnake private health insurance

illegal. They claimed that because delays in the public system placed health at risk, they should

be allowed to purchase private insurance and to access private health services. Although both the

Quebec trialjudge and the Quebec Court ofAppeal disrnissed the claim, the Suprerne Court of

Canada struck down Quebec's ban on private insurance for publicly insured services in June

2005, In February 2006, Quebec responded to this ruling by introducing care guarantees for

certain surgical procedures. In a case where these care guarantees are not met, Quebec also

promised to pay for private surgeries and to allow for the purchase ofprivate insurance.

The potential for these decisions to impact on equity in health care is considerable. In

particular, the ruling to allow the purchase ofprivate insurance and the use ofprivate clinics

disproportionately benefits those who can afford to pay for this alternative. Those who are poor

and ill are systematically excluded frorn such an option. As the Charter Committee on Poverty

Issues (CCPI) notes in its June 2005 press release following the Chaoulli decision:

Those who seek private health insurance are those who can afford it and can qualify for it.
They will be the more advantaged members of society. They are differentiated from the
general population, not by their health problems, which are found in every group in
society, but by their incorne status. (p. 1)

Two-tier health care further depletes public health care and leads to inequity ofaccess by drawing

human resources and money away lrom the public system, creating longer waits for public users

in particular, while those with less medical need but nìore money can jump the line.
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Although the Supreme Court decision was made with the expressed intention of

protecting the rights of "ordinary Canadians", the Canadian Health Coalition (2005) notes that

the Supreme Coufi ruling, "argues forcefully for the rights ofprivate health insurers while at the

same time arguing that the poor have no constitutional right to health care" (p.1). As such, the

Supreme Couf's references to rights failto reflect notions ofequity as rooted in human rights,

and are rather, an argurnent in favor ofmore individualized conceptions ofhealth care. Chafier

Committee on Poverty Issues president Sarah Sharpe also critiques the ways in which this ruling

has overlooked the rights to universal health care for "ordinary Canadians":

We are left to wonder whether the i5% of Canadians who live below the poverty line,
people with disabilities who struggle to make ends meet, women working in low-wage
jobs trying to feed their children, and many others ofus who cannot afford private quality
care do not qualify as 'ordinary Canadians'. . . so our rights don't count. (p. 1)

Although Mclntosh (2006a) notes that Quebec's actions including the partial liÍìing of

the ban on private insurance, the anrrouncernent ofcare guarantees and its retention ofthe ban on

dual practice for physicians - "are far less than it could have done had it chosen to actively

facilitate the development ofparallel private system" (p l0), the outcomes ofthe Chaoulli

decision have rnade considerable contributions to the privatization trend in Canadian health care

reform. As CCPA (2000a) notes, privatization in health care can happen in a variety ofways;

specific to the Supreme Court decision, it can be noted that privatization is occurring, given the

way that the Quebec government has agreed to "pay for a service, but turn[s] it over to the private

for-profit sector" (p.4), Shrybman and Mitchell (2005) also note that despite the fact that the

Chaoulli decision ntay have few legal consequences (in that the ruling is currently limited to

Quebec), its tnore serious irnplications are political ones, as pro-privatization forces pressure

other provinces to abandon singlelier health care. Canadian researchers have long pointed out

the pitfalls ofprivate payment for health care services, which redistribute the costs ofillness
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down The pay scale such that the rich and healthy gain, and the poor and sick lose (Evans et al.,

1994; Rachlis & Kushner, 1994). Each step that Canadian health care reform takes towards two

levels ofhealth care, one for those who can pay, and one for those who cannot, is a step away

from equity and the redistributive principles that medicare has embodied since its inception.



Chapter 6: Critically Considering Plimary Health Care Reform

This chapter considers how Canadian primary health care reform fits within the

international health care reform context as outlined in the previous chapter. Primary health care

reform is considered by many researchers to be part of broader neo-liberal pressures shaping the

reorganization of health care services worldwide (Annstrong et al., 2001;Browne, 2000; Donner

& Pederson, 2004). In particular, this chapter focuses on the ways in which primary health care

(PHC) reform recornmerrdations outlined in lhe 2002 Romanow Report have been interpreted in a

social/political/economic environment shaped by economic globalization. This includes an

exploration ofthe ways in which the Romanow Report has been influenced by the

reconceptualization ofhealth as an individualized/nedicalized conrnodity and a general lack of

political motivation to implement its recommendations. Potential impacts on equity are also

considered.

Introducing the Romanorv Report

In late November 2002, the Romanow Report - the 356 page outcome of the Commission

on the Future of Health Care in Canada - was released. During the 18 months prior to the release

tlre Commission analyzed reports and research on medicare, heard submissions from interested

parties and individuals, organized expert roundtable sessions, conducted national and

international site visits, commissioned independent experts, met with foremost health and health

policy experls, Premiers and health ministers, and engaged "tens ofthousands" ofCanadian

citizens in consultations across the country (Canada,2002a, p.xv). The goals ofthe Commission

were to:

... inquire into and undertake dialogue witll Canadians on the future ofCanada's public
health care system, and to recommend policies and measures respectful ofthe
jurisdictions and powers in Canada required to ensure over the long term the
sustainability ofa universally accessible, publicly funded health system, that offers
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quality services to Carìadians and strikes an appropriate balance between investments in
prevention and health maintenance and those directed to care and treatment... (Canada,

2002a, p.xi)

Chaired by once-Saskatchewan-Premier, Roy Romanow, the Commission issued an interim

report in February 2002 and the final report in Novenber 2002 (Canada, 2002a; Canada,2002c).

Confident that the medicare system contained the potential to meet the needs ofCanadians, "now

and in the future", the frnal report (hereafter called the Romanow Report) emphasized the need to

"take the next bold step oftransforrning it into a truly national, more comprehensive, responsive

and accountable health care system" (Canada,2002a, p.xv).

The Romanow Report was released in the midst ofintense Canadian scrutiny of medicare

and alongside seven other national and provincial reports on health care. (Between 1996 and

2001, a total of eight health care reform reports were released in Canada. Appendix I contains a

conìplete listing ofthese reports.) A series of polls researching Canadian attitudes towards health

care found that 68yo ofrespondents felt that the "quality of medicare had deteriorated over the

past two years" (p.7) (prior to 1999), and 93o% ofrespondents felt that federal and provincial

governments should make health care a "high priority during the next ftve years" (p.3) (EKOS,

2000a). Spurred by this growing public corrcern about the viability ofhealth care, along with the

problems created by a series offederal funding cut-backs and reductions to provincial services,

the Romanow Report and other federal and provincial Canadian reform reports were all looking

for ways to address and resolve the growing sense of"crisis" in health care.

The Romanow Report clearly was a report intended to enhance and expand medicare. The

Report emphasized that Canadians were "deeply attached to the core values at the heart of

rnedicare", and that steps needed to be taken to transform Canadian medicare "into a truly

national, rnore compreherrsive, responsive and accountable health care system" (Canada, 2002a,
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p.xv). Recommendations in ten critical areas were based on the objective of strerìgthening the

Canadian medicare system in order to "renovate... medicare and adapt it to today's realities"

(Canada, 2002a, p.xvii).These ten critical areas for reform included:

1. Health Care, Citizenship and Federalism;
2. Information, Evidence and ldeas;
3. Investing in Health Care Providers;
4. Primary Health Care and Prevention;
5. Lnproving Access, Ensuring Quality;
6. Rural and Remote Comrnunities;
7. Home Care: The Next Essential Service;
8. Prescription Drugs;
9. A New Approach to Aboriginal Health, and
10. Health Care and Globalization.

The Report's recomrnended charrges in health care were extensively outlined according to

the principles ofdedicated leadership, system reform and stable funding. Among Canadian

groups and coalitions committed to ensuring that Canada's public health care system remains

public, the Rornanow Report was generally welcomed with enthusiasrn (CCPA, 2002; CHC,

2002; CFNU, 2003). The Canadian Health Coalition (CHC) issued a press release on November

28,2002, calling the Romanow Report "a milestone in the history ofCanada's best loved social

program" (CHC, 2002, p. 1). Urging First Ministers to act quickly to implement the Report in full,

the CHC praised the Romanow Report for its recognition ofCanadian priorities:

Today, Canadians are proud ofthe work ofthe Romanow Commission. They see and hear

themselves reflected in this Report. Medicare belongs to the people ofCanada and not to
corporate and government elites. Mr. Romanow has tabled a plan from and for the
Canadian people - grounded in ethics and based on evidence - to fix Medicare's
problerns and secure its future. (CHC, 2002, p.1)

The Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives (CCPA) also expressed its support; CCPA

economist Armine Yaluizyan applauded the Report's recommendations for change, noting "the

Romanow Report is a clear rejection ofthe status quo and a pragmatic step in the right direction

to secure the future of health care" (CCPA, 2002, p.1).
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Many ofthese responses were based on the acknowledgement that the Romanow Report

made a series of important recommendations needed to ensure the long-term sustainability ofa

public health care system in Canada. The Report recognized that access to timely and universal

rnedical services was an important determinant of health, and its recommendations were built

around the goals of making medicare more relevant and more sustainable in the long term. In

particular, the Report included recommendations for the expansion ofcurrent universal public

health services to include home care, long term care, pharmacare and a delivery approach based

on prevention (Canada, 2002a). Rejecting privatization trends in health care, the Report also

made recommendations for "govemments fto] seek the best solutions within the public system

and ensure that adequate resources are available and services are accessible to all" (Canada,

2002a, p.8). As such, the Romanow Report made a strong case for re-distributive equity, by

advocating for a viable publicly funded health care system to ensure accessible, high quality

health care services provided according to need, not the ability to pay.

Context is Critical

This is not to say that support for the Report was urranimous, neither was the support frorn

the groups listed above unequivocal. The Romanow Report also had its critics, particularly from

those provinces and political alliances which have characteristically supported private

alternatives in public health care. Alberta Premier Ralph Klein and Quebec Premier Bernard

Landry both severely criticized the Report; from the perspective ofthese provinces, the Report's

recommendations that provinces be accountable for health care spending was challenged as an

invasion ofthe provinces' jurisdictional lesponsibilities for health care (Laghi, 2002). The

province of Ontario, the Canadian Alliance and the Bloc Quebecois also critiqued the Romanow

Report for sirnilar concerns (Bueckert, 2002).
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What these responses, especially in contrast to the others noted above, help to indicate is

the way that policy issues are selectively framed. As Rein and Schon (1993) point out, "framing

is a way ofselecting, organizing, interpreting, and making sense ofa complex reality to provide

guideposts for knowing, analyzing, persuading, and acting" (p,146). Rather than occurring as

stand-alone events, the Romanow Report's policy recommendations are nested in a broader

political and economic setting, which is characterized by the influences oftrade conglomerates

and corporate players in health care, the favoring ofeconornic elites, and the individualized

reconceptualization ofhealth care strategies as a series ofpro-business strategies (Fuller, 1998;

Armstrong et al., 2001). In addition to the voices of supporters for public health care, neo-liberal

ideas and poftrayals also played a huge role in how the Rornanow Report recommendations have

been selected, organized, interpreted and implemented.

In order to understand this context a little more fully than introduced in the previous

chapter, it is impofiant to consider the ways in which health care reforms are linked to the

shifting nature ofproduction patterns, During the first halfofthe twentieth century, it was

comrnonplace for production comparries to focus on localized, massive-scale operations (Teeple,

2000). Know as the "fordist" era, this early industrial period was named to reflect the mass

production assembly lines perlected by Henry Ford and the Ford Motor Company. As global

events shifted in the 1970s, these production pattems changed. The increasing diversification of

trade required rnethods of manufacturing that were more flexible than mass production allowed

(Teeple, 2000). The growing fluidity ofcapital and enhanced competition ofinternational product

markets forced corporations to make radical adaptations to achieve global economies ofscale arrd

to meet specialized consumer demands. And so, during the post-fordist era, "tailor-made"

manufacturing emerged:
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The last two decades have witnessed a crisis ofthe fordist model...These entailed
significant transformations in the organization ofproduction, a shift from the mass

production ofstandardized goods and services in large vertically integrated factories and

organizations to diversified production of more specialized goods and services in more
streamlinecl, horizontally integrated, units ofproduction. (Browne, 2000, p.29)

This trend toward systemic integration in private sector manufacturing operations has

been linked to a specific shift in public administration (Shields & Evans, 1998; Teeple, 2000). In

particular, many public endeavors have been "re-engineered" along the lines ofprivate sector

preferences during the last few decades (Browne, 2000, p.30). This has occurred in tandem with

the growing ascendancy ofneo-liberal ideologies and economics, and the beliefthat business

solutions are "correct" and "best" for all administrative actions.

The term "new public management" enterged in the 1980s and 1990s to describe this

modifred prescription for goverrrment and state-run administrative activities (Savoie, 1994).

Osborne and Gaebler (1993) were arnong the early advocates ofnew public management's

version of entrepreneurial government, and in their seminal work, Reittve lirtg Govennnetrl,

Osborne and Gaebler (1993) recommended that governments adopt more market-based and

private sector solutions, including support for "competition between service providers", and

attention to "earning rnoney, not sirnply spending it" (pp.19-20). From this perspective, state

bureaucracies are considered to be inherently unwieldy and inefficient and in need ofprivate

sector and market-based revitalization. Whereas Keynesianism had previously prioritized

redistribution and interventive goverrÌment corìtrols, trends towards new public management

recorrr¡ended instead that governments do less. From this perspective, governments are expected

to transfer their responsibilities to the private sector where possible, and where they continue

operations, to find "new instrumerìts to deliver public goods and services as inexpensively and

effrciently as possible" (Shields & Evans, 1998, p.61). The result is evident in the growing
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privatization ofmany once-public services and the greater adoption ofthe goals of"efficiency"

and "effectiveness" in the public arena (Armstrong et a1.,2000, p.27).

Given this prioritization ofneo-liberal ideas and ideals, it is no surprise that conservative

provinces such as Alberta and Ontario are fundamentally at odds with the redistributive

recommendations in the Romanow Report. In public health care in particular, the pressures and

tendencies ofneo-liberal ideological shifts have led to a general restructuring ofhow health care

services are delivered and organized. In contrast to their earlier, rnore rigid, expertJed and

hospital-based forbearers, health care systems have been under pressure to become more

diversified, consumer-focused and population specifrc (Browne, 2000). It is within this context

that the key components ofCanadian medicare - including public provision and universal access

on the basis ofneed - are undermined and increasingly called into question. And it is within this

context, of funding restrictions and health care reform that the Romanow Report and its primary

health care recommendations are interpreted and considered.

Primary Ilealth Care

In September 2000, Canada's premiers and the prime rninister agreed that primary care

improvements were a key element of overall health care reform and re¡rewal (First Ministers'

Meeting, 2000). A set offederal and provincial commissions on health care, released between

1996 and 2001 (see Appendix I), were consistent in recommending reforms to primary health

care (Alberta 2001; Canada, 2002a; Canada, 2002b; Canada, 1997; New Brunswick, 2002;

Ontario, 2000; Quebec, 2000; Saskatchewan, 2000). Many ofthese recomrnendations emerged in

response to complaints that the primary health care system was poorly organized (including lack

ofcoordination between health professionals, lack ofaccess to services), inappropriately funded

and predorninantly focused on illness instead ofprevention (Fooks & Lewis, 2002; Armstrong &
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Arnrstrong, 2001). Relorm proposals are therefore intended to create a more integrated, relevant,

community-based and accessible health care system.

The Romanow Report, as one ofthese key reform proposals, notes that primary, or first

lirre services, to be integral to an effrciently operating public health care system (Canada,2002a).

Far fronr being peripheral, the Report considers prirnary health care lo be health care. Citing the

World Health Organization's defrnition, the Report emphasized that "primary health care is'the

central function and main focus"' ofthe health care system (Canada, 2002, p.117 WHO, 1978),

The proposed reform ofCanada's prirnary health care system is also viewed as cataclysmal. The

Report views primary care reform as essential To Ílansfor ing the public health care system:

...primary care is not a single program that can be designed, developed and implemented.
Primary health care is about fundamental change across the entire health care system. It is
about transforming the way the health care system works today - taking away the almost
overwhelming focus on hospitals and rnedical treatments, breaking down the barriers that
too frequently exist between health care providers, and putting the focus on consistent
efforts to prevent illness and injury, and irnprove health. (Canada, 2002a, p.116)

The Romanow Report highlights a nu¡nber ofdifferent factors as responsible for the need

for primary health care reform in Canada. One factor is the restructuring ofthe hospital system

(Canada, 2002a). The Report notes that the imbalance in design and delivery ofhealth care

services caused by hospital restructurings and by cut-backs in emergency departments led to an

increase in the need for comprehensive, after-hours and community-based health care. Primary

health care reform is expected to frll the health care gaps caused by the retraction ofhospital-

based health services (Canada , 2002a).

Another related factor involves humarr resources. The Report emphasized that the uneven

supply, distribution and scope ofpractices of health care providers meant that the skills ofboth

doctors and nurses \ryere not being used to their best capacity (Canada, 2002a). Primary health

care reform was thel'efore presented as an outcome ofand a response to the mismatch ofhuman
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resource skills and health needs. Shifting opinions and policy trends were also introduced as

factors shaping the move to systematic primary health care reform.

There is almost universal agreement that primary health care offers tremendous potential
benefits to Canadians and to the health care system. The majority of policy experts and

health care professionals consider primary health care to be an absolute priority...
Canadians, too, appear to support primary health care change... At the public
consultations and expert roundtables, a remarkable number ofpeople told the
Commission that they would like to see the development of a complete and effective
primary health care system. (Canada, 2002a, p. I 1 5- 1 16)

The Report also presents reform as motivated by an increased awareness ofhealth prevention and

ofthe role that non-medical health determinants play in improving wellness.

There is a growing a\ryareness that many illnesses can be prevented if people take better
care oftheir health.. . .There is also a growing understanding that broader determinants of
health such as lifestyle factors, adequate housing, a clean environment and good nutrition
have an important impact on the health ofindividuals and communities, and also hold
tremendous potential fol irnproving health and preventing illness. (Canada,2002a, p.128)

And finally, the Report also considered primary health care reform to be politically

motivated, noting that lederal, provincial and territorial ministers have "agreed to work together

on a primary health care agenda" as of September 2000 (Canada, 2002a, p.115).

Problems and Solutions as Outlined in the Romanow Report

In order to introduce analysis which follows in this chapter, this sectiou summarizes

primary health care reform recommendatiorrs as they appear in the Romanow Report. To

sunrnrarize, the 2002 Report emphasized that refonn was needed to address concerns that primary

health care services were fragmented, poorly remunerated, incommunicative, and inappropriately

focused on medical cures (Canada, 2002a). As outlined in the Report, the problerns in prinary

health care include:

1 . Specialization/Fragmented Service Delivery: The frnal Report found individual

practitioners and treatment sites to be excessively disjointed. As practitioners becorne
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increasingly specialized, they are characterized by inflexible work arrangements and

the lack of shared responsibilities. As a result, patients vr'ere lost in a maze of

conpartmentalized "silos" ofhealth care service (Canada, 2002a, p. 1 19). Unlike the

preferred ideal ofa seamless continuum ofcare, fragmentation was considered a

damper on quality patient care, to negatively impact staff morale, and to be a main

corrtributor to 'heedless costs" irì primary health care (Canada, 2002a, p.122).

2. Inappropriate incentives: The Romanow Report also noted problems physicians and

other health care provider compensation. The traditional practice ofremunerating

physicians on a fee-for-service basis was seen to create a "perverse incentive to focus

on the quantity ofservices rather than the quality of services in order to maximize a

physician's income" (Canada, 2002a, p.124).In addition, the Report found a lack of

appropriate mechanisms "for paying other health care providers" such as nurse

practitioners and social workers who also work in primary health care settings

(Canada, 2002a, p.123).

3. Lack of health information: The Romanow Report noted that comprehensive, timely

and accurate information was generally unavailable to practitioners and patients

(Canada, 2002a). The result is that patients are unable to rnake informed choices,

health practitioners have difficulty staying informed and providing continuous care,

and the quality of prirnary health seruices suffer. Lack of information was also seen to

block efforts to coordinate prevention and address community needs, as it impedes the

ability ofpolicy makers to "assess the impact ofdifferent approaches on improving

the quality of primary health care services" (Canada, 2002a, p,123).
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4. Pledominant focus on hospital and medical care: And finally, the Report found

that primary health care services tended to be unduly focused on hospital-based,

medical treatments (which were seen as "costly" and "invasive") at the expense of

prevention and health promotion activities (Canada, 2002a, p.118). Specifically, the

Report critiques the lack initiatives regarding "behaviors such as smoking, lack of

physical activity, poor diet, and alcohol use [which are seen to] have profound effects

on health, largely because they are related to the leading causes ofdeath, illness and

disability" (Canada, 2002a, p.129). Because prevention has the potential to offset the

treatment ofcostly diseases by stopping them before they start, the Repofi notes that

its neglect is arr unrrecessary drain on scarce health care resources (Canada,2002a).

To respond to these problems, the Romanow Report suggested broad changes to primary

health care systems nationwide. (See Appendix II to review the recommendations as they appear

in the Romanow Report.) These recommendations included tearn-based service delivery models

that focus on illness prevention and population health, The Repoft also recommended that

primary health services be made available through accessible, decentralized, and community-

based organizations (Canada, 2002a). Although not all provinces were expected to implement

identical primary health care reforns, a few key elements are outlined. These include:

- Comprehensive medical, nursing and health care senices that combine disease

prevention and health education;

- Services provided to both individuals and to communities as a whole including

public health and health promotion programs;

- Services organized to address the needs and characteristics ofthe population that

is being served;
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- Teamwork and interdisciplinary collaboration working within primary care

organizations or networks of providers;

- Accessible services available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week; and

- Decision-making decentralized to community-based organizations (Canacla,

2002a).

The Report notes that fulI implementation of a nation-wide primary health care systern is

problematic in that it challenges "entrenched practices in the prevailing culture ofour health care

system" and goes agairrst the grain of "powerful interests and long-standing privileges" (Canada,

2002a, p.119). To overcome potential implementation delays, the Report recommended a specific

federal Primary Health Care Transferze, conditional on four primary health care conditions or

"building blocks", including: 1) continuity of care,2) early detection and action, 3) better

information on needs and outcomes, and 4) new and strorrger incentives to achieve

transformation (Canada, 2002a, p.121). Because rigidity was seen as an obstacle to

implementation, the Report did not advocate one single model of primary health care; rather,

these lour conditions are expected to be rnet through a variety ofapproaches, according to the

needs of each community.

"Continuity ofcare" conditions were recommended to reduce fragmentation and to

improve system integration. These measures included recommendations for primary health care

case nanagers to "guide individual patients through the various aspects ofthe health care system

and co-ordinate all aspects oftheir care" (Canada, 2002a, p.122). They also included proposed

"care networks", which are health management programs for the chronically ill.

"Early detection and action" measures involved the integration ofpublic health measures

with frontJine medical care, enabling prirnary health care to play "an important role in
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preventing illness and injury, and improving health over the long terrn" (Canada, 2002a, p.123).

Specifically, the Report recommended dedicated promotion strategies to "make Canada a leader

in reducing smoking and obesity", to "improve physical activity across Canada", and to develop a

national imnrunization strategy (Canada, 2002a, p.128). These early detection and action

recommendations are considered as linked to growing public and professional awareness ofthe

role ofprevention, as well as a "growing understanding that the broader determinants of

health. . . have an irnportant impact on the health of individuals and communities" (Canada, 2002a,

p 128)

"Better information on needs and outcomes" included recommendations regarding

electronic patient records, shared databases, and information resources for practitioners and

patients (Canada,2002a). These measures are expected to provide linkages between diffelent

types ofcare and different professionals, arrd were presented as key elements within the

recommended urodel of seamless primary health care30.

"New and stronger incentives" were outlined to respond to the problems ofinappropriate

frnancial incentives, poor staff morale and declining quality olcare. Better remuneration

incentives were suggested to enable "health care providers to work in primary health care settings

and be paid appropriately for the comprehensive care they provide" (Canada, 2002, p.123).

Although it did not commit to any specifics, the Report mentioned that these new incentives may

potentially include mixed payment schernes (some combination of capitation and fee-for-seruice)

for physicians. To resolve any contentious arising from such recommendations, the Report also

suggested that the Health Council of Canada sponsor a National Summit on Primary Health Care.

Through this summit and other research activities it was expected that the Health Council could

"expand prinary health care research on corìtroversial issues such as the remuneration ofhealth
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care professionals, work organization, funding of primary health care organizations, and

registration (rostering) ofpatients" (Canada, 2002a, p.127). Other recommended incentives

included a commitment to long-term funding, better staff recognition, improvements in work-life

conditions for providers, and new oppoftunities for professionals to provide quality care to

patients.

The Report also indicates that primary care reforms are expected to reduce long-term

health care costs.

It is impossible to put a dollar figure on these benefrts, but there is every reason to believe
that primary health care would not only save Canadians money in terms of their future
investment in the health care system but also improve health and save lives. (Canada,
2002a, p.116)

These cost savings are linked to better systemic efTiciencies, to "reduce costly and inefficient

repetition oftests and overlaps in care plovided by diflerent sectors and different providers" and

to "replace unnecessary use ofhospital, ernergency, and costly medical treatments with

comprehensive primary health care available to Canadians 24 lrours a day, 7 days a week"

(Canada, 2002a, p.116). A focus on prevention is also expected to reduce long-terms health care

costs, to reduce the high health care costs associated with smoking, obesity and sedentary

lifestyles.

Romanorv in Context

At first glance, these proposed reforms are appealing on many levels. Prirnary health care

systems in Canada are in need ofreform. A 2002 poll found that most Canadians wele in favor

reforms that would lead to a more integrated, accessible and preventative primary health care

system (EKOS, 2002b). The Romanow Report's focus on change in prirnary health care

acknowledged these concerns, and outlined recommendations for a more accessible, relevant and
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community-focused prinìary health care system. In particular, primary health care reform has

been noted as needed to close some olthe gaps in health care caused by hospital reform and

cutbacks (Armstrong & Armstrong, 2001). The Canadian Federation of Nurses Uniorrs (CFNU)

applauded the recommended primary care reforms "as crucial to the best provision of services" in

health care (CFNU, 2003, p.2).

Armstrong and Armstrong (2001) note that primary health care reform as it is presented in

rnany health care reform documents is inherently appealing on rnany levels:

. . . defrnitions [of prirnary health care] suggest a common comrnitment to serving whole
persorìs, close to their homes where everyone knows their names and circumstances. They
suggest as well an emphasis on keeping people healthy and, when tliis fails, on providing
a smooth and cornforting transition to appropriate treatment. Defined in this fashion,
primary health care is easy to support. (p.4)

However, tn a co stt'ucÍive sense, these primary health care policy recommendations are

understood to embody particular ideas about causation, depending context, ideological

preferences and power differentials. What this means is that the policy politics of primaly health

care reform involves "strategically portraying issues" to fit preferred outcomes (Stone, 1989,

p 283) As a result, the broad and encompassing definitions of primary health care are "more a

statenÌent about ideas and relations than they are about structures and practices" (Armstrong &

Armstrong, 2001, p.4). In response, it has been possible to find links between the statements of

primary health care reform, and the context within which primary health care reform is presented

and intelpreted. In the Romanow Report, these links have been noted in a number ofareas as

outlined below.

A nis+rl ig ned.fo c us on p revention :
The Romanow Report noted that primary health care needed to shift its traditional focus

on hospital-based, medical treatments towards prevention and health promotion activities
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(Canada, 2002a, p 1 18). Specifically, the Report recommends action to improve physical activity

and immunization, and to reduce obesity and smoking. These are not new ideas. In recent years,

curative, physician-dorninated health conceptions have been challenged by an ideology that

stresses the prevention ofillness and health promotion, arrd an integrated, holistic lrìodel ofhealth

(Browne, 2000). These shifts have been influenced by the growing understanding that within

aclvanced capitalist countries, national levels ofhealth are "at least as highly related to prevailing

general social conditions as they are to the size ofthe health-care system" (Armstrong, et al.,

2001 , p. 1). In Canada for example, the 1974 Lalonde Report (A New Perspective on the Health

ofCanadians) emphasized that healthier lifestyles, better nutrition and a healthier physical

environments played a greater role in health than tlle advancement of medicine (Lalonde, 1974).

Federal health experts subsequently tried to turn that understanding into policies alrd programs,

and the Lalonde Report bore a series ofissue-specific social marketing campaigns (aimed at

modifying individual behaviors, such as alcoholism, for example),

A further shift in this understanding occurred when health came to be understood as

influence by the broader non¡nedical determinants ofhealth including: gender, class,

socioeconomic status, social supports, education, employment, environmenf (both physical and

social), biology, race, ethnicity, child developrnent, personal health practices, and social services

(Marmot & Wilkinson, 1999; Shah, 2003). Academics, health policy analysts and provincial

governments increasingly acknowledged these non-medical deterrninants ofhealth, and devoted

greater attention to understanding how disease was embedded in econornic, social and cultural

contexts (Hayes & Dunn, 1998). The 1986 Epp Report (Achieving Health for All) for example,

broadened the ernphasis of health promotion to include environmental determirìarìts (Epp, 1986).

During the early 1990s, the Federal-Provincial-Telritorial Advisory Committee on Population
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Health published a report that focused even more specifically on the impact ofsocial and

economic determinants (Federal, Provincial and Territorial Advisory Committee on Population

Health, 1994). In recent years, the universal re-examination ofhow to provide more eflective

health care while limiting rising costs, has also drawrr greater focus towald the evidence of

health-related inequities among people living in poverty, as well as to the need for disease

prevention and health promotion (Shah, 2003). In this context, medicare's traditional focus on

hospitals and physician services has been criticized for being costly and for lacking a

preventative focus.

In tandem with the shift from fordism to post-fordism, the curative model ofhealth care
has been called into question and there has been greater (at least rhetorical) emphasis on
the socio-economic determinants ofhealth. Critics of medicine pointed out that the latter
had developed an exclusively bio-medical pathology and lack a socio-economic
perspective on the causes ofdisease. Instead ofpumping resources into a system designed
to cure people once they become sick, and which treats thern as the passive recipients of
medical wizardry, this line ofthinking stresses both the need to prevent illness in the first
place and empower citizens to deal with disease themselves. (Browne, 2000, p.33)

These trends are evident in the emphasis that the Romanow Report places on prevention and the

health detenninants in its prirnary health care recommerrdations:

There... is a growing understanding that broader determinants ofhealth such as lifestyle
factors, adequate housing, a clean environment and good nutrition have an inportant
impact on the health ofindividuals and conrnunities, and also hold tremendous potential
for irnproving health and preventing illness. Primary health care organizations need to pay

more attentiorì to the impact these broader determinants ofhealth care have both on
individuals and communities. (Canada, 2002a, p.128)

Although the deteminants of health are included in many Canadian health care reform

ploposals, Chernomas (1999) notes the lack of systemic inclusion ofnon-medical determinants in

Canadian health care policies.

A study by the Canadian Policy Research Network notes that Canadian health policy has

been engaged in a25 year struggle to balance the demands ofthe health care systern on one hand,
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and investments in population and the non-medical determinants olhealth on the other

(Legowski & McKay, 2000), This study asserts that Canada's perennial emphasis on medicalized

health care reform has detracted flom policies designed to prevent poor health, which have been

further hampered by: fiscal restraint concerns, jurisdictional issues arising from the variable

federal-provincial-territorial responsibilities for health, and the tendency ofgovernments in

Canada to favor policies addressing narrow, issue-specific, time-limited strategies (Legowski &

McKay, 2000). Noting these barriers to addressing the non-medical determinants ofhealth, the

report also notes:

Many ofthe influences on health lie outside the policy domain ofdepartments ofhealth.
Atternpts by departments ofhealth to influence such areas as employment, housing and

educatiorr have been branded as "health imperialism". While there is no doubt that cross-
departmental and cross-jurisdictional efforts in this direction are necessary to impletnent
policies that respond to population health research findings, many barriers stand in the
way of fostering a willingness within other departments to incorporate or cooperate with a
health mandate. (Legowski & McKay, 2000, pp. vii)

As a result ofthis depriortization ofhealth determinarlts in practice, Gilson (1989) notes

that preventative health policies instead tend to reflect "an underlying assumption that ill-health is

often and only the result ofthe individual's actions oflack ofaction" (Gilson, 1989, p.324). This

assurnption can be illustrated by comrnents found in a Globe and Mail A¡ticle that explored

parallels between income and health. One interviewee - a Toronto lawyer and real-estate

developer - who maintained his health by working on a hobby farm, said that he was not

surprised by studies that indicated that wealthier people livecl longer: "In my experience, people

with higher income are achievers, and they're not afraid to make tough decisions, including

eating a healthy diet and exercising" (Picard, 2004). The assumption that people live longer

because they are "not afraid to make tough decisions" is a false one. Wealthy people are not

healthy because they "are achievers"; wealthy people are healthier because they have access to a
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huge number ofresources and supports that the poor ca¡rnot access, such as fitness memberships,

child care, hazard-free workplaces arrd adequate housing.

The "assumption that ill-health is often and only the result of [a] individual's actions and

lack ofaction" (Gilson, 1989, p 324) is also present in the Romanow Report. The Report suggests

that healthier populations can be achieved "ifpeople take better care oftheir health" (p 128) and

if"healthy living conditions and the adoption of healthy lifestyles" (p.129) are encouraged.

Without mention ofthe supports needed to ensure that all Canadians have access to these healthy

living conditions, the Report recommends a series oftargeted health promotion strategies,

including "reducing smoking and obesity", "improvIing] physical activity", and developing a

national immunization strategy (Canada, 20O2a, p.128). These recommendations are presented

without any critical consideration ofthe structural and contextual factors that contribute to an

individual's ability (or opportunity) to achieve such goals, In a critique ofthe Romanow Report,

the National Coordinating Group on Health Care Reform and Women also notes:

The Report stresses the importance ofincreasing disease prevention efforts through
individualized lifestyle changes and higher rates of immunization. While it acknowledges
that factors beyond lifestyle and the health care system - the social deterrninants ofhealth
- make signifìcant contributions to individual and population health, the major
recomrnendations for disease prevention are rìot to reduce poverty, improve the state of
the environment or enhance social inclusion but rather to increase physical activity,
reduce smoking and increase immunization (Armstrong et al., 2003, p.30).

Despite the emphasis that the Romanow Repofi has placed on the social and economic

detenninarìts ofhealth, govenlments have reduced their commitment to equalizing social

conditions to contribute to greater health (Armstrong & Armstrong, 2003), Given the contextual

influences ofglobalization and neo-liberalisrr, it can be noted that the propagation ofhealth as an

individual responsibility supports broader neo-liberal aims. Individualized health reforms provide

one way to create the façade ofeffecting change, while reducing political and public attention to
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service reductions. As Bro\ryne (2000) points out, "By spreading and legitimizing the view that

individuals are the authors oftheir own good or bad health, such ideas could even be used to

legitimize cuts to public health care" (p.33). The focus on personal health behavior is also

preferred because it supports the neo-liberal airns of low-cost government and individualized

responsibility, while shoring up the commercial aims ofpreventative health-product providers:

For the state, there is a clear advantage to this emphasis on personal behavior. First, it is a
relatively low-cost strategy that has support from a broad spectruln ofpublics. Second,
although tobacco and alcohol manufacturers have complained, the lifestyle approach
leaves corporations relatively free of state interference and creates new markets for those
selling those low-fat and high-fibre products, and those exercise machines. Third, it
creates tlìe appearance ofgovernment action on health promotion while placing the
responsibility firmly on the individual. Fourth, it promotes an ideology ofindividual
responsibility rather than of collective responsibility, (Armstrong & Armstrong, 2003,
p 43)

The effect is that the Romanow Report's preventative health care recommendations "fit"

with predominant tendencies to assign medical and individual solutions in health care reform.

This reductionist approach tends to focus mainly on objective, curative and interventioltist tasks,

where behavior patterns and individual consumption trends (such as smoking or weight gain) are

linked to health outcomes. Without a commitment to developing healthy living conditions

through the more equitable distribution ofsocial resources, the achievement ofhealthy lifestyles

will only be available to those individuals and families with the frnancial resources to do so.

Infl uentiol surroundings :

In addition to reflecting individualized and medicalized conceptions ofhealth as

predominant in the broader context, the Romanow Report's primary health care

recommendations are also being interpreted in a context that is sornetirnes discordant that the

Report's objectives. Despite the Report's intention to prirnary health care reform as essential to

the "continuity and coordination ofhealth care and health care sewices", its recommendations
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have been interpreted in a social/political/economic environment shaped by globalization

(Canada, 2002a, p.l16). As such, there is potential for these recommendations to be

misinterpreted, misapplied, or completely ignored.

Noting that prirnary health care has been hobbled by fragmentation, inappropriate

incentives, lack of communication, and a failure to focus on patients, the Romanow Report

reconrmended systen?ic reform to transform the nature ofCanadian health services (Canada,

2002a). However, a critical interpretation requires attention to the ways in which the public sector

"restructuring discourse" has been used to "push change along a neo-liberal path" (Shields &

Evans, 1998, p.41). Browne (2000) points out that the act of organizational restructuring may

potentially have the indirect effect of supporting private interests, especially when it changes the

way that public services are conceptualized and delivered. This happens, for exarnple, when

governments provide and pay for a service, "but manage and deliver it along the lines ofa

commercial, for-profit enterprise" (Browne, 2000, p.3). Primary health care reforms in particular

may be motivated by the pressure for health services to operate in a more business-like rnanner,

"with talk of one-stop shopping becoming commonplace" (Armstrong, 2002, p.22), and with

prirnary care group practices applauded by health managemerlt consultants as providing a more

sophisticated business model than individual practice (Armstrong & Annstrong, 2001).

One of the ways that primary health care reform recommendations in the Romanow

Report ntay possibly be misconstrued to reflect privatization goals is through the Report's

repeated references to cost-savings, The Report emphasized that primary health care reforms

have the potential to save money in three ways:
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Greater systemic efficiencies: The Romanow Report notes that primary health care

reform has the potential to "reduce costly and inefficient repetition oftests and overlaps in

care provided by different sectors and different providers"(Canada,2002a, p.116)

Reductions in unnecessary use: The Romanow Report notes that primary health care

reform has the potential to "replace unnecessary use ofhospital, emergency, and costly

medical treatments with comprehensive primary health care available to Canadians 24

hours a day, 7 days a week" (Canada, 2002a, p.116).

o Fewer illnesses due to preventative measures: The Report notes that "with deliberate

actions to preverrt illrress and injuries, promote good health, and give people access to

appropriate care, better use can be made of available resources, and costs can be

contained" (Canada, 2002a).

This focus on cost-containment in health care reform is not new. In fact there have beelr

various recommendations suggesting that Canadian health care reform can be implemented

through targeted change, as opposed to huge cash infusions. Rachlis (2004) for exanple has

argued that Canadian health care reform can be implemented by encouraging the spread of

innovative best-practices, rather than through privatization or lots more health care spending.

Saskatchewan's Fyke Report also recommended quality improvements to ensure cost savings, as

a precursor to any health care funding increases (Saskatchewan, 2000). Primary health care

reform in particular is also often recomrnended as a way ofcontrolling health care costs (Canada,

2002a; Canada,2002b; Saskatchewan, 2000). Generally, primary health care savings are

expected to be achieved via the streamlirring ofhealth care resources and staff, limits on the

upward escalation ofphysician salaries, and a health-enhancing focus on prevention (Arrnstrong

& Almstrong, 2003).
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Attention to cost-corrtainment in health care in and of itself is not a problem, since it

represents an impoÍant component ofensuring sustainability in the public health care system.

Although public health care systems make effrcient use ofpublic resources and provide optimal

health insurance coverage, especially when compared to for-profit and privately-based

alternatives, there are always potential areas where additional cost-saviÌ1gs or efÏiciencies may be

realized (Olsen, 2002; Rachlis, 2004). However, a commitment to cost savings can be a problem

when it is irraccurate, when it overlooks other issues such as equity, or wherr it iudicates that

economic interests are being prioritized above and beyond other social concerns, including

health.

In a publication series entitled "Myth Busters", the Canadian Health Services Research

Foundation (CHSRF) refutes broad claims that prevention and promofion will always help the

health care system save money. For example, despite the fact that studies suggest that millions of

dollars in direct medical care could be saved if people were more active (Katzmarzky et al.,

2000), the CHSRF (2003) notes that there is little consideration in these calculations ofthe costs

of inrplementing health progranrs, the costs oftreating injuries that result from exercise, and the

cost oftreating for age-related conditions as healthy people live longer. Another commonly

assurned area ofcost savings is the area ofdisease prevention. Again, the CHSRF (2003) notes

that by preventing fatal diseases such as heart attacks and strokes, costs to the health care systern

may increase, as people live longer and become rnore lulnerable to (potentially more expensive

and longer lasting) conditio¡rs such as mental illness, respiratory disease and joint and bone

problems. To conclude, the CHSRF notes tlìat there is sketchy evidence to prove the cost-

effectiveness of prevention:

Leading longer, healthier lives is in itselfjustification for disease prevention and health
promotion. And it is important to remember that just because something costs money
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doesn't mean it isn't cosleffective. Thus, the supporters ofhealth promotion and illness
preverrtion don't need to depend on cost-saving rhetoric to make their arguments, and
they probably shouldn't, because the evidence is simply not there. (CHSRF, 2003, p.2)

Under the sway ofneoJiberalism however, the goals of cost-containment and restraint in

health care reform have the tendency to become prirnary reasons for change, regardless of

frndings such as these. Shields and Evans (1998) therefore note that restraint as a goal ofhealth

systern reform needs to be critically understood for the ideological preferences it rnay potentially

represent.

It is important not to view restraint simply as a fiscal policy measure. Restraint also
ernbodies a set ofvalues. The ideological role ofrestrairrt is particularly evident in its neo-
liberal versions. The promotion ofgovernment policies under the name ofrestraint
conveys to large sections ofthe population notjust notiolì ofpublic sector fiscal practices
but also a set ofsocial values... Translated into a public administrative context, this means
less state and more individual reliance. (Shields & Evans, 1998, p.40)

Although the Romanow Report is decidedly against the goals ofgreater privatization in health

cale'', it is a policy document that exists within this broader context. As such, these cost-

containment arguments have the potential to be misinterpreted and/or misrepresented. And

urrfortunately, the Report does little to address these potential misinterpretations, especially in

terms ofhow prirnary health care versus hospital based medical seruices are viewed in cost terms.

From a for-profrt perspective, hospital based services are prelerred (this is where there is money

to be made) over community-based primary health care. Despite recognition that private

alternatives are inefhcient ways ofdelivering health care services, the Rornanow Report fails to

acknowledge that containing costs are not necessarily a goal per se, when there are potential

profìts to be rnade.

The Report's recommendations also have potential to be misinterpreted in reference to

changes to the way that health care providers work and interact, which is outlined as follows.
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Health care providers are beconìing increasingly specialized and there is a long-standing
tradition of carefully guarding their professional scope ofpractice. The development of
primary health care runs against this trend and demands flexible working arrangements
and shared responsibilities among health care providers. (Canada, 2002a, p.119)

In particular, the Reporl recommended the formation of primary health care teanls, where nurse-

practitioners and other professionals "work together..,, co-ordinate care..., and share

responsibility" (Canada, 2002a, p.135).

Recommendations to include non-physician professionals in primary health care teams

have been advocated and applauded by a range ofhealth care professionals and by nurses in

particular (Canada, 2002a; Armstrong et al., 2000). Labour restructuring in prirnary health care

has tlie potential to interrupt traditional patterns ofpower and influence, whereby physicians

make all the decisions for patient care and the role of nurses and other health care practitioners is

lirnited at best. There is also clear evidence available to suggest that interdisciplinary teams in

health care can more effectively manage illness, especially chronic illness. For example, the

Canadian Health Services Research Foundation, in one of its "Evidence Boost" publications,

notes that "evaluations of interdisciplinary care consistently find that patients who receive care

from allied health professionals in addition to their primary care physicians fare at least as well as

those receiving care frorn their doctors alone, and many studies find significant improvements"

(CHSRF, 2005, p.2).In contrast to individual physicians, who are often under time constraints

with their patients, interdisciplinary teams (involving physicians, nurses, nurse practitioners,

and/or other allied health professionals, have also been found to offer more effective care through

a clinic setting and through telephone support32 (Hunkeler et al., 2000; Mynors-Wallis, 2000).

Suggestions to introduce other health practitioners into primary health care appeal to an

ideology of community health intent on breaking down barriers between health care and social

services, especially given the ways that nurse practitioners and other professionals have the
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ability to bring a new perspective to medical practice (Browne, 2000). However, from a critical

perspective it is important to note that changing the way that health care professionals work can

potentially support neo-liberal goals. In Ontario, for example, the introduction ofnurse

practitioners has been pursued, not for the inclusive incentives generally associated with

interdisciplinary teams in health care, but for the sheer goal of cost-effectiveness. Nurses and

nurse practitioners were found to provide a less-expensive alternative to physician care. As

Browne (2000) notes:

The cost-containment perspective has been especially influential in the debate about nurse
practitioners in Ontario: "The arguments for cost-effectiveness were particularly attractive
to provincial governments across Canada which were trying to control health care costs,
and this became evident in report after report by government appointed committees." The
holistic, comrnunity health discourse has provided a progressive veneer to the discussion,
but has not been the determining factor. The emphasis has been on the curative model of
health care and on the relative cost ofphysicians and nurse practitioners, rather than on
the broader caring function and the benefits to patients of more holistic medicine. (p.73)

I ntp I e nte ntat io n i ntp I i e rl :
In a public opinion poll conducted just shortly after the Romanow Report was released,

Canadians expressed support for the recomrnendations, but were uncertain about how decisively

senior governments would act, or whether they would provide the resources needed to implement

the Report (EKOS, 2002a). Time has shown that these concerns have not been without

foundation. Despite the expected benefits ofan expanded primary health care system - including

more continuous care, reduced gaps iu health care services, and community-focused and

community-responsive care - primary health care reforms in gerreral, and Romanow's

recomrnendations in particular, have been slow in coming (Hutchsion, Abelson, & Lavis, 2001;

Lamarche et al., 2003; Pascal, 2006; Rachlis, 2004).

In considering the reasons why, Fooks (2004) notes that the structure and design of

Canadian health care, along with a lack ofsupports required for policy inplementation have
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contributed to the slow pace ofchange in primary health care. Fooks (2004) also found that

reform tends to be delayed by the disjointed nature ofCanada's health care system and the

sometimes less than complete commitment to change (among politicians and practitioners).

Rachlis (2004) has likewise pointed to the role that political wrangling between the provinces and

the federal government can play in lengthening these delays:

[T]he promise of Ronanow's cross-country treks seems destined to be unfulfilled. The
commission held twenty-one days ofpublic hearings and heard six hundred presentations
frorn individuals or organizations. Two thousand other Canadians sent the commission
formal submissions and over ten thousand forwarded emails and letters. Over twenty
thousand cornpleted onJine surveys. Canadians said passionately they wanted to keep a

public systeÌn and modernize it. But there is no room for democracy, and even less for
evidence once the first ministers start jawing. (pp.a1-a2)

A well-known characteristic of Canadian health care politics, this federal-provincial-territorial

discordance and the "inability ofboth orders ofgovernment to take collaborative federalism and

policy interdependence seriously" has been recognized as a threat to healthy public policy in

general, and prirnaly health care reforms in particular. (Fooks, 2004; Mclntosh, 2004, p,27).

It has also been noted that federal funding increases, granted with minimal targets and

conditions has been a culprit (Rachlis, 2004). With the 2000 health accord, for example, only 7

per cent ofnew health money was tied to specific reform outcomes (approximately 4 per cent for

new medical equipment and 3 per cent for primary health care reforn) (Rachlis, 2004). Although

the Romanow Report pressed for targeted funds over two years, including a rural and remote-

access fund, a diagnostic services fund, a primary health care transfer, and additional packets of

funds for limited home care and pharmacare prog¡ams, Canada's most recent health accord

(2004) provided health care with a $41 billion "fix it for a generation" funding, but did very little

to tie this funding to specific outcomes (Canada, 2002a; Pascal,2006). Without specifrc outcome

goals, the Romanow Report had noted that primary health care reform was unlikely to occur,
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given the ways that change goes against the grain of "powerful interests and long-standing

privileges" (Canada, 2002a, p.1 19).

This acknowledgement of"interests" and "privileges" may help to illustrate primary

health care reform delays even more critically. A recent commentary by Charles Pascal, former

Ontario deputy minister ofthe Premier's Council on Health, alludes to the source oftltese

implementation delays:

A true Canadian tragedy is in the making as the findings of the Commission on the Future
of Health Care in Canada seem to have evaporated from the ranks ofour political, media
and legal hierarchies, and commercial interests invade the very heart ofpublicly funded
medicare. (Pascal, 2006)

In a health policy context influenced by the priorities of globalization, the lack of implementation

in primary health care reform can be critically interpreted as a deliberate decision to allow the

public health care system to move closer to a state ofdisorder and ineffective care, such that

private solutions may be offered up at the "new" solution. The recent (January 2006) election ofa

Conservative rninority government in Canada also does little to ensure that the health-care-

system-sustaining potentials ofthe Rornanow Report will be brought to the political forefront any

time soon, especially given that Tony Clement as the appointed federal Minister of Health, has

had a long-standing cornmitment to privatization, deregulation and the creation offor-profrt

hospitals in health care as exemplifred during his previous employment as Ontario's Health

Minister (CMAJ, 2006). Although federal leader Stephen Harper and his Conservatives have

declared rhetorical suppofi for a universal, single-payer health care systenr in Canada, they have

done so in the form of"care guarantees"33, which contain an inconsistent potential to undermine

medicare (McIntosh, 2006b). These Harper wait-time guarantees include Chaoulli-like

"prorniseIs] that public insurance will foot the bill for Canadians who received medical treatment

at a private clinic or in another jurisdiction because they couldn't get care quickly enough at
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honte" (Sands, 2006). Such guarantees have the adverse potential to feed into privatization

trends, as they tend to lengthen waiting lists and drive up public health care costs. To meet wait'

time criteria under care guarantees, patients are referred more quickly to wait lists (including

cases ofuncertain diagnosis or low-level priority). This trend has the adverse effect of increasing

the wait lists, encouraging more referrals to private care, and in the end, costing the public system

more than would be the case otherwise.

Considering Equity

The Romanow Report identifies equity as paft of its commitment to a universally

accessible, publicly funded health care system (Canada, 2002a). In the Report, equity is defined

as "access to health services", whereby fairness is achieved by providing health care services

"based on need and need alone, not on other factors such as wealth, origin, the region where

people live, their gender or their age" (Canada, 2002a, p.48). There is a difference between

defining equity in terms ofaccess to medical services arld defining equity in terms ofaccess to

resources in society. One ways this distinction can be illustrated is through an examirlation ofthe

l¡tpe of primary health care the Romanow Report recommends.

The Rornanow Report defines primary health care as "{irst-contact", community-based

health care services provided by multi-disciplinary teams ofhealth care professionals, accessible

to patients around-the-clock, with a focus on health promotion and illness prevention strategies3a

(Canada, 2002a, p.117). Although this is a commorì way to defìne primary health care3s, it is not

the only way, nor is it the most equitable way.

An alternate definition was initially provided by the World Health Organization, in its

Alma-Ata Declaration of 1978, which defines primary health care not simply as an integral part

ofthe health care system, as the Romanow Report does, but also as "an integral part...ofthe
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overall social and economic development of the community" (WHO, 1978). This broad definition

requires that medical services include the "fu1l participation" of community members "in the

spirit of self-reliarrce and self-determination" (WHO, 1978), In full, the WHO defrnition of

primary health care reads as follows:

Primary health care is essential health care based on practical, scientifically sound and
socially acceptable methods and technology made universally accessible to individuals
and families in the community through their full participation and at a cost that the
community and country can afford to maintain at every stage oltheir developrnent in the
spirit ofself-reliance and self-determination. It fonns an integral part both ofthe
country's health system, ofwhich it is the central function and main focus, and ofthe
overall social and economic development ofthe community. It is the first level ofcontact
of individuals, the family and community with the national health system bringing health
care as close as possible to where people live and work, and constitutes the first element
ofa continuing health care process. (WHO, 1978, pp,1-2)

The Romanow Report borrows a line from this definition of primary health care, in emphasizing

that "primary health care reform is 'the central function and main focus' ofthe health care

system" (Canada,2002a, p.117, with reference to WHO, 1978). However, it does not follow the

concepts of this broad approach to completion. Macdonald (1993) points out that primary health

care as defined at the irìternational conference of Alma-Ata was intended to create significant

change in the planning ofhealth services,/ar beyond abasic reorganization of primary health

care services.

. . . as presented by the international Conference of Alma Ata in I 978 and developed in a
variety ofcontexts since, PHC [primary health care] is much more than an addition to
existing health services... It is a reorientation ofall health services towards the health
needs of cor¡munities, both local and national. This reorientation can have dramatic
consequences on health care resources allocation, on priorities in planning and on the
attitudes ofhealth personnel. The vision ofPHC presented by Alma Ata challenges rnany
existing ways ofthinking and practice in health services throughout the world. (p.14)

More specifically, this Alma-Ata "reorientation" includes the adoption of system-

trarrsforrning pafticipation based on equitable power sharing, intersectoral collaboration backed

by the political will to address the multiple determinants ofhealth, and equity in the sense ofan
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active concern forjustice and the redressing ofthe balance ofhealth resources in society

(Macdonald, 1993, p.14). These are significantly different aims than those cited by the Romanow

Report, despite the fact that the Report references this WHO definition.

The reason this distinction has been introduced into this assessment is because it helps to

distinguish key dillerences when terms like "primary health care reform" and "equity" are used

in different contexts. Wading through "broad and encompassing definitions" of primary health

care, Armstrong and Armstrong (2001) emphasize the need to pay close attention to the detdil of

actual reform recommendations (p.4). The World Health Organization defines primary health

care as participatory, intersectoral and equity-based. Because it ernphasizes that reform be linked

to an active concern forjustice and the redressing ofthe balance of health resources in society, it

has the potential to mininize the ltealth differences between various socio-economic groups

(Macdonald, 1992). The Romanow Report's use ofthe term primary health care reform refers

more narrowly to a version of prinaryt medical care reform where rnedical services are re-

organized, access improved and preverrtative care introduced. The Report's recommendations

aim to transform the way that medical services are offered, but these are ¡ro1 reforms that have the

potential to overcome the social inequities that create health disparities in the first place. The

difference lies in the way the term equity is used and defined. The Romanow Report measures

equity in terms ofpeople having fair access to the public health system, not in terms of lair access

to resources in society.

Gilson (1989) points out that to reclaim equity as a goal, health care policy reforrn needs

to be based on the general agreement that differences in health status are unnecessary, avoidable

and unfair, and then needs to find wide-ranging policy solutions to address these inequalities.

When health care reform becomes focused on systemic efficiencies and cost-effective health
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strategies, the impact is a depoliticized debate about health and health care reforms, where too

often "equity as a broad social goal is, thus, forgotten" (Gilson, 1989, p.324). The result is then,

that without attention to the broader structural determinants ofhealth and basic issues ofsocial

equity, primary health care "is not particularly problematic or challenging" (Macdonald, 1993,

p.14). With only partial implementation, the WHO version of equity-based primary health care

becones equated "with primary rnedical care or simple curative services with the addition,

perhaps, ofa prevention programme represented by an immunization service or a water sanitation

programme" (Macdonald, 1993, p.l4). This is what is seen in the Romanow Report and the

overall impact is that its prirnary health care reforrn recommendations fail to adequately support

equity and fairness, as a result. As Donner and Pederson (2004) note, there are much broader

possibilities in future directions for prirnary health care reform.

One can imagine how different the solutions and priorities would be ifthe problern had

been framed as one ofhealth inequities (including for example, inequalities based on sex,

socio-econornic status, rnigration experience, Aboriginal status and disability), with an
improved primary health care systeIn as part ofthe solution. (Donner & Pederson, 2004,
p7)

Closing

Although this chapter has explored the potential connections between primary health care

relorm and broader social/political/economic events, this analysis may not be as clear as it could

have been, had I chosen to review another health care reform document that included more

clirectly obvious neo-liberal references towards lnarket-based rnechanisms and individualized

solutions in health care (see Alberta 2001; Canada,2002b; Ontario, 2000), Nonetheless, the

Romanow Report was chosen for analysis early during the research phase of this thesis due to its

greater public and policy popularity. But as a result ofthis early (and somewhat un-meditated)

choice, it has been difhcult at tirnes to show the links between the Romanow Report and some of
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the more explicit neo-liberal trends of globalization. Most notably, these links have been difficult

to find because in many ways, the Romanow Report is diligent in its attempts to reinforce and

support the principles ofCanada's cherished public health care system.

Frorn a critical perspective however, it is inportant to question a document that has had

such a considerable influence in health care policy reform conversations in Canada. The

Romanow Report is also a policy document ofconsiderable influence and plimary health care

reform is presented as a key element in broader reform recommendations. Because social workers

are often cited as potential team members in interdisciplinary primary health care models, it has

also been informative to asses these recommendations according to the goals ofsocial work,

including a specific focus on equity. In the places where the Report and global economic trends

do overlap, this analysis has provided a good example ofhow international ideological trends can

influerrce a set ofpolicy recommendations that in principle, aim to support the public health care

system. And in places where the Report and global economic trends diverge, it has helped

develop questiorring reflexes to consider the Report's recommendations from a critical

perspective, and to ask "Where are these changes likely to lead?" and "Who is likely to benefit as

a result?"
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Chapter 7: Reflections and Conch¡sion

In Canada, the birth of medicare was rooted in a natiottal post-WWII commitment to

social-democratic principles and the building ofthe Keynesian welfare state. At this tirne,

economic, political and social flactors corìverged to support the creatioll ofprograms which could

buffer the hardships offree market forces. The resultant nrixed society contained commercial

systems alongside a public sector, which was intended to limit marketability of some services and

guarantee social supports that the free market could not provide (McMurty, 1997). Because

illness occurs randomly, the "most just" society was understood to be one where basic access to

medical services was uncoupled from cost. Chapter Two reviewed the development ofrnedicare

in Canada, which emerged over the course oftwenty years following the end ofthe Second

World War, to provide publicly insured hospital and physician services to Canadians regardless

of ability to pay.

But medicare does more than simply provide basic medical services; it also helps to make

all Canadians equal. Public health care systems support the progressive redistribution of

resources by providing the most benefìts to the least advantaged members ofsociety. As such,

medicare serves to moderate the inherent inequalities and risks of capitalism, and enhances the

ability of all people to actively participate in democratic society36. In Canada, the presetrce ofa

publicly insured health care systenì and basic citizenship are therefore intirnately intertwined:

The right to health and to care is enshrined in Canadian law and in the covenants ofthe
United Nations. It is a vitally important part of citizenship. It exernplifies the fact that we
are all ecynl: each an every one ofus has the right to be looked after, regardless ofrace,
creed, or dbiliry þ pcty. Bvt it also helps rraÈe us equal; because everyone receives care

when needed, we are all healthier, and therefore better offfor it. (Browne, 2000, p.9)

To put it plainly, dernocratic systems are more effective when everyone has equal access to

health services.
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As this thesis has illustrated, however, by the 1970s political, economic and social

commitments to Keynesian-style market moderations had waned. General supporl for Canada's

public health care system also shifted. Chapter Five outlined the ways in which global capitalism

has re-shaped the policy environment such that the language and recommendations ofhealth care

reforrn are increasingly re-cast to align with private sector ideologies, interventions, and goals.

Chapter Six outlined a critique ofone portion ofthe Romanow Report and noted the ways that

market-oriented ideologies have also shaped primary health care reform. Although the public

health care systern still enjoys considerable public support, this thesis found that international

neo-liberal influences have reshaped the nature ofpolicy recommendations from v,ilhin tbe

public sector.

The problern with the application of market-based approaches to public health care

systerns is that they are inconsistent with the redistributive aims of medicare. Privatization and

private sector solutions in health care are more likely to lead to inequity, in terms ofgreater

health and social disparities between social groups. This occurs because market solutions re-

couple the link between health and ability to pay. And as access to health becomes more

clependent on access to resoufces, democracy is threatened:

Privatization shrinks that space in which citizens are protected from the irnpact ofthe
market by transforming goods such as health care into commodities. Privatization thus
threatens social rights, and with them democracy. Where the social welfare state de-
commodifies basic goods such as health care and education, privatization re-commodifies
thern. (Browne, 2000, p.13)

Although medicare has historically weathered struggles between its advocates and critics,

Fuller (1998) notes that "today, the stakes in the ongoing tug-of-war between a public, non-profit

health care system and a private, for profrt one are higher than they've ever been" (p.5) The

situation is cornplicated by a growing non-critical acceptance of market solutions, ignoratrce
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regarding critical failures with health markets, and a lack ofanalysis regarding pro-market vested

interests (Kenny, 2002). Leys (2001) points with caution to the potential outcome ofa blind

acceptance of market principles in health care.

Failing a serious turnaround in public thinking, however, the project to re-establish a
"market society", including the fufiher commodification of health care, will continue. In
that case, we will eventually have forgotten what health care was and have become used

to the idea that health treatments are commodities like car repairs among which we must
choose and for which we are individually responsible. (Leys, 2001, p.84)

In approaching health care reforms from a critical stance, this thesis is a beginning step in

a search for credible and equitable alternatives which move beyond ideas of market-based health

care. It is a first step because, as Bryant, Raphael and Rioux (2006) note, "it is essential that the

policy process - especially the policy change process - be understood" before alternatives can be

recornrnended (p.379).

And so, in essence, this thesis has been completed in pursuit of undet'slanding. In some

ways, understanding has been achieved in terms of simply completing the work associated with

this master's thesis. More importantly however, this understanding has been achieved through a

greater appreciation ofthe extenuating factors which incite and propel health care reforms in

Canada. Health studies certainly do represent a complex field and are linked to a wide range of

phenomena, as Bryant, Raphael and Rioux (2006) suggest, In pafiicular, these phenomena are

summed up by the term globalization. But understanding globalization has not been simple.

Rather, it was a task I found to be overwhelming, frustrating and discouraging at times. I was

surprised by the degree of deterr¡ination needed to simply begin 1o contprehend these issues in

the first place. However, spurred by the beliefthat social workers reed to understand economic

theories and realities in order to participate actively in transformative change, I persisted (Prigoff,
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2000; Teeple, 2000). The following passage by Langmore (2001) was a strong motivator in this

search for links between globalization and health care reform:

We cannot simple passively accept the assertion that social destruction is an automatic
result ofeconomic policy, nor that particular pattems ofpolicy are necessary. Effective
social analysis and prescription requires a rigorous understanding of economic constraints
and the imaginative capacity to formulate feasible alternatives. This certainly does not
mearr acquiescence to the constraints perceived by some economic policy makers. Rather,
it involves knowing enough to be able to argue for credible alternatives. (Langmore,
2001, pp 17-18)

When comparing my pre{hesis understanding ofCanadian health care relorm to my

currerrt understanding, I realize some degree of "knowing errough" has been achieved. Whereas, I

once believed that policy making could be straightforward and logical, I now understand it as

Stone (2002) does, defined through the intermingling ofsocial, political and economic structures.

I can see the ways that health reform recommendations are shaped by social expectatiorrs, shared

impressions of commorr-sense solutions, powerful econornic incentives, and the quirks of human

nature. I can also recognize a shift by my newfound understanding that health reform is hardly an

objective activity pursued to achieve the "best society" for all Canadians. I see how it too, is

influenced by politics, economics and history. In an age ofglobal capitalism, many health care

reform recommendations are diametrically opposed to Rawls' ( 1971) references to a "best

society", as neo-liberal influences pressure reform toward individualized, medicalized and

market-based outcomes.

And I can recognize a final shift in my insight into the language and arguments used in

public policy making. In some areas of reform, I have been able to recognize how references to

health determinants are used to justi$' restrictions to the public health care system. Although a

cursory read of materials "as they are presented" may have once suggested to me that progressive

change was occurring, a critical read now reveals that the opposite is in fact true. This
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understanding has instilled in me the need to ask critical questions ofhealth care relorms and

policy processes in general.

Despite these understandings, however, it would be inappropriate to suggest that my

insight into the factors influencing health care reform is complete. In fact, I actually fìnd myself

surprised at how little I liave been able to cover in a part-time commitlnent to research and

analysis during the past few years. Health care reform is surprisingly rnulti-layered and complex,

especially when critical and international factors are drawn in to the analysis. It is not hard to

understand how busy social workers, facing the multiple demands of work and the need for

immediate solutions, may frnd it too burdensome to take the time to critically consider

globalization and its influence on health care reform. Despite the luxury of tirne and study, this

thesis represents a beginning understanding, one which can only been deepened through further

research and critical analysis.

Nloving Torvards Equity

Although this thesis has not been prirnarily focused on the search for health care reform

alternatives, this chapter will close by considering potential directions for health care reforrn and

research. Paired with a "commitrnent to emancipatory forms of analysis and action" critical social

work is characterized in theory and in action by a commitment to redistributive social change

(Fook, 2002, p.5). As such, these directions are those that are most likely to support equity.

For orre, there is a need for health care reforms to adopt a broaderfocus. This thesis has

illustrated the ways in which goverrìrnent focus and policy rnaking in health care is primarily

focused on the health care systern. This focus influences the way that health care problems are

deflrned and solutions are found.
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Despite the variety ofconceptual paradigms and emerging finding available for
considering these issues, most ofthe research and professional health care preoccupations
relnain strangely narrow, focused on the biology ofdisease, individual risk factors for
these afÏìictions, and identifying and evaluating the eflicacy of medical treatments. Not
surprisingly, then, public understandings ofkey health issues - such as the causes of
diseases and the organization ofthe health care system - are also narrowly focused on
access to health care professionals, length of wait for treatment by specialists, and
adopting lifestyle approaches to prevent disease. (Bryant, Raphael & Rioux, 2006, p.373)

Gilson (1998) notes a careful identification and analysis ofthe determinants ofhealth

must be included in health policy initiatives if equity is to be achieved as a policy goal. Health

needs to be defined as more than the absence ofillness and disease, to also include "the capacity

to realize aspirations and access opportunities for human fulfillment" (Bryant, Raphael & Rioux,

2006, p.374). Almstrong and Armstrong (2006) also suggest that by applying the determinants of

health to health services provision, alternative care models - that move beyond the dominant

medical model - may become a reality.

And while policy action to pronìote equity in health care serylce.r distribution is

important, this alone is not sufficient to create systemic equity. Ill-health is caused by multi-

faceted and complex factors, and it is necessary that equally-complex and wide-ranging policy

packages are developed to address health inequalities (Bryant, 2006) Policy action therefore

needs to be broader than the health care system itself. It requires attentiorì to public policies that

ensure income security, employment security, housing security, and food security, among others

(Bryant, Raphael & Rioux, 2006). It also needs to consider decision-making procedures that

include broader representation (Gilson, 1998). Another irnpofiant direction in health care reform

is that the provision of health services needs to remain uncoupled f'on the obiliût to pay. Thts

thesis has illustrated the ways that neoliberalism, in its trend towards greater conrmodi{ìcation of

all resources, has profoundly negative influences on health arld health care (Coburn, 2006). To

ensure that equity is part of future health care reforms, heallh services need to be provided as a
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right ofcitizenship, not as a market good. These alterrratives are most achievable in social-

dernocratic natiorìs that have well-developed public services which break the link between

receivirrg a benefrt and having to pay for it.

Social democratic welfare regimes.. . are more likely to create the conditions necessary for
health than is the case for other welfare regimes. . . These include equitable distribution of
wealth and progressive tax policies that create a large middle class; strong programs that
support children, families and women; and economies that support full employrnent. They
do so through more generous programs and services to their citizens in the form of
universal entitlements. (Bryant, Raphael & Rioux, 2006, p.380)

Raphael (2002) notes that health workers also need to consider poverty as a public healtlt

issue, if equity is to be realized in health care reform. Despite clear evidence that poverty is

linked to health problems, the ernphasis in Canada remains one of viewing poverty as an

individual issue, rather tharr one that needs to be addressed at the public policy level. And while

there is government recognition that poverty is a determinant ofhealth (Health Canada, 1998),

discussions in health care reform tend to exclude mention ofthe role that govemment policies

play in creating poverty and influencing health (Raphael, 2002). One exception noted by Raphael

(2002) is the City of Montreal's 1997 report on social inequities and health where the links are

clearly identified and actions for change are recommended (Lessard, 1997),ln particular, the

report notes:

For anyone interested in public health, social inequities in health must be a major concerrr.
But we know that the solution is not to invest more in the health system or in new
technologies. These inequities must rather be met head-on; and well-targeted actions must
be undertaken to ensure that they will not become worse. (Lessard, 1997, p.20)

Yalnizyan (2000) notes that there are a number ofways to address the impacts of income

inequality, should the political will exist to make such changes. In pafticular, Yalnizyan (2000)

notes the need to close a number of"gaps" that support incorne inequality, including

employment-based disparities, ideological distance from the ideas ofsocial redistribution, lack of
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low-income supports, the diminishment of universal common goods (including housing and

health care), and provisions that allow for the unequal accumulation of wealth.

One ofthe first steps in achieving this goal may require a recognition that governments

are not powerless to respond to events occurring on an international level (Steinmo, 2002).

Although globalization has placed considerable pressure on the autonomy ofregional

governments, Langmore (2001) stresses that govemments still have the ability to access a range

of policy alternatives3T and to provide quality services for their citizens. McBride (2001)

emphasizes that nation states, as the initial architects ofneo-liberal reforrns at the national level,

can and should pursue more socially-balanced change, including prioritization of democratic

decision-making, recognition of economic pluralism, capital regulation, and ernphasis on equality

in international economic agreements. Some authors have also suggested that a system of

international governance in needed to correct the current inequities and health inequalities of

economic globalization (Frankman, 1997; McMurty, 1997; O'Keefe, 2000; Teeple, 2000). In

considering these alternatives, it is helpful to recall that political will can, and has been

historically, more influential than once-binding arrangements. Historically, public policy in

support ofhealth has frequently been the result ofsocial movements that arise from expressed

needs ofthe population (Bryant, Raphael & Rioux, 2006).

In a review olthe links between socioeconomic status and health, Mustard et al. (1995)

note that it is important to not confuse tlle task ofdeveloping health targets (in terms of health

pror'ìrotiorr and ilhress prevention) and reforming health care services (which are intended for the

treatment ol disease). Alguing instead that the two are one in the same, I can concede that it still

is impofiant to consider changes that can occur from wiÍltin the health care system, and to

recognize these changes as somewhat distinct from broader systernic changes to address equity.
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They are distinct in the sense that internal health care reforms generally refer to the ability of

people to access relevant and needed health care services, measuring equity in terms how easy it

is for all people to get the seruices they need, when they need thern.

Whitehead (1992) notes that equity in health care (as distinct from equity in health) can be

addressed by ensuring three basic standards in health care selice delivery: 1) equal access to

available care for equal need; 2) equal utilization for equal need; and 3) equal quality care for all.

The fìrst - equal access for equal need - irnplies that entitlement to health care services be

universal, and that there is a fair distribution ofthese services throughout a country, based on the

health care needs and accessibility ofeach area (Whitehead, 1992). hr addressing such concerns,

for example, the Romanow Report noted that depending on where a person lives, there are real

inequities in the way that Canadians benefrt from the public health system - particularly, "serious

disparities between people who live in the northern part ofCanada versus the south and between

people who live in Atlantic Canada and the rest of the country" (Canada, 2002a). Relorms which

resolve these types ofgeographic disparities can be one important part of improving equity from

within the health care system, to ensure that health status is not disproportionately disadvantaged

by regional location.

Whitehead's (1992) second requirernent for equitable health care reform - equal use for

equal need - draws attention to situations where the use ofhealth care services may be restricted

by social or economic disadvantage. In particular, this may require that an even greater share of

health care services be directed to those in lower socio-economic groups, to ensure that access

relative to need is possible (Mustard et al., 1995). The promotion ofhealthy lifestyles and

preventative health rneasures should also be done with recognition of incorne, lrotilìg that some

groups in society face greater restrictions than others in their lifestyle choices.
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In addition to fairness in access and fairness in utilization, Whitehead (1992) also notes

that a third requirement in health care be met - equal quality care for all. This requirement

pinpoints the need to ensure that every person has an equal oppoftunity to be selected for health

care attention, and that this selection process is based need as opposed to wealth or social

influence (Whitehead, 1992). Equal quality care also irnplies that health care providers will put

the same commitment into all services they provide, regardless ofthe socio-economic status,

gender, or cultural background ofthe patients they encounter.

Another part ofthe way that equity can be realized in health care delivery is through a

genuine commitment to decentralizing power and decision-making, to encourage people to

participate in every stage ofthe policy-making process (Whitehead, 1992). It is clear that action

to improve health is most effective when the participation and understandings ofcitizens are

incorporated into health care reform (Williamas & Popay, 1997). Primary health care reforms in

particular have the potential to offer care responsive to commurrities' and providers' needs in

ways that recognize what determines health and care, especially in relation to disadvantaged and

wlnerable groups (Armstrong & Armstrong, 2001). For example, in a review of women, income

and health in Manitoba, Donner (2000) notes that Manitoba health care service providers can

increase their ability to address the needs of low-income women by wolking collaboratively with

them "to frnd the most appropliate ways to have their voices heard in the broader public policy

arena, arrd to recommend positive changes to existing services" (p.57). As such, collaborative

plans and action for health care reforrn are more likely to be based on what conununities identify

as their own needs, as opposed to solutions imposed from the outside.

Lr the search for equitable reforms in health, it rnust also be recognized that health

researchers and advocates have much to offer by idenli;fying health lssrres for public discussion
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and appropriate policy responses (Bryant, Raphael & Rioux, 2006; Gilson, 1998). Social

constructionist approaches to policy interpretation emphasize that language both shapes and is

shaped by societal practices (Fairclough, 1992; Hastings, 1998, Lemke, 1995). Although it is

diffrcult for talk alone to change an entrenched system ofpower, economic and political

influence, critical research can play a role in disrupting common and urrquestioned assumptions

of how society is and should be (Bourgeault, 2006). As neo-liberal influences in Canada are

contested by increasingly sophisticated, trade-knowledgeable and internationally-focused non-

governmental organizations, there a likelihood that these voices will help disrupt public

acquiescence to market-based health reform by outlining alternative paradigrns. Social work

research can play a role in ensuring that issues of equity and social justice are included in these

arralyses (Oliver, 2003). At the very least, it can act as an "alert" - to document and draw

attention to where equity is being overlooked. Although words alone may seem limited in the

face ofglobalization and its cadre of supporters, there is hope that perhaps "the power ofideas

can transform the ideas ofpower" (Gilson, 1998, p.1895) to the extent tlìat health equity may one

day be more clearly included as a key objective in Canadian health care reforrn.
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Endnotes

I Wellesle¡, Hospital opened in 1912.I The urainl¡' English-speaking region ofCanada north ofthe Great Lakes and rvest ofthe Ottarva
River: Uppel Canada l'as a colon!' of Britain from l79l to 1841.
' Since health ca¡e is designated as an area ofprovincial jr:risdiction, provinces are responsible for
the make-up and administration oftheir ou'n health insurance plans (Library, of Parliarnent. 2001). The
onl'r' nationalizing policl' options available to the federal govemment therefore, are to implernent
budgetan' mechanisnrs (rvherebl' funding is linked to certain progrant requiremenfs), or in some cases, to
attelnpt to inflr.rence public opinion and political pressure in a certain direction (Dickinson & Bolaria.
2002). Antong other forces and influeuces- these jurisdictional parameters have both hindered and
characteristicall¡, shaped the development of medicare.{ These criteria served as national standards in the development ofhospital insurauce deliven,arid
included: a unifon.n miuimal package ofcovered services; universal coverage: portabilit¡, of eligibilitl,
from province to province: public accountabilitl.: and no charge to users (McGill¡,. 1998).¡ Most sigtrificantl¡'. EPF provided federal transfe¡s in the fomr ofblock grants: sums independent
ofactual proviucial expenditures (McGill¡,. 1998). Provincial health expenditures above the rate ofgrosth
of tlte gross rational product sere also exempt from cost-slrariug (Bavis & Skogstad. 2002).
" The Canada Assistance Plan sas a program through l'hich the federal government supported
pr.rblic assistance on the basis ofexpenditures.? Health care prentiunts u,ere first int¡oduced in AlbeÍa in 1969t residents ofAlbefta pav set-rate
monthlv premiums l'hich in 2001 alnounted to S34 per month for indii,iduals and $68 per mouth for
fanilies (Alberta. 200 1 ).t The Mazat*orvski rcpofi recomrnends a r¡odified medical savings account s,herebt, a s€t amount
of health care dollars are allocated to individuals on an annual basis, rvhich are then used to "pay" for
insured health care services during the vear. Once all the ñlnds in a medical savings account are depleted,
then individuals rvould be required to pav a "premium supplement" n'hich is basicall¡'an additional
ntonthll, health prenriurn as a perceutage offheir income (Alberta. 2001. p.59).e 

Since the World Health Organization's I¡rtemational Conferencein Prinrar¡'Health Care in 1978,
there has been an interest in primaÐ' lÌealth care rnethods and approaches. During the 1970s. several
Canadian altenìatives to cont entional solo ph1'sician practice elnerged in Quebec (Centres locaux de
sen,ices cottttttunautaires (CLSCs)) and Ontario (Health Service Organizations (HSOs) and Communitl'
Health Centres (CHCs)); and in the lnid-1980s, a nurnber ofproviuces undertook polic)' initlatives to
support an expanding role for non-ph¡'sician primar¡'care providers (Hutchinson, Abelson & Lavis. 2001).
By the rnid-1990s, all Canadian provinces ltad undertaken prirnary care pilot and dernonstratlon projects.
pursuiug a range of innovations in organizatior/governance, frrnding/renuneration and deliver¡,
arrangelnents. Bets'een 1997 and 2001, the $800 million federall)-furìded Health Transition Fund
suppoded numerous projects across Canada to test and evalìjate innovative $'aJ,s to deliver health care
services. including primary health care models (Maniot & Mable. 2002).r0 Ferdinand de Saussr.rre (1857-1913), knosn as the father ofmodem linguistics: his focus on
language as an'.underl¡,ing 51'stem" inspired later structuralist approaches to interpreting language use
(Crystal. 1998. p.830).rr Michel Foucault (1926-1984). a French philosopher rvho sought consistentl)' to test cultural
assumptions in given historical contexts (Cq'stal, 1989).
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't A Ììonìrative colìcept refers to some paranìeter which defines or establishes a norm, or a
customan' behavior. Therefore, equit¡,is highl¡' dependent on the'horns" ofthe context, and in thls
subjective state. it can be diffrcult to define concretel],.13 In the first three n'eeks ofJull, 1944, delegates from 45 nations gathered at the United Nations
Monetan, and Financial Conference in Bretton Woods. Nerv Hampshire. The delegates met to discuss the
post\\'ar recoverv of Europe as rvell as a number of monetary issues, such as unstable erchange rates and
protectionist trade policies. The delegates at Bretton Woods reached an agreement kno\\'n as the Brettoll
Woods Agreement to establish a post$'ar intemational moneta4, system ofconvertible currencies, fixecl
eschange rates and free trade.rr Variations on the thenÌ ofthe Ke1'nesian rvelfale state energed in advanced capitalist countries in
Nortlr Anre¡ica. Westem Europe, Australia and Nerv Zealand (Mulvale,2001, p.12).

'' The US decided to end convertibilit-r, in 1971, and the US. in 1974, and Britain. in 1979. decided
to abolish capital controls.

'u Adam Smith (1723-1790). a Scottish econonrist and philosopher, l'ho becane famous for his
influential book. "The Wealth ofNations". published in 1776, His book and ideas launched the ecouorric
doctrine of free enterprise, and coutained the argument that self-interest and unbridled narket forces guide
the nrost emcient use of resources in a nation's econom\¡.

't Jere,rr¡ Bentharn ( l74S- 1842)I8 Perhaps not surprisingly- albeit ironicall1,. interventions "iu specifrc sitr.rations such as in loan
guarautees, strategic incentives. or deferred taxation for business interests" are rvholeheartedl¡' suppoÍed
b¡,neo-liberalism's advocates (Rice & Prince. 2000, p.137).

'' Milton Friednan. professor ofeconomics at the Universitt, ofChicago. ernerged in tlie 1970s as a
prìnciple spokesman for the interests of business people, and plal'ed a considerable role in sr.rppofiing pro-
business ideologies.20 The reduction in these liberties is marked bl,increasing reliance on coercive forms ofsocial
control including police intervention, militarl, efforts and imprisonment (Teeple, 2000).:r These projects included: l) the decision to tum contract out part ofthe province's home care
s'orkforce to the Olsten Health Sen'ices Corporation. as US-based multinatioual, 2) the plan to privatize
hospital food servicest and 3) the ìmplementation of a SmartHealth prograln to computerize health-care
info¡nlation. All three ofthese projects s,ere soon ¡eve¡sed based on the failures ofthese private
ir.rcursions aud public outcr¡. (Scarth, 2000).?r Health Protection Branch is the arm ofHealth Canada in charge ofdrug monitoring and
approvals.rr These include: Pfizer, GlaxoSmithKline- Merck, AstraZeneca, Aventis, Jobnson & Johnson.
Novaftis. Bristol-Me1'ers-Squibb. Phamracia and W1's¡11.t' For e*a,r'rple. Alberta introduced provincial legislation (Bill I l) in Septernber 2000 that allos's
for-profit hospitals to provide surgical services under the provincial health plan: under the exact text of
malì\'trade treaties- this legislation provides a potential opportunit),for American health services
providers to challenge medicare's public insurance rnonopoly as an unfair trade advantage. Further, there
is concem that once private health-care corporations ofthis sort are allorved to establish themselves in
Canada. agreements like NAFTA *'ould prevent the "discrimination" ofadditional (i.e. American)
conrpetitors. aud then. s'ith the market effectivell, opened up, the Canadian governnent u'ould be
prohibìted flom re-introducing public health services on the basis of non-competitiveness (Williams et al..
2001).tt The p.e,'ailing viel among Canadians is that publicll-funded health care services are valuable
and preferrecl over for-profrt altematives (Barlorv. 2002 Canada.2002a). Pht,sicians and emplol'ers also
benefit froni a public health care s),stern, Ph¡'sicians gain considerabll' from a pLrblic health s)'stem llnt
"solidifies lnedical dominance b¡,covering doctor's services to the exclusion ofservices rendered b¡, other
health care proi,iders": ph1'siçi¿¡ls ulso enjo¡,relative autonoml,under Canadian medicare and eam
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guaranteed incomes that average bet$ een three and fi\¡e times tlìat ofother s'orking Canadians (Fuller,
1998: Williarns et al., 2001. p.8). Hospitals also benefit from public health care, the predominance of
hospitals \\'ithin health services and persisterf public dernands for greater capacitl'are related to
medicare's prioritization of irstitutionalll'-based rnedical services (Williants et al., 2001). Unionized
industrl' emplol,ers in Canada are another glonp that sr.rpport rnedicare for the competitive advantage it
provides: public health insurance allou s these Canadian industries to avoid the high private insurauce
costs paid b¡, their US counterparts (Williams et al., 2001).:6 The Canada Health Act (1984) also defines trvo ¡,pes ofservices, insured and ertended. Insured
or'-lnedicallv necessary," health services include hospital. ph¡'sician and surgical-dental services that
provided to eligible residents ofa province or territory'; extended health care services include some long-
term residential care (nursiug home iutermediate care and adult residential care services), and the health
aspects ofhome care and ambulaton,care services (Library ofParliament, 2001). The distinction is that
rnedicalll' necessarJ health servìces are frrlly rnsured b-v provincial health insurance plaus and mr¡st meet
CHA criteria. l{rereas extended health carc sen,ices do not. Extended health care services operate outside
of medicare, and do not need to meet the sanÌe rigorous criteria in terrns ofpublic administration,
comprehensiveness, universalitl', portability and accessibilib' (Library of Parlianent 2001).

In the earl,r'histoq, ofmedicare, this distinction did not create discrepancies in provincial health
care plans- since most health services rvere provided b¡' ths h65tital and ph¡,sician. Hos'ever, this focus
has since changed.It Some private labomtories. clinics and ambulances have also been permifted, although the1,have to
be regulated arrd liceused to qualify for public ftrnding (CCPA. 2000a).?s The knorvledge base ofmodern medicine is founded on the rvork ofprorninent bacteriologists and
the gerrrl theory ofdisease; this conception rests on tlìe idea of specific etiology, u'herebl' each disease is
assumed to have a specifrc cause, s'hich u'hen analyzed, can be located and treated at the cellular level
(Bolaria, 2002). Historicalll'. the gemr theoS' helped to prevent the spread of infectious diseases and
improved medical practice in general (Clarke. 2000).re Another mechanism of change s'as the recommencled National Summit on Priman,Health Care-
to 'tnobilize concerted action across the couìrtr\," (Canada, 2002a, p.I25).to The Report commits an additional chapter exclusivel¡,to information recornmendations- Clrapter
Three is titled. "Information. Evidence and Ideas".t' There are some exceptions, horvever. There has been criticisrn ofthe Report's reference to
ancillar¡, services, such as laundr1,, food preparation, cleaning and mairltonance, as appropriate for
delive4' i¡ ¡1s t.ivate. for-profit sector (CLC. 2002). Annstrong et al. (2003) point out that for-proftt
deliveq' ofancillary services is linked to inc¡eased rates ofinfection rvithin institutions rr'hich put both
providers and patients at risk. Further infomration can be four,d at: Aldres' E. Srmor et al. (10 Jub, 2001).
The evolution of urethicilliu-resistant stapli),lococcus arueus in Canadian hospitals: 5 1,ears ofnational
sun'eillance. Canadian Medicctl Associcftion Journal. ) 65(l), ZI-31.3: Hunkeler et al. (2000) fourld fhat nurse felephone folloiv-up care for patients improved clinical
ortcomes of antidepressant drug treatment after 6 months.
" Steven Harper's ne\\¡ government is closely focused on "five priorities" u'hich include: l)
accountabilit,r' (including transparencl'on spending). 2) lo\\'er faxes, 3) crime prevention, 4) child caLe (in
the form of individual pa¡,ments to mothers) and 5) health care guarantees.rt In some cases, prirnaq, health care rcfers to the point of first coutact bet\\,een a patieff aud a
health care professional (usuall), a doctor), rvhere the "traditional medical r¡odel of response to illness" is
tlre focus of service provision (Mable & Maniott, 2002, p.l:. Shah: 2003). Generall¡,. a shorter version of
the tem, "primary care" is used to distinguish this purell' patient-doctor inte¡action. Primary,health care.
on the other hand. has come to represent mo¡e than a basic medicalized response, also recognizing "the
broader determinants of health and.. . coordinating, integrating- and expanding s]'stems alìd services fo
provide rriore population health, sickness prevention. ard llealth pronìotion, not uecessaril¡, just b1,
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doctors" (Mable & Maniott- 2002. pl).In the Romauol' Report, rrhere primary health care refo¡ut is
expected to transform the health care s],steln and provìde a nerr focus on illness prevention and health
promotion. this broadened definition of prinrar¡' health care appears to be in use.t5 -,- I hts definition is generally quite consistent s'ith hos'primary health care is comntonl¡' defined in
Canadian health polic¡.. Health Canada, for erample, also uses the telrrinologl, of "first contact", aud
defines priman'health care as "the first point ofcontact for Canadians rvith the health s)'stenì, often
througlt a fanril¡'phr,sic an" (Health Canada, 2001). The Fyke Report defines prirnary health services as
"the first point of contact". and additionall¡. dra\ys attention to the communitl-based aspects this kind of
health care, further describing primar¡'health care as "the basis to address the main health needs of
individuals and communities" (Saskatchen'an. 2001). The Canadian Health Services Research Foundation
refers to primary health care as 'ã set of universall¡' accessible firstlevel services"- and in addition points
to its pÍevelltat¡ve attd supportive potentials. describjng these services as tlìose ''that prornote health.
prevent disease, and provide diagnostic, curative, rehabilitative, supportive. and palliative services"
(Lamarche. 2003. p.2).
'u Good health makes democrao' possible since it enhances the abilitl'ofall citizens to form
o-pinions. to share viervs. and to participate in public life (Brosne. 2000).
" Given that "govenllìent choice" has been the "priuciple influence on the pace and direction of
intenlatiorral integration" (Langmore. 2001. p.l4), then potentiall¡.. altemative choices are still s'ithin the
range of considerafion. Langmore (2001) notes the potential revenue benefits of econonic globaÌization.
inch.rding opportunities for greater economic grotth and revenue, rvhich could potentially be used to
iuclease the extelìt aud quaÌit)' ofgovernment serr,,ices (Langmore- 2001).
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Appendix I: Federal and Provincial Reports Summarized
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Provincial Reports

o Caring for Medicare: Sustaining a Quality System, by the Commission on l\4edicare,

Province of Saskatchewan, 2000-2001. (Commissioner, Kenneth Fyke)

This one-member Commission was appointed by the Premier of Saskatchewan in June

2000 to identify key challenges facing the province in reforming and improving medicare; to

recommend an action plan for the delivery ofhealth services; and to make recommendations to

ensure the long-term ste\¡/ardship of a publicly funded, publicly administered Medicare system.

Commissioner Kenneth Fyke completed his final report in April 2000.

The Fyke Report highlighted the cost-saving efficiencies ofa team-based approach to

health care service delivery and reconmended maintenance of taxation-based finarrcing, implying

that Saskatchewan' s 40%o commitrnent of provincial dollals to health care reflected suflìcient and

sustainable levels of funding (Canadian Health Services Research Foundation, 2002;

Saskatchewan, 2001). The report also emphasized the need for quality improvements by

increased reliance on research and the development ofprovincial quality control standards.

. A Framework for Reform, by the Premier's Advisory Council on Health, Prov¡nce of Alberta,

2000-2001. (Commissioner, Hon. Don Mazankowski)

This twelve-member Council was established by the Premier in Jarruary 2000 to analyze

the challenges facing Alberta's health system. Chaired by the Honourable Don Mazankowski, the

Council cornpleted its report in Decernber 2001.

The Mazankowski Report concluded that Alberta's health systenì required fundamental

change, and suggested a range of modifications to ensure its sustainability (Alberta,2002;

CHSRF, 2002). The Report emphasized the need for organizational change, including new
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ntodels ofcomprehensive primary care. To ensure financial sustainability, the Report

recommended variable premiums and medical savings accounts to increase direct payment by

individual users. Quality improvements were also recommended, including better infornlation to

guide decision-makirrg, more standards and goal-setting for care providers, and more investment

in research and information technology.

. Les solut¡ons émergentes, by the Commission d'étude sur les seryices de santé et les

services sociaux, Province of Quebec, 2000. (Commissioner, Michel Clair)

This nine-member commission was established in June 2000 by the Minister for Health

ancl Social Services to hold a public discussion on the issues facing the health and social service

system in Quebec and to propose solutions for the future. Health and social services are under the

jurisdiction ofone government depafiment in Quebec, and as a result, the scope ofthe frnal report

includes child and family services as well as health care (Fooks and Lewis, 2002). Chaired by

Michel Clair, the Comrnission cornpleted its final report in December 2000.

The Clair Report was lukewarm to negative on whether public funding would be able to

accommodate seruices expectations in health care, especially in the area of long tefln care

(CHSRF, 2002; Quebec, 2000). The Comrnission advocated continuing reliance on public

dollars, but due to pessimism about long-term care funding, it also advocated shared public and

private long-ternr care insurance. The report called for managerial and organizational reforms,

suggesting that services should be remodeled into Fanrily Medicine Groups with quality of care

as the major goal, and with an enhanced ernphasis orr disease prevention and health promotion.

. Health Renewal, by the Premier's Health Qual¡ty Council, Province of New Brunswick, 2000-

2002. (Chaî, Michel Leger)
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This 14-member Council was established in January 2000 by the Premier to develop an

action plan to move to a system ofregional health authorities; to oversee the implementation ofa

health care report card and other quality reporting measures; and to assist in the development a

Patient Charter of Rights and Responsibilities. Chaired by Michel Leger, the Council cornpleted

its report in January 2002.

The Council recommended that a holistic approach be adopted for the renewal ofthe

entire health care system, in order to achieve a sustainable, community-based and person-focused

system, capable of continuous response (New Brunswick , 2002). ht order to achieve this, the

Council advised a retraction from the "management by program approach", and a shift towards

coordinated and integrated services and participatory change fueled by service providers and

users oftlre system (NB, 2002, p,9). The Council targeted objectives in four areas: 1) an

integrated and accessible health care system, 2) improvements to management structure and

accountability, 3) greater commitment to riglrts and responsibilities (specifically for patients), and

4) program inrprovernents (in the areas of short and long term care, pharmaceuticals, ambulance

services, public health, mental health and rehabilitation care).

. Looking Back, Looking Fonvard, by the Ontario Health Services Restructuring Commission,

Province of Ontario, 1996-2000.

This l2-member Commission was established in 1996 to make decisions about hospital

restructuring; to provide advice to the Minister of Health about health services in need of

reinvestment, and to make restructuring recommendations to improve the quality of care,

outconles and effrciency, and to create an integrated health services systenl. The Cornmission

issued numerous directives and reports throughout its four year mandate and completed a final

surnlnary report in March 2000 (Ontario, 2000). Recognizing the "changing hospital landscape",
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the Commission recommended the amalgamation and closure of hospitals, the creation of

hospital networks, the more-efficient use ofhospital resources, and a more appropriate balance

between hospital and community based care (Ontario, 2000, p.6). Recommendations regarding

this rebalancing between hospitals and communities included a need to reinvest resources in

home care and long-term care. Although prirnarily focused on restructuring Ontario's hospital

sector, the Commission also dealt with other health care sectors as important components of

population-based health care systern (Fooks & Lewis, 2002), As to the longterm vision ofthe

health care sector in Ontario, the Commission made recommendations regarding the need for an

overall integrated health services system including primary care reform as "the connector to the

rest ofthe system" and improved information management and accountability measures (Ontario,

2000, p.7).

National Reports:

. Canada Health Action: Building on the Legacy: F¡nal Report of the National Forum on

Health, by the National Forum on Health, Govemment of Canada, 1994-1997 .

This twenty-four member forum was established by the Prime Minister in 1994 to involve

and inform Canadians and to advise the federal government on innovative ways to improve the

health system and the health of Canada's people. The final report was completed in 1997 .

The National Forum Report concluded that the Canadian health care system, while

sustainable, required "intelligent" reform and the more effective and effrcient use ofresources to

ensure its long-term survival (Health Canada, 7997 , p. 1). The Report highlighted the need fo¡

investments in improving the health ofchildren, collaborative work between governments, and

the infusion ofnew federal funds to aid health care reform. In order to adapt to new realities, the
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Report recomrnended that publicly funded services be expanded to include all medically

necessary services (home care and drugs were specifically mentioned) and that prirnary care

funding, organization and delivery be reformed. The need to support evidence-based innovations

was also specifically mentioned.

. The Health of Canadians - The Federal Role. Volume Six: Recommendations for Reform, by

the Standing Senate Committee on Social Affairs, Science and Technology, Government of

Canada, 200'1-2. (Chair, Sen. Michael Kirby)

This eleverr-member Committee of the Senate of Canada was authorized in March 2001 to

examine: the principles that underlie Canada's publicly funded health care system; the historical

development ofCanada's health care system; health care systems in fot eign jurisdictions; the

pressures and constraints facing Canada's health care system; and the role ofthe federal

government in Canada's health care system. Chaired by Senator Michael Kirby, the Committee

issued five volumes ofinterim reports and completed a final report in October 2002.

The Committee's final recommendations, as outlined in Volume Six, suggested a need

for:

1. Restructuring ofthe hospital and doctor systern to improve effrciency and

effectiveness in providing tirnely and quality patient care;

2. Treatment guarantees with a specific maximum amount of wait time for major

hospital and diagnostic procedures,

3. Expansion ofpublic health care insurance to include coverage for catastrophic

prescription drug costs, post-hospital home care costs, and palliative care;
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4. A strengthening ofthe federal contribution and role in the area of health care

infrastructure (including health care information systems, technology, evaluation,

Iiuman resources, research, wellness promotion and illness prevention);

5. The need for additional federal revenue administered in a transparent and accountable

manner; and

6. Recognition ofthe potential consequences ofa lack ofadditional federal revenues in

the health care system (Canada, 2002b).

. Building on Values: The Future of Health Care in Canada, by the Commission on the Future

of Health in Canada, Government of Canada,2OOl-2002. (Commissioner, Roy Romanow)

This one-member Royal Cornmission was established by the Prime Minister in April 2001

to inquire into and undertake dialogue with Canadians on the future ofCanada's public health

care systern, and to make recommendations to enhance the system's quality and sustainability

(Canada, 2002a). According to the Minutes of the Committee of the Privy Council, the

Commission was expected to:

... inquire into and undertake dialogue with Canadians on the future ofCanada's public

health care system, and to recommend policies and measures respectful ofthe

jurisdictions and powers in Canada required to ensure over the long term the

sustainability ofa universally accessible, publicly funded health systern, that offers

quality services to Canadians and strikes an appropriate balance between investments in

prevention and health maintenance and those directed to care and treatment,.. (Canada,

2002a, p.xi)
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Over 18 months the Commission analyzed existing reports and research on medicare,

invited submissions from interested parties and individuals, organized expert roundtable sessions,

conducted site visits (both nationally and internationally), commissiorred independent experts,

met with foremost health and health policy experts, Premiers, and health ministers, and engaged

"tens ofthousands" olCanadian citizens in consultations across the country (Canada, 2002a,

p.xv). Chaired by Roy Romanow, the Commission issued an interim repoÍ in February 2002 and

the final report was completed in November 2002 (Canada, 2002a; Canada,2002c).

Confident that the medicare system contained the potential to ¡neet the needs of

Canadians, "rrow and in the future", the fìnal report emphasized the need to "take the next bold

step of trarrsforming it into a truly national, more cornprehensive, responsive and accountable

health care systern" (Canada, 2002a, p.xv). The Romanow Report emphasized that Canadians

were "deeply attached to the core values at the heart ofmedicare", and that steps needed to be

takerl to transform Canadian medicare "into a truly national, more comprehensive, responsive and

accountable health care system" (Canada,2002a, p.xv). The final report included 47 key

recommendatiorrs in ten critical areas including:

1. Health Care, Citizenship and Federalism;

2. Information, Evidence and Ideas;

3. Investing in Health Care Providers;

4. Primary Health Care and Prevention;

5. Irnproving Access, Ensuring Quality;

6. Rural and Remote Communities;

7. Home Care. The Next Essential Service;
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8. Prescription Drugs;

9. A New Approach to Aboriginal Health; and

10. Health Care and Globalization.

Recommendations in these ten critical areas are based on the objective of strengthening

the Canadian medicare system arld the beliefthat this is possible to "renovate our concept of

medicare and adapt it to today's realities" (Canada, 2002a, p.xvü). This renovation was based on

dedicated leadership, systern reforrn and stable funding (http://popups. ctv. ca).

In terms of leadership, the Report recommended that the federal commitment to

universally-accessible, publicly-funded health care should be clearly articulated in the form ofthe

Canada Health Covenant, and that a Health Council ofCanada should be established by the

provincial, territorial and federal governments to foster co-operation, measure performance and

provide recommendations for health care reform, As well, the Report suggested that Canada

should play a more active leadership role in international efforts to assist developing natiorrs in

strengthening health care.

In terms of system reform, the Report recommended amendments to the Canada Health

Act to cover the cost of most home care services and prescription drugs, to clarify coverage for

diagrrostic services, to create a program to allow caregivers to spend tinte away from work to care

for ailing farnily mernbers, to set up a national immunization program, to enhance the role of

prirnary health care services, to manage wait lists more effectively, to make all health records

electronic, and to launch a natiorìal campaign to reduce smoking and encourage weight loss.

And in terms of stable funding, the Report recornmended the creation of a Canada Health

Transfer to allocate lederal rnoney to the provinces separate fronr regular education and welfare
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transfer paymerrts, and advocated for the pooling ofresources for Aboriginal health in order to

provide stable, predictable health-care funding for Aboriginal peoples in Canada.
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Appendix II: Primary Health Care Recommendations in the Romanow Report



The final Ronanow Report nade 47 recommendations in total; 6 ofthem apply specifically to

primary health care reform. These are as follows:

Fast-Tracking Prinwry Heultlt Care Chnnge

Recommendation 19:

The proposed Prirnary Health Care Transfer should be used to "fast-track" primary health care

implementation. Funding should be conditional on provinces and territories moving ahead with

primary health care reflecting four essential building blocks - continuity ofcare, early detection

arrd action, better information on needs and outcomes, and new and stronger incentives to achieve

transformation.

Iluilrling Nationøl Montentum, Attttcking Ol¡stacles and Reporting Progress

Recommendation 20:

The Health Council of Canada should sponsor a National Summit on Primary Health Care within

two years to rnobilize concerted action across the country, assess early results, and identify

actions that must be taken to remove obstacles to prirnary health care implementation.

Recommendation 21:
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The Health Council of Canada should play a leadership role in following up on the outcomes of

the Sumrnit, measuring and tracking progress, sharing information and comparing Canada's

results to leading countries around the world, and reporting to Canadians on the progress of

irnplementing primary health care in Canada.

Strengthening the Role of Prevention

Recommendation 22:

Prevention ofillness and injury, and promotion ofgood health should be strengthened with the

initial objective of making Canada a world leader in reducing tobacco use and obesity.

Recommendation 23 :

All governments should adopt and implement the strategy developed by the Federal, Provincial

and Territorial Ministers Responsible for Sport, Recreation and Fitness to improved physical

activity in Canada.

Recommendation 24:

A national immunization strategy should be developed to ensure that all children are immunized

against serious ilhress and Canada is well prepared to address potential problems from new and

emerging infectious diseases.
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